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Abstract
Fugitive Poetics: Ecological Resistance in the Plantation Era
Kate McIntyre
This dissertation presents an account of fugitivity in poetic form as well as political
practice. In this account, fugitivity is an ecological strategy of resistance to enslavement, where
ecology describes both the set of relations orchestrated between words on a page and the set of
relations between species, including humans, on the plantation. In order to understand fugitivity
as an ecological strategy, I examine the mutual imbrication of nascent theories of race and
ecology in the long nineteenth century. I thus present two competing theories of race and
ecology, each of which carries distinct poetic implications. The first, plantation poetics, is
evident in poems written on and about plantations in the second half of the eighteenth-century.
These poems, in their rigid poetic structures, reinforce the racial and ecological logics of the
plantation, in which hierarchical relations between and within species are inherited from early
natural histories, and are used to support both slavery and the monocultural cultivation of the
plantation. In contrast to this system, I present a fugitive poetics that, sharing the theory of race
and ecology as intertwined systems, turns that theory against the ends of the plantation and
toward a poetics premised on shifting, porous relations, rather than hierarchies and containment.
In so doing, I link fugitivity to a set of formal strategies that were fully operative in nineteenthcentury poetics, ecological thought, and political resistance, and that remain relevant for
political, ecological, and poetic thought to this day.
Though this project follows a chronological trajectory, its aim is not to present a history
of political resistance in the plantation era, nor even a history of poetic form in the nineteenthcentury. Instead, it undertakes a strategic analysis of poetic form as necessarily linked to political

resistance and to the long history of environmental racism. The first chapter establishes the
colonialist poetic tradition I call plantation poetics, tied to maintenance of the ecological
enclosure of the plantation. In the work of James Grainger, John Singleton, and Edward Rushton,
I argue that the poetic line came to stand in for both the lines of the plantation and the delineation
of racial hierarchy so yoked to the natural histories of the eighteenth century. The chapters that
follow offer several different models of fugitive poetics, in the work of George Moses Horton
and the editors of Freedom’s Journal, Thomas Wentworth Higginson and Emily Dickinson, and
Albery Allson Whitman. While each of these writers engages with ecology and political
domination differently, all of them combine political and ecological investments to create a
poetic project that resists the plantation poetics of colonization. The distinct strategies employed
by each writer teach us what poetic strategies, and what fugitive practices, are best suited to our
current moment of ecological and political crisis.
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Introduction

In the colophon to Harvest: Holding & Trading, Tia Blassingame writes, “In an attempt to
connect across hundreds of autumns with slaves that lived in Providence, Rhode Island on the
eve of the colonies’ independence, I collected leaves along Benefit Street.”1 In addition to the
word’s obvious financial coinage, Benefit is a street that runs the length of what is now the
campus of Brown University, including the neighborhood of College Hill. Benefit sits slightly
over halfway up the hill for which this neighborhood is named, and runs parallel to the
Providence River which, at the bottom of the hill, separates the university campus from central
Providence. Benefit demarcates class along a graded spectrum, here represented by the steep
climb from the river up to the university. A city on a hill indeed.
Blassingame’s reasons for being on Benefit Street are clear enough; as she goes on to tell
us, “Harvest’s text was directly inspired by the accounting of the building, stocking, and voyages
of slave ships and other Brown family business records as noted. African slaves—purchased and
sold in the West Indies or other locations—are also revealed in the often mundane receipts and
accounts of slaving ships. Utilizing the Brown family business records dating from the 18th
century, research for this project was conducted at the John Carter Brown Library of Brown
University.” We might then read her collection of fallen leaves on Benefit Street as laboring to
“connect” beyond the records of a limited, damning, and unsatisfying archive. The desire for
extra-archival access is well-documented. 2 Why, however, turn to autumn leaves as a
compensation for the incomplete archive? What understandings of the practices of survival and
1

Tia Blassingame, Tia. Harvest: Holding & Trading. Tia Blassingame, 2013. Harvard University

Fine Arts Library. Accessed August 28, 2019.
2

Saidiya Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts,” Small Axe 12, no. 2 (July 17, 2008): 1–14.
1

refusal of people inhabiting a place “hundreds of autumns” prior is made available through the
leaves that fall each year? What fugitive forms of political resistance are enabled by diverse
forms ecological relation? What poetics can enact both that connection and that resistance?
Harvest allows us to specify what these questions look like on an individual level, and over the
course of the dissertation I will answer them for nineteenth-century poets working against the
hegemony of the plantation and colonization, as ecological and political relations of domination.
For these writers, the poem was ecological both in reflecting the relations among living beings in
the lived ecosystem that informed its creation and in imagining, and enacting on the page, new
ecological relations that might take their place.
Understanding fugitive practice in terms of poetic form makes visible fugitive practices
that persist below the horizon of national attention, that escaped notice and hence the historical
record—as evanescent as Blassingame’s own practice of collecting leaves before translating
them into print. One could argue that the connection between these leaves and the fugitive
practices unmarked in Brown’s archives stems not from the leaves but from Blassingame’s
(re)construction, in her translation of these leaves onto leaves of paper and her layering the
leaves with the ghostly residue of archival text detailing the sales and acquisitions of the
enslaved people whose names go unrecorded. While the verso side of the book consistently
displays “a representative sampling of leaves—fresh to brittle, elm to oak and beyond, whole to
tattered” printed in an array of pink and brown inks (Fig 1), the recto side alternates between
these pages of scattered leaves and pages with a single print, reminiscent of the naturalist’s
scrapbook. On the first such page, Blassingame prints a silvery white imprint of a round leaf on a
full-bleed brown background, accompanied by the lines, fitted outside the edges of the leaf, “It /
is / the / smallest / slip of paper / that notes / the transaction: / the purchase / of a man” (Fig. 2)

2

The remaining pages all use the same silver-white ink on a backdrop of a range of brown inks
and papers, which Blassingame tells us “were mixed or selected with the varied skin tones of
African slaves in mind,” and they all include these minimal denotations, printed as absence in the
silver-white ink, where the brown shows through. One such page (Fig. 3) figures an oak branch
with seven leaves and four sales slips: “to George Corlis acct / For 4 Negro / of capt
James..@700” and “to George Jackson / Fir a negro Boy..700 / Charg’d by N. Angell” and “to
Samuel Aborn / For a Negro Man / Named William S…700” and “to Nathan Angell / For 1
negro / by Capt Jackson..700.” The transactions float among the leaves, their orientation changed
to fit within the leaves’ ghostly white. Toward the bottom of the image, where we might look for
a species designation, we instead find a source: “Speedwell 1758 receipts.” Mixing two
documentary genres—the natural history scrapbook and the account book—Blassingame is
intently focused on the capacity of material (re)constructions to alter our reading of the original
materials.
But what drew Blassingame to leaves in the first place? Why this particular material
reconstruction? What can Tia Blassingame’s ecological recollection tell us about the lives of the
people enslaved by the Brown family? Nothing, perhaps—the leaves are simply indexes of what
was, capable of pointing but not description. In this, the book seems to suggest, they are as
capable as the archives. The archivist, too, can only ever hope to achieve “a representative
sampling.” In fact, this similitude between the leaves’ anonymity and the anonymous figures in
the archive leads Blassingame to push past indexicality toward correspondence, writing “Autumn
leaves put on a show now as then. They represent the countless African slaves that will not be
rendered visible and named no matter the diligence of the researcher.” While the “show” of the
autumn leaves is implicitly connected to the spectacle of the auction block, the two are not the

3

same. Blassingame’s text retains a gentler sense of show, as a moment of reprieve from the
demand to produce rather than to observe: “For captive African slaves walking on Benefit Street,
the splendor of autumn leaves might have temporarily suspended the homesickness, humiliation,
and sorrow of being a slave on Benefit Street.” The leaves offer a form of engagement with their
surroundings that is not predicated on enslavement, and even offers a suspension, however
fleeting, of slavery’s affective consequences.
The temporary suspension of slavery’s domination, via Benefit Street’s autumn leaves,
emblematizes what this dissertation refers to as ecological resistance—moments in which
enslaved persons’ engagement with their environment, in contrast to the laborious mode of
environmental engagement demanded by plantation slavery,3 offers a strategy for suspending
slavery’s constraints. Ecological resistance to enslavement is a fugitive practice, which I analyze
not for its duration,4 since many moments of fugitive practice are as fleeting as an autumn leaf
drifting to the ground, but in the effectiveness of its strategies for evading slavery’s mechanisms
of political and ecological control. As this dissertation demonstrates, such moments of ecological
resistance occurred again and again from the height of the plantation era in the eighteenth
century through the post-bellum reckoning of the close of the nineteenth, producing a sustained
and deepening set of fugitive practices linked to ecological study throughout Atlantic world
slavery.

3

Although this project focuses on plantation slavery for the clarity of its mechanisms of
ecological control, a capacious understanding of the environment would expand this to include
any form of enslavement, including that regularly experienced by the enslaved people
Blassingame imagines on Benefit Street.
4

For a thorough model of fugitivity and marronage as determined by both temporal and spatial
scope, see Neil Roberts’ Freedom as Marronage (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015).
4

Figure 1 Page from Tia Blassingame’s Harvest: Holding & Trading (2013), Harvard University Fine Arts Library.
Accessed August 28, 2019.
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Figure 2 Page from Tia Blassingame’s Harvest: Holding & Trading (2013), Harvard University Fine Arts Library.
Accessed August 28, 2019.

6

Figure 3 Page from Tia Blassingame’s Harvest: Holding & Trading (2013), Harvard University Fine Arts Library.
Accessed August 28, 2019.
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The scene of reprieve imagined by Blassingame models one possible moment of
ecological resistance as fugitive practice, but her reconstruction of the moment in Harvest:
Holding & Trading emblematizes what I call fugitive poetics, the medium through which I trace
these moments of ecological resistance. Fugitive poetics is a poetic mode that uses the material
construction of the poem—its poetic form, the paper on which it is written, its mode of
publication, and its relation to its environment—to enact and test fugitive practices within
literary form. With the striking exception of the poets examined in my first chapter, each of
whom wields poetic form to bolster the hegemony of the plantation in both political and
ecological terms, the poems that I examine, like Harvest, make fugitive ecological practice
imaginable and available through their formal constructions.

Fugitive Forms
As Blassingame’s work attests, fugitivity, far from presenting a single static form,
survives through a series of strategic adaptations, and continues in both contemporary poetry and
contemporary political thought. Analysis of fugitive strategies from the nineteenth-century,
however, may yet help us identify and practice resistance in the present, in both textual and
embodied form. In my examination of fugitive poetics, I join a rich and varied contemporary
conversation that has sought to define fugitivity alternately through visual code,5 legal status,6

5

Michael A. Chaney, Fugitive Vision: Slave Image and Black Identity in Antebellum Narrative.
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008) and Janet Neary, Fugitive Testimony: On the
Visual Logic of Slave Narratives (New York: Fordham University Press, 2017).
6

Stephen Best, The Fugitive’s Properties: Law and the Poetics of Possession (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2004).

8

and empirical inquiry.7 While none of these accounts share precisely identical definitions of
fugitivity as such, each searches their domain of choice—the visual, the legal, and the
scientific—for a minor tradition, often but not exclusively practiced by people who were
themselves categorized as fugitive, that mobilizes the traditional mechanisms of that domain
against itself. In each case, as in my own project, fugitivity is a practice of resistance within a
space of domination. Michael Chaney argues that Black writers in the nineteenth century “seek
in the old and familiar plantation tableaux new and estranging modes of sight” he describes as
“excesses of visuality, ways of seeing unaccountable to and unaccounted for by abolition.”8 Janet
Neary takes up this correlation of fugitivity and visual culture, “identifying an insurrectionary
visual subtext embedded within the slave narrative that counters the textual mechanisms of
containment.”9 Fugitive testimony, for Neary “refers to the narrative, oratorical, and theatrical
performances of fugitives from slavery—or those who take up their voice—and draws attention
to the fugitive meanings within those performances (those aspects which contest, complicate, or
are in excess of the editorial, theatrical, and political constraints which were the works’
conditions of production).”10 Like Neary, I attend to the “textual mechanisms of containment” or
“constraints” that fugitivity pushes against, and although she turns to the “visual subtext” to find
such insurrectionary tendencies, I insist they can be found in the literary text as well.
Investigating my own minor tradition, I show that a series of writers with minimal contact with
one another mobilized a formal tactic united by a shared understanding of fugitive practices and
7

Britt Rusert, Fugitive Science: Empiricism and Freedom in Early African American Culture
(New York: New York University Press, 2017).
8

Chaney, 6.

9

Neary, 7.

10

Neary, 25.
9

ends that were abolitionist in the largest sense. These writers mobilized traditional literary form
against itself, using the constraints that constitute the form to both model and disrupt the
analogous constitutive constraints of the social and political structures undergirding the literary
as such.
While Chaney and Neary focus on visual practices that are fugitive because they exceed
the traditional constraints of the form they inhabit, Stephen Best shows the unruly excesses
fugitivity carries in jurisprudence. Investigating the “governing form the ‘fugitive,’ which in
slave law names the runaway slave who is competing parts pilfered property and indebted
person,”11 Best finds legal lacunae produced by this doubled definition, allowing law to turn
back on itself in a fugitive reversal of its initial construction. Best appropriates the legal
definitions of fugitive to license an analysis of “rhetorical forms that figure the fugitive's
flight.”12 This analysis, which for Best makes up a “poetics of form,”13 includes “figures of
thought (e.g., personification, analogy, metaphor, catachresis) in which the errantry and
inconstancy of evanescent property and speculative value come to be figured in the errantry and
inconstancy of the fugitive slave.”14 The instability of fugitivity as a category becomes, for Best,
an enabling feature of literary form as well as legal proceedings, allowing for both language and
law, in their doubleness, to be mobilized against the logic that conscripted them.
The errantry and inconstancy of this doubled figuration are adopted by Britt Rusert in
Fugitive Science, which defines fugitivity as “a kind of radical comportment to the world, a

11

Best, 16.

12

Best, 270.

13

Best, 270.

14

Best, 270.
10

subterranean politics and furtive insurgency against both the Southern slaveholding power and
Northern liberalism that does not necessarily end when one successfully escapes from slavery or
when slavery is legally abolished.”15 This expansive definition enables Rusert to argue, in her
account of nineteenth-century scientific rejoinders to racial, and racist, science, that “fugitive
science refers to African American experiments with natural science, but it simultaneously
describes the itinerancies and flexibilities of antebellum science more broadly.” 16 These
“itinerancies” and “flexibilities” are evocative of, if not coterminous with, Best’s (and Glissant’s)
“errantry”17 in that they define fugitivity first and foremost as a method of flight, one grounded
in, but not thereafter confined to, a precise historical moment. For Chaney, Neary, Best, and
Rusert, fugitivity must be understood as the product of a precise historical configuration—of
law, of visuality, and of science—but the method that historical moment gives rise to travels.
Similarly, I chart the historic origin of fugitive poetics through the construction of a colonial
poetic order aimed at constraint, control, and domination, but the methods of refusal engendered
by that order persist far beyond that moment of origin, shaping and reshaping themselves as
frequently as the precise historical configurations of constraint and domination are recast in
reply.
Along that trajectory of historical reconfiguration, my account of fugitivity shakes hands
with Fred Moten’s concept of the undercommons, a space below the commons that resists the
politics of enclosure. Moten writes most directly about the undercommons in the university,

15

Rusert, 17.

16

Rusert, 5.

17

Édouard Glissant, Poetics of Relation (Ann Arbor, MI: The University of Michigan Press,
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where he describes it as a maroon community,18 a nonplace that resists the professionalization of
critique.19 But Moten begins his investigation of the undercommons with a brief analysis of
Michael Parenti’s take on Hollywood depictions of colonial settlement, in which “the settler is
portrayed as surrounded by ‘natives,’ inverting, in Parenti’s view, the role of aggressor so that
colonialism is made to look like self-defense.”20 Moten responds that, “aggression and selfdefense are reversed in these movies, but the image of a surrounded fort is not false… The fort
really was surrounded, is besieged by what still surrounds it, the common beyond and beneath—
before and before—enclosure.” 21 This common beyond and beneath enclosure is the
undercommons, which Moten continues to track in contemporary Black life, through the
university and the construction of what he calls “fugitive publics” through debt. 22 The
undercommons has its inception at the moment of colonial settlement, when the life surrounding
the fort suddenly becomes, in Moten’s terms, “the surround,”23 by virtue of the location it always
had, but which is now identified as ‘surrounding’ in relation to the fort that has appeared and
placed itself at the center, defining all that surrounds it and is not of it as antagonistic.
Another word for the surround, however, is the environment, which originally meant the
action of surrounding a thing as well as the area surrounding it. Per the Oxford English
Dictionary, the Middle French environnement and environner referred to the action of
18
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surrounding something, while environ referred to the area around one, a meaning still captured
by our English “surroundings.”24 Turning to the poetic forms of the nineteenth century elucidates
the ecological valences of this theory of the surround, reminding us that ecological resistance and
fugitive form are always intertwined. Attuning ourselves to the ecological valences of the
surround widens the field of battle to include all forms of life besieged by colonialism, and
allows us to see all humans within a “surround” that they are also of. The colonial view, in which
the environment is seen as antagonistic simply because it surrounds the settlement, is one mode
of ecological relation, probed in depth by British colonial writers such as James Grainger, John
Singleton, and Edward Rushton, where the response to that perceived threat is to seek to enclose
the environment in order to control it. But “beyond and beneath—before and before—
enclosure,”25 communities suddenly defined as fugitive in the face of enclosure’s encroachment
practice modes of ecological relation that get in the way of enclosure, that seep across its borders
and refuse the segregation of social life along racial and species lines. When we come to
examine this mode of ecological relation, in which the human is positioned within rather than
against the life forms around it, ecology, with its emphasis on the relations that compose a home,
or oikos, becomes a more resonant term than environment, which emphasizes the centrality of
one organism against the other organisms that ‘surround’ it. Ecology, that is, emphasizes
interrelation and co-creation, while environment emphasizes distinction and individuation.
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The Ground of Ecology
Shifting toward the term ‘ecology’ also helpfully inaugurates a distinction between
ecosystem, or a specific albeit evolving set of relations between a specific albeit evolving set of
living organisms in a specific place, and ecology, the study of relations between living organisms
both in general and in any specific place. The emphasis on place is relatively obscured in the
definition of ‘environment,’ where what counts as ‘surroundings’ is defined by the location of an
organism of interest, usually a human, at any given moment. Ecology, however, brings place to
the fore, and in so doing yokes the living organisms to the ground on which they interact. Like
many constraints, this enchainment is productive. And while not all products are good, this
connection makes visible the link between ecology and both geography and geology.
Ecology is always reciprocally influenced and informed by geography, or the socially
produced space these different life forms inhabit and construct. Examining what Katherine
McKittrick calls “the interplay between domination and black women’s geographies”26 allows us
to see that “geographies of domination, from transatlantic slavery and beyond, hold in them both
the marking and the contestation of old and new social hierarchies. If these hierarchies are spatial
expressions of racism and sexism, the interrogations and remappings provided by Black diaspora
populations can incite new, or different, and perhaps more just, geographic stories.” 27 As
McKittrick notes, the plantation holds a central position in modernity 28 as a geography of
domination, and my first chapter extends the analysis of its “spatial expressions of racism and
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sexism” into ecology as well, while my subsequent chapters take up the “interrogations and
remappings” of both geography and ecology in response to the encroachment and enclosure of
enslavement and the plantation.
Both geography and ecology are underpinned by geology, the study of the ground
mapped by geography and inhabited by the forms of life whose relations ecology seeks to trace.
Rock and earth, categorically nonhuman and generally characterized as nonliving altogether, are
nonetheless the sediment of these forms of life, and, as Kathryn Yusoff’s articulation of the
geologic origins of racialization29 makes clear, the hierarchies McKittrick finds established in
geographies of domination themselves originate in geological extraction. As Yusoff puts it,

the idea of Blackness and the displacement and eradication of indigenous peoples get
caught and defined in the ontological wake of geology. The human and its subcategory,
the inhuman, are historically relational to a discourse of settler colonial rights and the
material processes of extraction, which is to say that the categorization of matter is a
spatial execution, of place, land, and person cut from relation through geographic
displacement (and relocation through forced settlement and transatlantic slavery). That is
racialization belongs to a material categorization of the division of matter (corporeal and
mineralogical) into active and inert. (2)

The division of active and inert matter produces, for Yusoff, the categories of both the human
and the inhuman, which she identifies as a subcategory of the human. Categorizing life as active
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matter, such that the inert is by contrast identified as nonlife, “facilitated the divisions between
subjects as humans and subjects priced as flesh (or inhuman matter).”30 While the human subject
is categorized as life, the subject can also be categorized as flesh, inert, inhuman nonlife
available for sale and possession. The ontological division between active and inert instituted by
geology and through colonization is also the grounds, per Yusoff, for the establishment of
property, because it “enacts the removal of matter from its constitutive relations as both subject
and mineral embedded in sociological and ecological fields.”31 Like the colonial and antagonistic
definition of the environment (as opposed to the ecosystem) as what surrounds the human and is
not of it, colonial geology depends on separating the subject from its environment. This removal
of matter from its constitutive relations calls up the specter of Marxist alienation, and it should,
since in Marxist terms the capitalist mode of production alienates the worker from their product,
their labor, other workers, and their species-essence.32 An analysis of the ecological implications
of Marx’s theory of alienation, and of Gattungswesen (species-essence) in particular, is beyond
the aims of this project, and moreover is under thorough investigation elsewhere,33 but what
Yusoff clarifies is that through colonial geologies of extraction the material itself has been
alienated from its constitutive sociological and ecological relations.
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Prior to and against that extraction, however, Yusoff locates practices of nonalienated
relation to the material world among communities that actively resisted both geologic extraction
and plantation ecologies. As she puts it, “The earth in its symbolic and nonabstracted forms (as a
knowledge about survival in maroonage, the quotidian practice of harvesting useful plants and
animals, and navigation) was a crucial aspect of slave revolts.”34 Resistance to slavery and
colonization, that is, depended on ecological study, not from a distance but as an embodied and
“quotidian practice” of familiarity with the surrounding plants, animals, and space—that is, with
the environment. Although the construction of the inhuman depended on “a deformation that
presses an human categorization and the inhuman earth into intimacy,”35 the form of intimacy
that Yusoff finds among maroon communities is able to “disrupt the grammar of the inhuman
articulated through thirteenth-to-nineteenth-century genealogies of race, planting roots through
maroonage and cultivation established kinship with the earth, made in the context of natal
alienation.”36 This form of intimacy finds common ground through kinship with the earth, as an
antidote to rather than a product of the natal alienation that presses the human into the inhuman.
Thus “in the bold resistance of a given inhuman life, poetry and spatial practices 'replant' (in
Wynter's words) place, mark another possibly inhuman relation that does not replicate the
confinements of colonial grammar.”37 Not all inhuman relation is made alike. While Yusoff sees
the category of the inhuman as a product of colonial extraction and domination, the kinships or
“intimacy with the inhuman” fostered under this category can also serve as “an alliance with
34
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freedom in the matter and marronage of imposed lands, to think freedom in the earth, outside and
against the world of the 'given' humanist subject.”38 At the moment when inhuman intimacy tips
into freedom, geology tips into ecology. My choice to emphasize ecology, rather than geography
and geology, is intended to call our attention to the life found in both active and ‘inert’ matter,39
and to make visible the new forms of relation between living beings on the ground of both
geology and geography.
In my focus on ecology, I share terrain with Monique Allewaert, who, like McKittrick
and Yusoff, though less explicitly, takes up Sylvia Wynter’s work interrogating the colonial
production of both space and the human. 40 While McKittrick examines geography as “the
interplay between domination and black women’s geographies,” Allewaert analyzes ecology as
an “assemblage of interpenetrating forces.” 41 Following Wynter, she examines a mode of
ecological engagement premised on relation; as she points out, “this ecological orientation
departs from an eighteenth-century political and aesthetic tradition distinguishing persons—in
particular white colonial subjects—from the objects and terrains they surveyed."42 In opposition
to this colonial mode, Allewaert tracks moments where persons and terrains overlap, to develop a
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category she calls the parahuman. Our projects diverge at this moment; where she is concerned
with investigating the consequences of the environment’s interpenetrating forces for the
individual, I stay with the forces themselves, investigating the ways in which these forces were
wielded strategically against the settler colonial mechanisms of control and enclosure that I,
following McKittrick, call ecologies of domination.

Poetic Ecologies
My analysis of poetic form, as it plays out in fugitive poetics, is determined by this
understanding of ecology,43 of the ecosystem as a shifting product of the interplay between the
organisms within it. Like an ecosystem, the poem can be read as the product of an interplay of
forces both on the page, as the words configure and then reconfigure meaning in relation to one
another on the page, and beyond it, as its meaning is altered by the shifting environments in
which it participates; the poem, much like our own bodies, can act as an ecosystem unto itself
and a participant within a larger ecosystem. And, like our bodies, each ecosystem is porous.
Although ecology can conjure up fantasies of a web of relations prior to or otherwise
untainted by human intervention, my understanding of poetic ecosystems is inflected by Ngũgĩ
wa Thiongʼo’s understanding of oral and written language as reflections of “the language of real
life,” of “the relations people enter into with one another in the labour process, the links they
necessarily establish among themselves in the act of a people, a community of human beings,
producing wealth or means of life like food, clothing, houses.”44 But this labor process includes
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the nonhuman organisms, and even “inert matter,” that humans come into relation with in order
to create their means of life. As one hub in the labor process, poetry is written by a human being
enmeshed in a certain web of relations at a certain historical moment, and—as Ngũgĩ will tell us
of all culture—it “is a product of the history which it in turn reflects.”45 Examining those
reflections reveals not only the relations between humans at any given moment, but entire
ecosystems. A poem, however, not only reflects those relations but also participates in their
production, and even as we read a poem for the web of relations that produced it, we must also
read it for the relations it attempts to imagine into being. Thankfully, we are neither wholly
determined nor wholly determining. We are simply one part of the ecosystem.
This salutary response to human limitation has been greatly enabled by the work of
Anahid Nersessian, whose analysis of Romanticism, or Rcsm,46 in the climate of ecological crisis
illuminates a positive sense of the limit as constitutive of a certain strain of utopian imagining.
As she puts it, “Romantic literature functions as utopian thought insofar as it takes its own
formalism to mime a minimally harmful relationship between human beings and a world whose
resources are decidedly finite.”47 Our contemporary climate crisis looms more as a backdrop than
an explicit concern in my analysis, which focuses decidedly on the consequences of particular
modes of ecological relation, both of domination and of mutuality, for human beings. But, as I
investigate the mechanisms of ecological control that produced what we might call a maximally
harmful relationship between human beings and a world of finite resources, we might well see
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the fugitive modes of ecological engagement practiced in resistance to those mechanisms of
control as instructive for minimally injurious but nonetheless politically potent acts beneath and
within our current crisis of political and ecological domination.
This project’s main debt to Nersessian’s study of Romantic adjustment lies in the yoking
of formal and ethical practices. As she defines it, adjustment is “a formal as well as an ethical
operation that allows human beings to accommodate themselves to the world by minimizing the
demands they place upon it.”48 Poetic form allows Nersessian’s Romanticists to model the
ethical operation of self-abnegation in accommodation to the world; for my writers, poetic form
offers a means of testing fugitive practices of ecological engagement in resistance to colonial
domination. Conceptualizing fugitivity as a formal practice allows us to see fugitive practices
that may not have been practicable within the material exigencies of the moment, or that were
indeed practiced but escaped registration in the archives. It also allows us to look at literary form
again, as a ground for radical experimentation in conceiving political strategies within both the
limits and the affordances of one’s environment.
The constitutive limits of poetic form, as much as its affordances, are what render it such
a rich proving ground. Like Nersessian, I examine poetic enclosure as a response to and
formulation of ecological enclosure; while my paradigm example of enclosure is the plantation,
in her examination, the Romantic period “takes shape just as the enclosing wall of Paradise
becomes the ‘protecting wall’ of enclosure.”49 As this juxtaposition indicates, there are multiple
valences of enclosure at play at the close of the eighteenth century, and this polyvalence only
increases across the Atlantic. Much of the work I examine aims specifically to transgress limits
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instituted by slavery, colonization, and the plantation, valuing the porous border over the hard
limit. In this, my work is influenced by Anna Tsing’s valuation of what she calls transformative
mutualism. Examining interspecies support between organisms trying to survive in spaces
devastated by capitalist extraction, Anna Tsing finds, sanguinely, that “we are contaminated by
our encounters; they change who we are as we make way for others…Everyone carries a history
of contamination: purity is not an option.”50 This ethos of contamination as conviviality is indeed
central to the fugitive ecological engagements that my writers describe under slavery and
colonization. Often, like the mushroom that Tsing tracks across Japan and the northwestern
United States, these writers and these practices thrive in places decimated by capitalist ecological
extraction—that is, by the plantation. Other times these practices exist on the margins of
colonization; in the swamps of Florida, for example, just prior to indigenous expulsion and
monocultural hegemony. In each case, the limits imposed by colonial encroachment and
enslavement, in their brutality, are also constitutive of the strategies that resist them.

Fugitive Poetics
This is not to say that such limits are all to the good; the colonial division between the
human subject and its environment inaugurated practices of political and ecological domination
that decimated human and nonhuman, life and nonlife alike. But writers working against
domination were able to turn the limit against itself, using the constraints of poetic form to enact
a series of reversals that model and test fugitive strategies. These constraints took a variety of
forms, three of which are examined in detail in the chapters that follow. Each poem I take up
pushes against the traditional structure of its poetic genre in some way, but the poets also
50
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engaged with the material construction of the poem as its own constraint. George Moses
Horton’s poems incorporate the material conditions of publication and production into their
fugitive poetics, while Emily Dickinson incorporates the paper on which her poems are written
and Albery Allson Whitman makes the relationship the material forms of life around him a part
of his conception of the poem as such. The fugitive strategies that they try on the page all depend
on an understanding of the poem as both an ecosystem and a mode of ecological thought. The
poem served as a testing ground for imagining new relations between living beings, but such new
imaginings required study of extant relations on the ground. The poem was thus ecological in a
double-sense; it reflected the ecological relations that produced it and it proposed a new set of
relations to take their place.
Each of the nineteenth-century writers I examine was acting in resistance to a set of limits
imposed through colonization and the installment of the plantation system. Yet the ascendance of
the plantation, too, was bolstered by poetic imaginings of this new and deadly ecological regime.
As my first chapter illustrates, ecological limitation was constructed and wielded as a device for
colonial control of both the environment and the humans purchased to work within it. “Plantation
Poetics: On Forms of Enclosure,” describe a poetic tradition tied to maintenance of the
ecological enclosure of the plantation through three eighteenth-century poets. In the work of
James Grainger, John Singleton, and Edward Rushton, I argue that the poetic line came to stand
in for both the lines of the plantation and the delineation of racial hierarchy so yoked to the
natural histories of the eighteenth century. Each of these writers bears a distinct relationship to
the plantation economy of the eighteenth-century Caribbean; Grainger, who managed a
plantation on St. Christopher where he also served as physician, presents his Georgic SugarCane (1764) as a set of instructions to the planter, espousing an erasure of the labor of enslaved
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persons that persists in John Singleton’s Description of the West Indies (1767), while the
abolitionist Edward Rushton’s West-Indian Eclogues (1787) explicitly perform the agency of the
enslaved on the margins of the plantation in Jamaica. Examining a plurality of forms engaged in
colonial reportage in this way allows us to see multiple strategies of containment and
domination, introducing us to the multiple accounts of ecological form that become resonant at
the close of the eighteenth century and preparing us for the range of fugitive practices that
always arise alongside them, both on and off the page.
These practices vary, but each writer I take up uses the formal limits of the poem to test
fugitive practices that resisted the rigid hierarchies of the plantation and of slavery, as modes of
ecological and political domination. In the case of George Moses Horton, the containment of
slavery was literal and direct, and his writing led to multiple campaigns for his release. Though
these campaigns were unsuccessful, his writing and publication offered a formal flight that he
could not pursue in body at the time of this writing. Following the work of Meredith McGill51 I
include the form of publication within the broader umbrella of literary form, though not of the
poetic as such. Publication can and did operate as fugitive practice, and the circulation of
Horton’s poems across newspapers, and particularly its reprinting by the first African-American
newspaper, Freedom’s Journal, embedded it in an ecology of reprinting as fugitive practice, in
which texts could and did circulate more freely than their authors. Part and parcel of the fugitive
circulation of poetry across newspapers is their recontextualization in each issue in which they
appear, acquiring new significances as they are placed beside gossip columns and reports from
Haiti. In the case of Horton’s reprinting in Freedom’s Journal, both his explicit critiques of
51
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slavery and his less politically demonstrative work operate as fugitive poetics, engaging in
resistance to enslavement by virtue of the context of their publication.
By contrast, my third chapter analyzes the material construction of fugitive poetics
through the manuscripts of Emily Dickinson, for whom the constraints of enslavement appeared
at a considerable remove. “‘Covert as a Fugitive’: Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Emily
Dickinson, and the Limits of Fugitive Form” shows that in Dickinson, fugitive poetics occur at
the formal level—where form includes the material of the manuscripts themselves. While there is
little to indicate that Dickinson herself was engaged in fugitive practice, I analyze in depth the
political, ecological, and aesthetic writings of her correspondent Thomas Wentworth Higginson,
who studied modes of ecological resistance practiced by maroon communities in Jamaica and
Surinam, and who sought, ultimately unsuccessfully, to adapt those practices to Virginia’s
mountains in John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry. Higginson also, however, transcribed the
songs of the soldiers of the First South Carolina Volunteers, the first regiment composed of those
formerly enslaved, in which he acted as Colonel. Through this correspondent, Dickinson had
access to knowledge of fugitive practices and fugitive poetics that she did not invent, but that
shaped the substance of her verse and the mechanisms of enclosure and hiddenness in her
manuscript practices. Those very mechanisms of enclosure, however, meant that for Dickinson
fugitive practice was rendered so wholly private as to become divorced from the context that
gives it force: resistance to slavery’s containments.
In 1884, Albery Allson Whitman also looked to fugitive practices of which he was not
himself a direct participant, converting his study of Seminole and maroon resistance to the
colonization of Florida into the long poem The Rape of Florida, later republished under the title
Twasinta’s Seminoles. In this poem, the swamp serves as the ecological antidote to the
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plantation. I analyze Whitman’s poem in the context of nineteenth-century maps, showing that
swamps, in which the boundary between land and water disappears, undo the logic of political
maps. Through its very failure to maintain this distinction between land and water, the porous
ecology of the swamp serves as a model for a parallel poetic porosity. While the plantation aims
to install sharp division between ecologies, species, and races, the swamp renders these divisions
porous, and, writing at the moment when these swamps are finally being drained for
monocultural cultivation, turns this porosity to political ends, presenting the alliances between
fugitive slaves and Seminole communities as actively enabled by the swamp’s ecology. Whitman
presents porosity as a desirable political goal in his time and ours, and his poem offers us a
formal system dedicated to producing, rather than containing, that porosity. Rejecting divisions
between the matter of the poem and the matter of the world, Whitman announces that poetry is
spoken by both living and so-called inert forms of life, from birds to trees to rocks. The page,
Whitman insists, records the relations being enacted around us at each moment. In this, it is like
any other ecosystem.
The poets of this dissertation call our attention to fugitive practices that operate sotto
voce, escaping the archive and intentionally evading view both on and off the page. While on one
view this quietness might suggest their inadequacy, it also attests to their success in evading the
mechanisms of colonial control and surveillance that would have attempted to suppress them had
they attracted more attention. While literature is far from the only mode with such fugitive
potential, recognizing the utility of literary work for imagining, testing, and enacting new
relations between ourselves and all forms of life in the present allows us to see literature and
embodied practice as more enmeshed than we might generally imagine. In the present then, we
might look to practices like Tia Blassingame’s collection of leaves, as well as to the work of
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remaining unnoticed as a person without the legal documentation required by the state to
authenticate personhood, or of carving out a practice of freedom within the walls of a prison, as
fugitive practices designed to resist the legacies of settler colonialism and enslavement that still
legitimize the state. Not all revolutions are swift.
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Plantation Poetics: On Forms of Enclosure

Fugitivity, rooted in the Latin fugĕre, to flee, is defined by what it flees. This negative
definition places studies of fugitivity alongside the work of Orlando Patterson 1 and, more
recently, Neil Roberts,2 who position slavery as ontologically prior to our conception of freedom.
This dissertation therefore begins with an account of poems that aim to establish structures of
containment, precisely because it aims overall to trace fugitive forms, animated by resistance to
strategies of aesthetic, ecological, and political containment. Any attempt at enclosure, this
chapter argues, is a formal matter. Writing in the second half of the eighteenth century, James
Grainger, John Singleton, and Edward Rushton all penned long poems in response to their time
in the Caribbean. Each of these writers brought his own politics to encounters with both the
environment of the Caribbean and the page. James Grainger, whose Sugar-Cane was published
in 1764, married into a plantation-owning family; the only one of these writers to live in the
Caribbean, Grainger served as doctor on the plantation in St. Christopher. His “West-India
georgic” directly influenced the publication of A Description of the West Indies in 1777, which
Singleton authored while part of the first British theater troupe to tour the Caribbean. Singleton’s
poem takes on the epic conceit and neoclassical inheritance of Grainger, but shifts away from the
rigid formal mechanisms of Grainger’s georgic. Edward Rushton is the unlikely member of the
trio; after working on a slave ship as a young man, Rushton became an abolitionist, and his WestIndian Eclogues, which appeared in 1787, offers a distinct critique of Grainger and, by
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extension, of Singleton. 3 His divergent political affiliations, however, make visible more
insidious structures of containment embedded in late-eighteenth-century poetics of the British
Caribbean.
What unites these poets, writing across genre and political affiliation, is their
commitment to what I call a plantation poetics. Though all the poetry I will turn to in this project
constructs a poetics marked by attention to the ecological, the plantation poetics of these poets is
unique in its commitment to maintaining, rather than evading, plantation ecologies. The structure
of these poems mimics the enclosure of the plantation. Enclosure in the Caribbean was directly
influenced by the Enclosure Acts in Britain, which established property rights for land previously
held in common, but the meaning of enclosure shifts as we cross the Atlantic, where British
colonization respected no analogous conception of commons. Practices of enclosure in the
Caribbean responded to distinct political and ecological exigencies. Caribbean ecosystems were
depicted as ripe with cross-species contamination and natural disasters that refused the neat
divisions of inside and outside that the plantation demands. Hegel’s contemporaneous model of
dialectic thought allows for a synthesis of inside and outside, but that model keeps in play the
binaries it seeks to unite. Truer to the constant contamination that besieged the plantation is
Elizabeth DeLoughrey’s conception of tidalectics, adapted from Edward Kamau Braithwaite, to
“foreground a cyclical model of history and resist the teleology of a Hegelian dialectical
synthesis,”4 replacing the traditional dualism of dialectical thought with the more ecologically
appropriate model of tidal flow. On this ecological model, contamination, rather than separation,
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is the rule.5 The constant flow of ecological embeddedness also foregrounds the structures of
human relation—within, rather than distinct from, ecological relation—and gives the lie to
structures of racialization as well as divisions between species.
The flow of relation is precisely what enclosure sought to contravene, and this tidal threat
was figured most violently in the form of the hurricane. 6 The intensity with which such
ecological threats were tied to the colonial project of racialization leads Peter Hulme to argue, in
his analysis of The Tempest, that “the hurricane is an attribute of native savagery, a fact
confirmed by its tendency of attacking precisely what have…been given as the marks of civility:
the building of towns and the practice of tillage and husbandry,”7 and it is no accident that the
hurricane figures centrally in each of the three poems this chapter examines. For Peter Hulme,
the colonial attribution of “native savagery” to the hurricane reads as anthropomorphism, but
more recent accounts of the relation between the human and the surrounding environment have
reversed this analogy, focusing less on the ways in which the ecological is given human features
than on the subsumption of the human within the ecological in colonial treatments of indigenous
and African populations. The transference of the threat of violence in this passage from
indigenous communities to the hurricane marks a slippage from the human to the ecological that
undergirds colonial epistemologies that exclude Black and indigenous populations from the
5
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category of the human.8 Enclosure always erects a division between what is enclosed and what
remains outside. The order of the plantation is threatened from without by ecological threats—
perceived and real, human and not—but that order also depends on the containment of what is
enclosed. In the Caribbean, unlike in Britain, enclosure implied enslavement—and the
concomitant containment of those enslaved.
Developing an ecologically specific conception of enclosure necessitates an analogous
shift in accounts of poetic closure in work written by the British in the Caribbean. Accounts of
lyric closure in British Romanticism do not hold in the British Caribbean, where writers
eschewed the lyric in favor of heftier poetic projects. The precise ways in which lyric closure
fails, however, allow us to note with greater specificity the inextricability of poetic form and
racial and ecological strategies of containment. This project shares, in fact, the pivotal move of
Anahid Nersessian’s Utopia, Limited, which argues for “a Romanticism that defines utopianism
as an investment in limitations, a definition derived from the basic claim that the ethico-political
project of utopia is formally analogous to the project of art,”9 but the precise ethico-political
project that attaches to limitation is not monolithic.10 Rather, ecological and political specificity
defines the end that, for Agamben, constitutes the poem as such. Agamben makes the connection
8
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explicit in his decisive The End of the Poem, arguing that “the verse is, in every case, a unit that
finds its principium individuationis only at the end, that defines itself only at the point at which it
ends. I have elsewhere suggested that the word versure, from the Latin terms indicating the point
at which the plow turns around at the end of the furrow, be given to this essential trait of verse,
which—perhaps on account of its obviousness—has remained nameless among the moderns.”11
Agamben’s etymology suggests an affinity between the poetic and the agricultural that might be
more appropriate for the georgic that grounds plantation poetics than for the lyric poems that
form the backbone of Agamben’s study. Agamben, certainly, is calling forth a Virgilian
inheritance; but so too were the poets of the eighteenth-century Caribbean. Enclosure is a
drastically different act for the owner of newly enclosed property than for the enslaved people
laboring on that land. Virgil attempts to efface that distinction by obscuring the presence of the
enslaved in agricultural labor, and British poets gladly employ the figure of the heroic farmer in
the eighteenth century. But in the Caribbean enclosure bespeaks enslavement.12
The ecological enclosure of the plantation therefore depends on a categorical enclosure of
the enslaved. The eighteenth-century natural history project aimed to transmit knowledge from
the periphery to the center, to be sure, but the accumulation of knowledge was tied to the
development of a methodology of enclosure—that is, of classification and division through
speciation. Containment is tied to taxonomy and accumulation in the form of the natural history
table. For Foucault, “the drawing up of ‘tables’ was one of the great problems of the scientific,
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political, and economic technology of the eighteenth century: how one was to arrange botanical
and zoological gardens, and construct at the same time rational classifications of living beings.”13
The natural history table aimed to impose an order that was simultaneously analytical and
organic, producing logical distinction and hierarchy without losing sight of the organic relations
between these categories. This epistemological tension operated through the natural history table,
but it was keyed to the construction of race.14 As Achille Mbembe puts it, “The colonial order
was founded on the idea that humanity was divided into species and subspecies that could be
differentiated, separated, and classed hierarchically.”15 Mbembe, in fact, links race to enclosure
explicitly, asserting that “historically, race has always been a more or less coded way of dividing
and organizing a multiplicity, of fixing and distributing it according to a hierarchy, of allocating
it to more or less impermeable spaces according to a logic of enclosure.”16
Any project that devotes substantial attention to this archive calls up a broader
conversation about the ethics of representation. In choosing to engage an archive that produced
and produces damage, I explicitly refuse any recuperative project, as though we could separate
these poets from the trauma they represent. I also, however, refuse the “faith in exposure” that
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Eve Sedgwick has told us marks the hermeneutics of suspicion.17 This critical approach too often
circumscribes approaches to the archive of slavery, as though by anticipating the damage
recorded in the archive we could prevent its deleterious effects on the present.18 Those effects
predate our work, and they will persist after it. My aim, then, is not to alter or deny the
persistence of this damage, but to trace its necessary persistence within the fugitive projects that
respond to it.
Following a long line of poets and critics,19 I look to ecosystems as one route into this
archive in part because the material remnants we inherit in the scraps of paper we traditionally
think of as the archive are so fraught. In mapping an ecological poetics, we turn first to the prose
of those who mapped the land and began to clear it for the monocultural division of the
plantation. But the journals of plantation owners and imperial servants—and of John Gabriel
Stedman, in particular—offer memories that require some dismembering before they will allow
us to gain any ground. Stedman opens his 1796 Narrative of a five years’ expedition against the
Revolted Negroes of Surinam in Guiana by describing his aesthetic ends: “I have endeavored to
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arrange matters in some degree like a large garden, where one meets with the sweet-smelling
flower and the thorn, the gold-bespangled fly and loathsome reptile, the richest glowing plumage
and the darkest shades; the whole so variegated as to afford, I hope, both information and
amusement, without racking or depressing the spirits, and damping the mind; not indeed in the
modern pomp and brilliancy of style, but in a simple tale, where TRUTH is the chief
ornament.”20 In fact, this narrative, like any garden, is the product of culling as much as of
cultivation—we might say that cultivation requires exclusion and extirpation. Stedman, however,
keeps both “the sweet-smelling flower and the thorn” from the journals chronicling his years in
Surinam from 1772 to 1777, crafting a romance out of the “sweet-smelling flower” while
endeavoring to simultaneously retain the “thorn” whose threat suggests adventure. Weaving
these two genres together, Stedman asks the reader to “sort the flowers from the weeds” (I.v),
since his fidelity, purportedly, is to “TRUTH” rather than “style.” It quickly turns out, then, that
the garden is a rather clunky metaphor for Stedman’s writerly habits—his narrative, were we to
take him at his word, might more aptly be described as a wild field, which Stedman now wishes
to hire the reader to garden. This pretense of artlessness is, of course, precisely the point—and
Stedman’s gardening metaphor turns on a broader trope of cultivation in the 18th century
Caribbean, in which the British brought, not beauty, but the order of truth, to bear on the
ecosystems they found.21 The proper word to describe a plot cultivated in this way is, naturally,
not “garden,” but “plantation”—it is no accident that Stedman later describes plantations as the
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“most beautiful estates in the settlement” (I.76). The aesthetic order cultivated on the plantation
depends on the maintenance of epistemic, as well as literal, divisions.
Stedman’s use of the garden as metaphor stems from a far more literal investment in
exercising control over the landscape, because the ecological zones that resisted such cultivation
proved strategic locations for the maroon communities Stedman was employed to root out. To
hear Stedman tell it, the environment of Surinam is in league with these maroon communities, in
“the shelter which is afforded to the fugitives by the immense forests which overspread the most
considerable part of this country” (I.3). Swamps prove an even more effective environment for
maroon settlements, as Stedman discovers: “I have called this settlement strong, because, like an
island, it was entirely surrounded by a broad unfordable marsh or swamp, which prevented all
communication, except by private paths underwater, known only to the rebels” (I.81). As
Stedman’s description makes clear, the swamp does not of itself prevent communication; what
prevents communication is ignorance of the “private” or hidden paths that make communication
possible. The lines between the metaphorical and the literal become blurred here, and when
Stedman writes that “deep inundations, with the impenetrable thickness of the woods, have been
such constant discouragements and obstructions to discovery, that but very little true information
concerning that country has as yet been obtained” (I.2) it is his literal wood-clearing that makes
possible the account of “true information,” or a more metaphorical form of penetration.
Discovery happens on the page, for Stedman, because it has already happened in the world; this
is why truth is Stedman’s self-declared guiding aesthetic principle.
What passes for truth, though, is simply the production of an ordering system, on and off
the page. As Stedman declares, “I am determined to write truth only, and expose vice and folly in
their native colours” (I.3). Truth is the purview of the conqueror; vice and folly are indigenous.
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Stedman’s efforts to clear the brush aim to “expose” not just vice and folly but also Black and
indigenous people; again, the literal and the metaphorical blend together. But this exposure
should be understood not as a mere clearing, which might imply freer movement on all sides, but
as the institution of more rigid forms of containment. When Stedman tells us that “LIBERTY,
nay even too much lenity, when suddenly granted to illiterate and unprincipled men, must be to
all parties dangerous, if not pernicious” (v) he signals that obscurity, not containment, is his
enemy. Although Stedman refers to the slave trade as “execrable,” he advocates for its eventual
abolishment only once slavery as an institution has been strengthened such that “slavery will be
little more than a name; and subjects will, with pleasure, fulfill their limited task” (II.362–363).
In this paternalistic conceit, “the master will with pleasure look on his sable subjects as on his
children, and the principal source of his happiness, while the negroes will bless the day their
ancestors did first set foot on American ground” (II.363), and the involuntary labor of the
enslaved will be carried out with pleasure rather than by force.
The fantasy of force masquerading as pleasure becomes explicitly sexual in Stedman’s
relationship with Joanna,22 but it also characterizes Stedman’s relationship to the ecological.
Stedman’s efforts to force through “the impenetrable thickness of the woods” and its
“discouragements and obstructions to discovery” to uncover “true information concerning that
country” (I.2) present him as the liberator of knowledge, paradoxically enchained by the very
object Stedman seeks to uncover knowledge of—the “country.” Though Stedman casts himself
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as the liberator of truth, liberation, it would seem, comes at the cost of its object; for Stedman,
knowledge about the ecosystem around him can only be achieved through the destruction of that
ecosystem.

Regulated Bodies: Containment and Accumulation in James Grainger’s West India
Georgic
Arriving after such clearing has taken place, James Grainger positions himself as no such
liberator. Rather, Grainger seeks to fix his objects in verse that doubles as a natural history
catalogue. In his 1764 georgic, Sugar-Cane, Grainger unfolds the regulatory project of the
plantation in the form of the poem itself. Grainger’s strained efforts at mastery produce a
hierarchized, intensely ordered text, in which the form of the poem is designed to domesticate
the vast swaths of information that, he will tell us, necessarily accompany the West India
georgic. Grainger’s systematic cataloguing and ordering of this information produces a form
designed specifically to occlude the labor that any form requires; however, that form is the
ecological enclosure of the plantation. The guiding conceit of Sugar-Cane is that if you organize
your plantation carefully, it will run itself. This conceit depends on the presumption of the
existence of nature as a self-organizing domain separate from the human;23 if the proper order is
brought to bear on the natural world, nature will manage your plantation for you. Of course, the
agents of this labor are in fact enslaved. Grainger’s georgic form, however, incorporates enslaved
people within the category of nature, subsuming them in a natural order where all runs as it
should. This more insidious form, in which the disciplining of the environment subsists
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alongside the disciplining of bodies, explodes in the fourth and final book of Sugar-Cane, but it
lies beneath the lines of every section. Grainger sets up a poetic system that models the ethos the
planter should cultivate in relation to his plantation; the sheer length of the poem partakes of an
accumulative drive, massively expanded in Grainger’s copious footnotes. And while it is
tempting to read these footnotes, escaping the regulatory meter of the poem, as simultaneously
evading Grainger’s regulatory impulses, we should hesitate to import so much optimism into this
work. The footnotes, after all, manifestly do not escape Grainger’s poem. Their cataloguing,
participating in contemporaneous discourses of natural history, is not only also a carefully
regulated form, but, crucially, a form that enables Grainger to recapture within the order of
poem, plantation, and colonialism, even what seems to exceed it.
If we turn to Grainger’s preface, composed in 1763 in Saint Christopher, we see him
establishing the parallel between his labor as a poet and the labor of the planter before the meter
even begins. Justifying his project, Grainger writes, “I have often been astonished, that so little
has been published on the cultivation of the Sugar-cane, while the press has groaned under folios
on every other branch of rural oeconomy.”24 The groaning of the press echoes the groaning of
the idealized georgic farmer, laboring to gain mastery over the land. This parallel, of course,
relies on a flawed conceit; in the West India georgic, it is not the solitary planter, to whom the
majority of Sugar-Cane is addressed, that does the work of farming, but the enslaved people who
Grainger toils to obscure.
There is another flaw in this parallel, however: Grainger wields the pen, and not the
press. His mention of the press, however, calls up a system of transatlantic exchange in which
not only physical commodities but also Grainger’s words traverse the divide between London
24
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and Saint Christopher. The press implicates Grainger in the professionalization of writing that
Clifford Siskin addresses when he argues that “the proliferation of writing, during the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries in Britain, not only helped to occasion…the re-forming of
knowledge into disciplines—including Literature as the disciplinary home of writing itself—it
also altered work, enabling and valorizing newly specialized forms of intellectual labor.”25 The
georgic in particular, as a genre that glorifies manual labor, situates the writer in the position of
laborer, working to instill order on the page much as the farmer instills order on the land.26 The
professionalization of writing as an occupation depends, however, precisely on the fact that the
writer is not required to labor on the land. Writing, as it developed as a profession, was tied to
and dependent on the ascendancy of colonialism and global capitalism; individual writers were
dependent on the particular economic organizations of their locale. As Timothy Sweet reminds
us, “the split between practical and aesthetic ways of being in the environment…only widened
with the entrenchment of slavery.”27 Indeed, we might say that Grainger’s ability to insert
himself into the professional category of writer is only possible because the labor of the
plantation is in fact executed by enslaved people. This is an irony of which Grainger is far more
aware than he would wish, and which he attempts to subsume within the formal workings of the
poem.
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The formal coherence of Grainger’s poem is meant to bolster the logics of colonialism,
and, above all, the plantation system that it describes. Since, as Grainger insists, “the face of this
country was wholly different from that of Europe, so whatever hand copied its appearances,
however rude, could not fail to enrich poetry with many new and picturesque images” (v).
Grainger’s preferred mode for this copying and transmission of appearances, he explains, is that
of “description” (viii)—and Siskin explains again that the strength of the Georgic “as a
descriptive form” in the eighteenth century lay in its capacity to “naturalize what it articulated”
so that “it transformed the procedure of description itself.”28 Grainger’s contention that “the
precepts contained in this Poem… are the children of Truth, not of Genius; the result of
Experience, not the productions of Fancy (v–vi) relies on an image of Experience as neutrally
coded; as though the Experience of the plantation produced knowledge stripped of colonial
accumulative impulses, and as though description encountered no translation between the thing
seen and the word written.
It is but a short jump, after all, from description to regulation; and Grainger’s cataloguing
of both the plants of Saint Christopher and its neighboring islands and knowledge about those
plants participates in a larger accumulative impulse in the natural histories of the era. Britt Rusert
suggests that we should see “Grainger’s opening recourse to Experience” as “bound up with the
ascendancy of scientific empiricism and an emergent understanding of the plantation as an ideal
site of experimentation,” or “an enclosed site from which empirical knowledge is produced,
extracted, and transplanted from tropicalized lands and bodies.” 29 Rusert’s explication of
experience as experiment is apt, but as a literary experiment, the poem operates, like
28
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experimentation on the plantation itself, as a mechanism for the colonization of knowledge. The
footnotes that Rusert valorizes “as a kind of wild overgrowth that territorializes, or
countercolonizes, the cultivated spaces of the colonial plantation”30 might equally be seen as
another form of colonial power. The knowledge Grainger reproduces in his footnotes is, after all,
not separate from the poem, but meant to bolster the didactic ends of that poem. If, as Grainger
says, “instructing the Reader…is the nobler end of all poetry,” (vi) the knowledge contained in
the footnotes is useful because the possession of it enables the planter to better order his
plantation. Grainger worries about these footnotes, and about the “terms of art”—or of botanical
knowledge —that he says “look aukward in poetry, yet,” he finds, “didactic composition cannot
wholly dispense with them” (vii). The footnotes, far from escaping the order of the poem, in fact
enable it.
In fact, Grainger courts the accumulation of knowledge in this poem. While the body of
the poem adopts the form of the plantation system to form of the georgic, the footnotes advance a
project of accumulation that, as we have seen, is formally separate but ideologically intertwined.
Grainger announces the colonizing project of this accumulation when he writes, at the close of
the preface: “In a West-India georgic, the mention of many indigenous remedies, as well as
diseases, was unavoidable. The truth is, I have rather courted opportunities of this nature, than
avoided them…wherever, in the following poem, I recommend any such, I beg leave to be
understood as a physician, and not as a poet” (viii–ix). Translating indigenous knowledge for
colonial regulation, Grainger establishes his identity as a physician not as distinct from his
identity as a poet, but as intertwined with it. Grainger the poet cannot be imagined apart from
Grainger the physician, just as the body of the poem cannot be imagined without its footnotes.
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In the poem itself, we begin to see the formal consequences of those ideological
investments. The meter of the poem, an almost unvarying iambic pentameter, relies on an
unstinting rhythm, cultivating sameness rather than the difference that rhyme might introduce.
Any words that resist the careful metrical regulation are relegated to the footnote, but again,
those footnotes merely serve to reincorporate the material that might otherwise have escaped
Grainger’s pen. Almost immediately in the poem itself, Grainger begins to establish the
regulation the plantation owner ought to bring to bear in the plantation. A didactic poem, SugarCane is explicitly concerned with telling the planter how to grow sugar cane. But these
commands also moralize the planter’s relationship to the land; they set up an ethos of cultivation
and mastery. The formal aspects of this poem—its iambic pentameter, its alliteration and
consonance, its footnotes, and its use of the list as a means of formal organization—all lead to a
poetics of accumulation, praising the natural world while reinforcing the poem’s explicit
insistence on domination. Yet this accumulation ultimately collapses under its own weight; the
poetics cannot sustain the ideological work Grainger needs from them.
This passage directs the planter to allow certain plants to grow on his land, and remove
others. Grainger begins:

But let thy biting ax, with ceaseless stroke,
The wild red cedar, the tough locust fell;
Nor let his nectar, nor his silken pods,
The sweet-smelled cassia or vast ceiba save. (I.33–36)
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Already in these first few lines, the poem’s agricultural commands turn out to also be a
catalogue, aligned in aim with natural history as well as with the Georgic form. The notes to this
passage elaborate further on each of the trees mentioned, and continue to do so for the line that
follows, “Yet spare the guava, yet the guaiac spare” (I.37). This cataloguing persists throughout
the poem, and is part of a larger project of colonial appropriation of nature; the accumulation of
information demonstrates ownership of the land. This is a sprawling project; Grainger has more
information to impart than he can fit into his carefully composed lines.
Formally speaking, Grainger’s poetry is concerned to set up a poetic system that models
the ethos the planter should cultivate in cultivating his land. The poet must be as judicious and
masterful in his selection of certain words and cultivation of larger poetic forms as the planter
must be in his selection of certain plants and cultivation of his land. In these early lines, Grainger
endeavors to produce sonic harmony through regular meter, alliteration, and consonance across
the lines. Though elsewhere Grainger allows the occasional trochee to interrupt his iambs, in
these first few lines, the regular rhythm of Grainger’s iambic pentameter is undisturbed, and
small alliterative moments produce harmony within lines. Grainger’s control, and not any
naturally occurring order, renders this poetic harmony that is supposed to serve as a model for
the “natural” harmony it is the planter’s job to cultivate; here as ever, form does ideological
work.
As the lines continue, Grainger’s attempt to perpetuate the myth of a nature in harmony
with human will becomes more explicit, present in the content of the lines as well as in their
form. Elaborating the virtues of the guaiac, Grainger writes “the guaiac grows / A sovereign
antidote” (39-40). The antidote is, of course, “sovereign” because it heals multiple ailments, but
the use of that word also inserts this natural discourse into both religious and political discourse;
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“sovereign” calls up both God and the crown. This word allows Grainger to simultaneously
identify the crown’s power as divinely given, and to mark the guaiac with the proprietary stamp
of England.
Grainger is politicizing nature, but the endgame of this project is to naturalize the
political. The closing lines of the passage shift from practical injunctions for the planter to
meditation on the relationship between planter and land as a whole. The initial “For” (46) of the
turn is designed to establish logical continuity between the pragmatic advice of the previous lines
and the more dogmatic lines that follow—a division whose tenuity, as we will see, is betrayed by
Grainger’s formal choices. While these lines are purportedly reasons not to destroy shaddoc,
acajou, and sabacca trees (I.44-45) on one’s land, the lines go far afield of that straightforward
aim. Below these trees, Grainger writes:

a grey deep earth abounds
Fat, light; yet, when it feels the wounding hoe,
Rising in clods, which ripening suns and rain
Resolve to crumbles, yet not pulverize:
In this the soul of vegetation wakes,
Pleas’d at the planter’s call, to burst on day. (I.47–52)

These lines begin by reinforcing nature’s abundance, and end up personifying it, all in the
service of the claim that nature’s abundance is not only available to, but specifically designed
for, human cultivation. This cultivation, though “wounding,” nevertheless wakes the “soul of
vegetation” and finds it “pleas’d at the planter’s call.” Plant life, even etymologically, is for the
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planter; in his small world, the planter is king—but, as we have seen earlier, the king’s
sovereignty is that of God. One sovereignty maps onto the other without distinction in this text.
Grainger’s poetics has to go through a number of tortuous shifts to support this
ideological claim. Where the poetics was previously alliterative and consonantly harmonious,
with regular iambic pentameter and the simple, clear syntax of a list, it becomes characterized
here by twisting syntax, irregular rhythm, and harsher sounds. Although these lines are still in
iambic pentameter, the rhythm is interrupted by trochees, particularly at the beginnings of lines,
as in “Rising” (49). The sounds that create harmony are hard sounds, above all in the connection
between “Pleas’d” and “planter” (52). The alliteration may serve to connect the figure of the
planter and the affect of pleasing, but it doesn’t do so smoothly or softly. Grainger’s increasingly
subordinated clauses set up a hierarchical grammar that might serve to reinforce the hierarchies
of sovereignty he is personifying nature to endorse, but the heavy, clunky syntax in fact
undercuts that supposed political-natural order.
The moment of poetic dissonance when the ideological stakes of Grainger’s project
become most explicit in this passage throws into question the coherence of the poetic project as a
whole. Grainger’s poetics, what I have called a poetics of accumulation, are deeply conjunctive.
Grainger relies on listing and auxiliary footnotes to catalogue all the aspects of the natural world
the planter needs to control; this listing functions itself as a means of control. But his poetics are
also disjunctive; the endless listing combines things that do not properly belong together. The
shifts, from agricultural advice to meditations on natural philosophy, are but one example of the
sort of category error Grainger’s disjunction produces. The descriptions of mastery of and
domination over nature throughout the poem foreshadow the eerily similar treatment of enslaved
people in the final book of the poem. Including enslaved people within a Georgic poem at all
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already incorporates them within the order of the natural and agricultural, as part of what is to be
owned and cultivated.
This already problematic depiction of nature becomes, of course, heinous when applied to
human beings, even before the final book. Grainger continues the conceit of poem as plantation
by inverting it. Midway through the first book of Sugar-Cane, he writes:

As art transforms the savage face of things,
And order captivates the harmonious mind;
Let not thy Blacks irregularly hoe:
But, aided by the line, consult the site
Of thy demesnes; and beautify the whole. (I.266–285)

The orderly lines of sugarcane on the plantation are dictated, or, as Grainger puts it, “aided by”
the lines of the poem. Explicitly joining the writing of this poem and the planting of sugar-cane
into a single ordering project, Grainger reveals his vision of the utility of “art,” to be not only
instruction, as he asserted in the preface, but transformation. Grainger knows that his writing is
no mere description; rather, he “transforms the savage face of things” to fit them to the page. The
disciplinary apparatus of the works to suppress irregularity—in the rhythm of the words on the
page, and in the rhythm of enslaved people hoeing the earth for the planting of sugarcane. Very
few lines in the first book of the poem acknowledge the presence of slavery on the plantation;
that Grainger cannot suppress its appearance in these lines signals how deeply linked cultivation
and captivation are in this poem. In these lines, Grainger strains to represent both cultivation and
captivation as desirable; the “order” that “captivates the harmonious mind” is to be valued,
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because of its value for cultivation. And let me remind you, for a moment, that the meaning of
“captivate” as “capture” was still very much alive in the 18th century; the agent of this clause is
not the mind, but the order that holds it captive. The mind, like enslaved people and the land,
must be cultivated with the proper order.
And here the imperative mood that pervades Grainger’s didactic poem becomes crucial.
Grainger’s preferred verb is “let,” emphasizing the passivity of the planter in the cultivation of
sugarcane. Order, again, is the agent; the planter has only to “let” it reign. Maintaining order,
however, requires further delineation. Grainger suggests:

Thy fields thus planted; to secure the Canes
From the goat’s baneful tooth; the churning boar;
From thieves; from fire, or casual or designed;
Unfailing herbage to thy toiling herds
Would’st thou afford; and the spectators charm
With beauteous prospects: let the frequent hedge
Thy green plantation, regular, divide. (I.492–498)

The regular division again recalls the rhythm of the poem, but that regularity is also “green”; the
ecological is being enlisted as part of the order of the plantation. And Grainger’s characteristic
“let” reinforces the sense that the planter’s job is simply to allow that ecological order to arise: it
is the “hedge,” in Grainger’s grammar, that does the dividing. Hedge does not, of course, of itself
grow in a line, but here again a part of the ideological project of The Sugar-Cane is the
simultaneous adaptation of the natural to the regulatory order of the plantation, and the attempt to
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render the work of that formal regulation invisible. The enclosure that Grainger recommends for
security is naturalized; the reader is led to understand that the ecological will, of its own accord,
support the order of the plantation. The security that Grainger advocates is ultimately designed to
regulate the human as much as to protect the plant. Though Grainger skates quickly over the
possibility of intentional sabotage, “fire, or casual, or designed,” that security exists as much for
the planter as for the plant.
His very elision of the human agents of such an act speaks to his anxiety about their
agency, and that agency becomes explosively visible, threatening the formal coherence of
Grainger’s entire project, in the fourth book. Traditionally, the georgic celebrates the labor of the
independent farmer in his mastery over nature. In Grainger’s West Indies Georgic, however, the
laborers are enslaved; and this generic disconnect wreaks havoc in Grainger’s final book. Unsure
how to handle this discrepancy, Grainger alternately addresses enslaved people as laborers and
advises the planter on how best to cultivate the appropriate discipline in those he enslaves, as
though they, like the sugar cane, were part of the natural order to be mastered. Enslaved people
are catalogued according to geographic origin; for example, he suggests:

those from Congo’s wide extended plains,
Through which the long Zaire winds with chrystal stream,
Where lavish Nature sends indulgent forth
Fruits of high flavor, and spontaneous seeds
Of bland nutritious quality, ill bear
The toilsome field. (IV. 44–49)
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This cataloguing subsumes enslaved people within the order of nature while simultaneously
extending the domain of colonial knowledge to include Africa as well as the Caribbean.
Like the sugarcane, enslaved persons needed to be ordered in a way that maximizes the
efficiency and profitability of the plantation; this requires that they be disciplined to the labor the
plantation demands to such an extent that this discipline becomes naturalized. The regulatory
meter of the body of Grainger’s poem coincides with the regulation of human bodies. And again,
this regulation, like the meter of the poem, works best when it works invisibly. Grainger advises:
“To easy labour first inure thy slaves; / Extremes are dangerous” (IV.158–159). Grainger’s
regulatory form disguises itself as ease; the rhythm established, the planter can with security trust
that those newly habituated to enslavement “may / All to the Cane-ground, with thy gang, repair”
(IV.163–164). Discipline is cultivated by degrees; and, much as Grainger’s naturalization of the
order of the plantation is intended to obscure the labor of the planter, the cultivation of the proper
discipline in enslaved people is designed to obscure their forced labor.
Grainger’s anxiety about extremes is a doctor’s fear about the health of the people
enslaved on the plantation, for which he was responsible, but it is also an anxiety about the
agency of enslaved people. And since, after all, Grainger the poet and Grainger the doctor are
one and the same, his specific fears about the practice of Obeah appear under the guise of
medical advice. Criticizing the “imaginary woes” (IV.367) of “The slave, who thinks himself
betwitch’d; and whom, / In wrath, a conjurer’s snake-marked staff hath struck,” (IV.369–370)
Grainger maintains his own power as a doctor against the “imaginary” illnesses treated and
caused by Obeah. Whose expertise is licensed and whose is decried as “imaginary” is, of course,
part of a broader battle to control knowledge in Grainger’s poem. Furthering the project of the
accumulation and control of knowledge, Grainger includes information about Obeah in the
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footnotes. As Grainger himself puts it, if practitioners of Obeah “can do mischief, so they can
also do good on a plantation, provided they are kept by the white people in proper subordination”
(135). The maintenance of proper subordination is the work of the good doctor; it is also the
work of the poem, which appropriately relegates to the footnote that information that is
inconvenient for the orderly running of the plantation. Its inclusion on the page at all, however, is
an effort at neutralization; making that knowledge available enables the planter to guard against
it.
Grainger’s suggestion that planters allot plots to enslaved people offers a similar
safeguard. Towards the close of the poem, Grainger suggests that the planter

to every slave assign
Some mountain-ground: or, if waste broken land
To thee belong, that broken land divide.
This let them cultivate, one day, each week;
And there raise yams, and there cassada’s root. (IV.445–450)

Enacting further divisions within the space of the plantation, Grainger encourages the planter to
turn even “waste broken land” to productive ends. 31 Grainger’s insistence that the planter
“divide” this land echoes his suggestion that the planter let hedges grow in orderly lines around it
in order to maintain the security of his plantation. Enslaved people’s time is similarly divided, so
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Productivity was not, however, exclusively the purview of the colonizer. For an account,
following Sylvia Wynter, of the yam as the root of an alternative relationship to agricultural
production, see Elizabeth DeLoughrey, “Yam, Roots and Rot: Allegories of the Provision
Grounds,” Small Axe 15.1 (2011): 58–75. Wynter’s own insight appears in “Novel and History,
Plot and Plantation,” Savacou 5 (1971): 95–102.
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that we might finally see the allotment of these plots less as a space of subversion and more as a
means of further regulating the time not spent in the field. This careful re-enclosure of spaces
that might otherwise threaten the order of the plantation mirrors Grainger’s use of the footnote,
as an alternate form in which to accumulate knowledge that resists the form of the poem itself.
Grainger’s commitment to representing and reproducing colonial power is clear, in fact,
even in his almost—but not quite—abolitionist moment. As Grainger puts it:

O, did the tender muse possess the power,
Which monarchs have, and monarchs oft abuse;
‘Twould be the fond ambition of her soul,
To quell tyrannic sway; knock off the chains
Of heart-debasing slavery; give to man,
Of every colour and of every clime,
Freedom, which stamps him image of his God.
Then laws, oppression’s scourge, fair virtue’s prop,
Offspring of Wisdom! should impartial reign,
To knit the whole in well accorded strife:
Servants, not slaves; of choice, and not compelled;
The black should cultivate the Cane-land isles. (IV.232–243)

This moment is often held up as the place where the internal contradictions of Grainger’s poem
surface, a moment of relief from the otherwise unrelenting support for the plantation system.
Internal contradictions abound, to be sure, but Grainger is also frighteningly consistent. In the
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urgency of our desire to reach the subversive other side of Grainger’s poetics, we would do well
to heed the last line of this section. Grainger’s vision of the West Indies after abolition offers a
vision not of equality but of servitude: “Servants, not slaves; of choice, and not compelled; / The
black should cultivate the Cane-land isles” (IV.242–243). In this vision of the world, the order of
the plantation continues as usual, and the disciplinary apparatus of the form—of the poems and
of the plantation—becomes so effective that it masquerades as choice.
The georgic serves colonial ends for Grainger, simultaneously giving form to and
disguising the labor of the enslaved; representing agricultural labor as the labor of colonization,
it offers itself as a tool for the accumulation of colonial knowledge and it seeks to cultivate in its
subjects the discipline most conducive to the smooth workings of colonialism. Form does its best
work when it works invisibly; but in a poem, form, however disguised, is always also on the
surface. The containment of what might contaminate requires the establishment of a regular
rhythm, as well as strategies for handling whatever seeks to escape that ordered rhythm. These
are formal concerns. As the footnotes in Sugar-Cane, like the plots allotted to enslaved people on
the plantation, reinforce rather than escape, the disciplinary form of the poem, and of the
plantation, this poem also reopens another question. What, in this case, counts as the poem? Are
the footnotes a part of the poem, participating in its regulatory structures? And, if we read the
footnotes as escaping those regulatory structures, does it follow that they escape regulation
altogether? While Grainger’s inclusion of footnotes in this particular poem may reinforce
accumulative colonial impulses, widening our understanding of the poem to include its paratexts
as well as its body is ultimately the only means by which we might open the otherwise closed
form of the poem to the possibilities of subversive practices within those forms.
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“Of Rugged Form”: The Fugitive Threat in John Singleton’s Ecology
A decade later, John Singleton’s Description of the West-Indies begins to bring some air
into the rigid plantation poetics established by Grainger. Singleton situates his poem outside
Grainger’s georgic lineage; although his poem begins on the plantation, it escapes those confines
to explore the ecosystems of several islands in the British West Indies. Singleton, then, is less
concerned with maintaining the order of the plantation than with providing a “description” of the
ecosystems of the West Indies, on and off the plantation. This investment in description brings
Singleton back within Grainger’s environs, and those of natural history more broadly, but
Singleton is less encyclopedic than Grainger, and his ecological descriptions depend on his
itinerancy. His own vagrancy leads him to develop a portrait of the ecological that includes
fugitive traces, and for this reason Singleton is at pains to render fugitivity as an ecological
feature, rather than a human act.
Singleton’s opening lines attempt to take to the air, but this flight wavers. At the start of
Description of the West-Indies, John Singleton’s invocation of the muse takes the form of a
rebuke:

On Daedalèan*32 wing the trembling muse
Attempts to soar, advent’rous, undismay’d,
If PINFOLD! gen’rous and humane, will stoop
To lend an ear, and patronise her song. (1)

32

The footnote is to lines from Horace, criticizing those who aim to emulate Pindar. If, as these
lines suggest, those who write are doomed to the same fate as Icarus, we should note the
additional valence this plummet into the sea bears in Singleton’s transatlantic context.
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Singleton’s muse is a frail creature; “trembling” at “attempts to soar” without even yet reaching
the peak at which the sun might melt her wings. The affect Singleton attributes to the muse,
“advent’rous” and “undismayed” in the face of this trembling, is dependent on “Pinfold,” the
former governor of Barbados. This is an earthy muse, oddly grounded in the economic and
ecological particularity of the West Indies.
That the muse is presented as dependent on colonial politics, allows us to begin to offer
an account of Singleton’s own conception of his poetics. The “Daedalèan wing” of Singleton’s
muse may be frail, but the story of Daedalus does not begin and end with the craftsman’s hubris;
Singleton is also signaling his understanding of art as craft. This conception of art, and,
implicitly, of Singleton’s own poetic project, brings this poem as close to the plantation in form
as we might already have imagined it to be in argument. The poem, Singleton argues, is part of
the workings of colonialism and therefore requires colonial authorization; Barbados’ former
governor must “patronise” the “song” of the poem, just as much as any plantation plot on the
island. Although Singleton does not require colonial support to maintain a plantation, as
Grainger does, his travels are nonetheless dependent on circuits of colonial capital, and the
economic organization of the British West Indies. That economic organization is simultaneously
an ecological organization. The management of the poem’s form, for Singleton as for Grainger,
becomes analogous to the management of the plantation as an ecological zone distinct and
protected from its surrounding ecosystems. For Singleton, agriculture and poetry are both arts
premised on the production and maintenance of ecological enclosure. And while anxieties about
enclosure in Britain and the United States centered on questions of private property, the
motivating anxiety for Singleton is that of contamination.
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Although Singleton offers a brief catalogue of plant-life in Barbados, his poem does not
aspire to the genre of natural history in the same way as Grainger’s Sugar-Cane. While the
natural history catalogue aims, not entirely unlike Daedalus, at a pinnacle of total exhaustion, or
a perfect record of all life forms, Singleton’s descriptions are more oblique. Like Grainger,
however, Singleton uses his descriptions of plant-life to bolster a larger argument about
maintaining order on the plantation. In his description of the coconut, Singleton writes:

The cocoa too, with rugged trunk deform’d
Winds in the air its long unwieldy bulk;
Or shoots, oblique, in many a wanton line,
And, scorning order, mocks the planter’s care. (8)

The coconut, per Singleton, is an unruly plant; what is “deform’d” is precisely the form of the
plant itself, and deformation bespeaks resistance. The “order” the tree seems to be “scorning” is
that of the plantation, regimented by “the planter’s care.” Yet if, as we have seen in Singleton’s
opening lines, the work of the poem mirrors that regimentation of the plantation, Singleton’s
poem itself may be seen as a means of disciplining the unruly plant.
The regularity of Singleton’s line enforces poetic order upon the tree, even as the plant
seems to escape agricultural regulation. Like Grainger, Singleton calls up the figure of the “line”
to underscore the parallel between the lines of his poem and the even lines that constitute a wellordered plantation. The coconut may form a “wanton line,” but Singleton crafts no such lines,
and though the “bulk” of this tree proves “unwieldy,” in the space of the poem Singleton wields
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the tree, stripped of its bulk, well enough. In unwavering iambic pentameter, Singleton enforces
the poetic rhythm that Grainger was forced to break.
Singleton’s lines are, however, just as “oblique” as those of the coconut tree, as the
purported objectivity slips into registers of desire and exoticization. Singleton continues,

Forth from the nut flows cool nectareous juice,
Such as a god would scarce refuse to taste,
Though Ganymede should not present the cup. (8)

This proclamation of the temptation inherent to the coconut tree, beyond the power of a god to
resist, is inseparable from the unruliness of the plant. Although the origin of the coconut tree is
uncertain, it is indigenous to the latitude of the West Indies, and Singleton would only have
experienced it there. The marking of indigenous species as simultaneously unruly and
desirable—producing unruly appetites— slides neatly from plants to persons, as the threat of
indigenous resistance haunts Singleton’s poetics. In this argument, indigenous plant-life serves
as surrogate for indigenous people; the displacement of the threat from human to plant removes
human agency from the picture.
The threat of indigeneity is, for Singleton, inseparable from the threat of fugitivity, and is
displaced not only onto plants, but also onto rock formations. Beginning his description of a
hidden cave, Singleton invokes the muse once again, but this time his concern is framed as
ecological concern:
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Come! powerful genius of these fertile isles,
Though yet before thy shrine I have not bow’d;
Nor, conscious of my weakness, dare invoke,
Like bards superior, thy celestial aid;
Inspire me now, nor let my languid pen
Disgrace those climes which late thy fav’rite son,
Thy tuneful Grainger, nurs’d in fancy’s arms,
So elegantly sung: him, happy bard! (22)

Though still within a classical framing, Singleton turns slightly away from his Virgilian roots,
aligning himself with the “climes” of the West Indies rather than of Britain, and tracing his
poetic lineage through Grainger’s “West Indian Georgic” and eighteenth-century colonialism
rather than directly to Virgil and the Roman Empire. This is not to say that Singleton disavows
either Britain or Virgil, but rather to insist, as Singleton does, on a certain amount of mediation
through the climate, ecological and poetic, of the West Indies.
Ecological specificity in fact turns out to be crucial in these lines, as Singleton continues
to ask the muse to guide his physical, as well as his figurative, movement across the landscape.
Singleton pleads,

O’er yon stupendous mount conduct my steps
Down to the bottom of the hideous gulph.
Teach me the fell Tartarean vale to sing,
And all the terrors of the gloomy cave. (22)
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Singleton here demands both the practical knowledge required to reach the cave intact and the
aesthetic capacity for song, recalling his earlier invocation as techne, or craft, as inseparable
from the art and work of writing. Walking and writing are conflated here; the mapping and the
writing are one. And though these lines echo Grainger’s description of mines where enslaved
people labor,33 this is not the practical knowledge over which Grainger claims mastery but
knowledge about another ecosystem entirely. The cave, like the plantation, is a mechanism of
containment, but while the plantation is characterized by order, regimentation, and visibility, the
cave’s primary features are hideousness, gloom, and terror.
All these unseemly features are a distinctly politicized aesthetic response to the obscurity
of the cave. The ecological is figured as fugitive, and Singleton’s anxieties about fugitive persons
are displaced onto fugitive geological formations. The cave itself is

a dreary pit…of deep descent,
Where Nature, in mysterious mood, her stores
In secret hides; where sulph’rous atoms fume. (22)

Standing in for all the mystery of Nature, and its capricious moods, this cave seems a figurative
hell; the harmony of the visible and well-ordered Nature of the plantation rendered disordered
and toxic by “sulph’rous atoms.” This toxicity is bound to the figuring of the cave as the
geological structure of the hidden and the secret. Singleton imagines—or do we imagine he
knows?—that this cave was

33

Grainger, IV.167–182.
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First found, through chance, by some delinquent slave,
Flying the lash of his revengeful lord,
Or overseer more cruel. (22)

That this flight might be warranted, by vengefulness or cruelty, does not prevent Singleton from
describing it as “delinquent,” a dereliction of duty properly owed to the plantation owner who
had purchased this fugitive.
Singleton accompanies this fantasy with a denouncement of the slave trade, or “traffic
vile,” but, like Grainger, he stops short of calling for abolition on the island itself. To criticize the
trade without criticizing slavery, Singleton launches an attack on the trade specifically as a mode
of accumulation.34

Accursed method of procuring wealth!
By loading free-born limbs with servile chains,
And bart’ring for the image of his god.
Deal Christians thus, yet keep that sacred name?
Or does the diff’rence of complexion give
To man a property in man?—O! no:
Soft nature shrinks at the detested thought,
A thought which savages alone can form. (23)
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Ian Baucom, Specters of the Atlantic: Finance, Capital, Slavery, and the Philosophy of
History. (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2005).
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In this shift toward financial critique, Singleton attacks not the treatment of the human under
slavery, but the slave trade’s troubling failure to adhere to clear demarcations between
categories. Transmogrification is the real enemy here, and Singleton anxiously tracks the
transformation not only from “free-born” to “servile” but also the peculiar financial
transformation by which humans are rendered exchangeable in money, “the image of his god.”
The image bears the brunt of Singleton’s anxiety here; money turns what ought to be beyond
earthly estimation into a means of piling up riches on earth, calling the “sacred name” of
Christian into question. This financial transformation, of both God and the Christian, parallels
the rendering of “man” as “property.” What is distressing here, for Singleton, is not so much the
human suffering as the category error—or, better put, the breakdown of these categories.
Singleton attempts to combat this by describing this categorical shift as unnatural, a
“detested thought” from which “soft nature shrinks.” Yet this framing reproduces the very
slippage Singleton hopes to prevent. Nature is the active subject of this clause, displacing the
enslaved person Singleton imagines as the cave’s explorer, and Singleton’s description of
“nature” as “soft” presents the category as itself permeable, with an amorphous form that allows
bodies and objects to move in and out of it. We might also, however, think of “soft nature” as
describing not a quality inherent to nature, but a specific kind of nature—opposed, perhaps, to
the “hard nature” that John Locke might find more recognizable. This nature is “soft” in the
sense that its boundaries can shift, but the shifting of those boundaries depends on another kind
of softness. Agentive nature, here, is also sensitive, capable of receiving sensation, and then
altering its form in response. In the context of this passage, such designations beg the question of
the cave’s categorization. While the stone of the cave makes it hard to avoid the recognition of
the cave as a hard form, caves are formed from soft rock, which over time behaves like a liquid,
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dripping in response to gravitational force to form stalactites and stalagmites between cave
ceiling and floor.
This softening of ecological boundaries is the crux of Singleton’s displacement of
concerns about fugitivity from the escaped slave to the cave. Continuing, Singleton writes:

The rugged path to this tremendous cave
Is hard to find, and difficult to tread:
Bold was the man who first with vent’rous steps,
Dar’d to explore the deep embosom’d pit,
Or climb the dizzy perpendicular,
Most like to that which leads, with mould’ring track,
The virtuoso to its lofty brow. (23)

Although Singleton chooses to forgo any explicit references to slavery or fugitivity in these lines,
we already know that “the man” Singleton refers to here is the same “delinquent slave” he told
us “first found” this cave. That part of the story is eclipsed in these lines by the bold, daring, and
even virtuosic traversal of the cave. For all Singleton’s efforts to retain clear boundaries, the
fugitive has shifted, in these lines, from a “delinquent” to a “man” and finally to a “virtuouso,”
with some special access to knowledge of this path and these specific geologic formations. The
affinity is so close, in fact, that these qualities attach to the landscape as well, with its “rugged
path,” “deep… pit,” “dizzy perpendicular,” and “lofty brow.” It becomes difficult to tell, for
Singleton, where human qualities leave off and the ecological begin; if the perpendicular drop
makes me dizzy, that slippery dizziness attaches to the rock face itself. Singleton will later
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describe such cavernous rocks as a “rugged form” (32), and it is this form, both “rugged” and
“soft” that Singleton thinks aptly emblematizes the condition of fugitivity.
This anxiety about porous boundaries, and about fugitive forms of ecological knowledge,
is figured most strongly in Singleton’s tellingly fleeting account of Obeah. Continuing to map
this terrain in meter, Singleton brings us back down the mountain:

’Tis time the boundless prospect now we leave,
To tread, with cautious feet, the per’lous path,
That thro’ the braky maze winds down the steeps,
And mould’ring passes, of the mountain’s side,
Commix’d with moss, and briar, and baleful weeds,
Whose juice the Obeahs ‘mong the sable tribe
Extracting, turn to use medicinal. (28)

This abrupt shift from the description of the geological to plant-life to fugitive knowledge
underscores the close relationship Singleton sees between these three categories. Specific
geological and ecological zones lend themselves to fugitive practices, as though the ecological
had agency of its own. The “boundless prospect” afforded by this “per’lous path” is directly
opposed to the hard-won boundaries of the plantation; the “boundlessness” is directly linked to
the peril—of the mountain path, to be sure, but also of the “baleful weeds.” Singleton oscillates
between acknowledgment of the potency of the ecological knowledge Obeah requires and
attempts to dismiss it, writing that “oft this crafty knave, affecting skill / In pow’rful herbs, calls
magic to his aid,” (28) grammatically presuming the existence of the magic that is so called, as
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well as the power of the herbs, even if the “skill” is affected. But Singleton quickly turns in the
next few lines, denouncing the Obeah practitioner who “Draws in the credulous, unthinking
crowd, / To venerate his art, and fill his purse” (28). Singleton’s own credulity appears uncertain
here, town between the desire to accumulate the knowledge Obeah requires and the need to
refuse the power that knowledge produces. Again, Singleton treads this line by ascribing that
potency to the “pow’rful herbs,” shifting agency to the plant in order to refuse it to the human
who knows that plant.
Late in the poem, that slippage seems to accord an awesome force to fugitive practices,
this time aligning them with the oceanic rather than the rock or the plant. After a long discourse
on the hurricane that arrives “from th’unwholmsome south,” (47) Singleton turns abruptly to a
description of a funeral held by enslaved people. Before narrating the event itself, Singleton
soliloquizes on the philosophy—or, to hear him tell it, antiphilosophy—behind this funeral.
Comparing this funeral to Anglo-European displays of grief, Singleton writes,

Ah, me! how diff’rently th’untutor’d slave,
To no philosophy indebted, views
The obsequies of his departed friend,
And with his calm deportment puts to shame
The boasted reason of the polish’d world. (52)

This description of the slave as “untutor’d” is echoed a few lines later, when Singleton describes
him as “untaught / To melt at death, the necessary end / Of all terrestrial beings” (52). Although
Singleton certainly means to include the British and the African among “terrestrial beings,”
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proximity to that terrestriality is distinctly racialized in these lines. For Singleton, the “slave”
who “puts to shame / The boaster reason” that would teach us to fear death is able to accept this
“necessary end”35 precisely because he is “to no philosophy indebted” and therefore “his creed
[is] the voice of nature” (52). Though Singleton claims to valorize this distance from “reason”
and “philosophy,” he himself remains indebted to a philosophical tradition according to which
“reason” is the seat of agency. Far from ascribing power or agency to enslaved persons,
Singleton displaces that agency onto nature. Nature is granted agency and voice, but only at the
cost of the agency and voice of those racialized in these lines.
In fact, it is not the “terrestrial” but the oceanic that, for Singleton, speaks through the
enslaved. Evocations of transatlantic crossing have been crucial to recent ontological
interrogations of Blackness,36 and Singleton’s depiction of the oceanic returns us to a scene of
mourning. Singleton blends his description of the ocean seamlessly into the funeral procession in
the lines

In calm succession thus th’unruffled main
Rolls on its peaceful waters to the shore,
With easy swell, wave gliding over wave,
Till the spectator can no longer count
Their breaks incessant, but the numbers past
Are in succeeding numbers quickly lost.
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Singleton also links this acceptance of death to the promise of “such sweets as were deny’d
him here, / The sweets of liberty” (52), but the conceit that enslaved people accepted death
impassively serves earthly ends as well.
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Behold the white-rob’d train in form advance
To yonder new-made grave: fix ugly hags,
Their visage seam’d with honorary fears,
In wild contorsive postures lead the van;
High o’er their palsied heads, rattling, they wave
Their noisy instruments; whilst to the sound
In dance progressive their shrunk shanks keep time. (52)

The description of the ocean seems out of place here, until we recognize the rhyming of “wave”
at the end of the line in Singleton’s description first of the ocean and then of the funeral. Though
the noise of the instruments is juxtaposed with the “unruffle’d main,” its “peaceful waters” and
“easy swell” are mirrored more directly in later lines, when Singleton writes

But see! what strange procession hither winds,
With long continued stream, thro’ yonder wood?
Like gentle waves, hundreds of sable heads
Float onwards; still they move, and still they seem
With unexhausted flow to keep their course. (53)

Singleton describes the funeral procession and the ocean at once here; “still they move and still
they seem / With unexhausted flow to keep their course” could be equally a description of either
“gentle waves” or the “strange procession.” Indeed, Singleton’s description of the members of
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this procession as a “long continued stream, thro’ yonder wood” paints them part of the
landscape, smoothly flowing back to sea, and part of the same water.
This perverse evocation of transatlantic transit recognizes the agency of those in
mourning only enough to deny it. Although the grave in this scene is on land, Singleton calls up
the Atlantic gravesite and transatlantic dislocation not in order to recognize ties of kinship across
the Atlantic, but to foreclose those in favor of kinship with the Atlantic. Having already
swallowed up the body of Icarus tumbling to sea, with which Singleton began his poem, the
Atlantic now licenses a disavowal of the agency and craft that built those wings at the start. The
grief of this scene is figured as oceanic, just after the hurricane—impassive and still a threat.
Like Grainger, Singleton uses the formal regulation of his poetics to uphold the order of the
plantation, and colonial rule in the Carribbean. Singleton, however, perceives the threat of
fugitivity and anticolonial resistance, and depicts that threat in the cave, in his depiction of
Obeah, and in the funeral. In each case, however, Singleton works to negate the threat of human
resistance by displacing the agency of that resistance onto the environment.

To “View with Delight”: Edward Rushton and the Performance of Agency
The threat of resistance becomes hypervisible 37 in Edward Rushton’s West Indian
Eclogues, in which the agency of enslaved people is dramatically enacted. Far from attempting to
subsume the agency of enslaved persons within the ecological, Rushton unfolds a revenge drama
in which their agency is rendered spectacular.38 In four scenes, Rushton’s characters describe the
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violence against those enslaved on the plantation, assert their desire for violent revolt, and
witness the failure of that revolt. The performance of agency in the poem begins with Rushton’s
choice of genre. While Grainger attempts to found the genre of the West-Indian georgic, Edward
Rushton turns to the eclogue as the genre most appropriate for representing scenes of life on the
plantation. Unlike both Grainger’s georgic and Singleton’s descriptive form, the eclogue is
generically oriented toward explicit representations of human action, and Rushton’s Eclogues
consist almost entirely of scenes of dialogue between enslaved people. Indeed, only enslaved
people ever appear in the poem directly; the staging of this spectacle occurs not on the
plantation, during labor, but in the evening after work and during lunch hours.39 Without
straying from the eighteenth century’s Virgilian inheritance, Rushton draws from the Bucolics
rather than the Georgics, selecting a generic precursor that represents pastoral themes in dialogue
rather than through instruction. This choice might well seem ideally suited for the representation
of agency Rushton turns it towards. Yet these representations of agency are indeed scenes,
turning agency into a spectacle by demanding that the enslaved perform agency, rather than
taking it as given.
The agency of the enslaved, in this poem, takes the form of eroticized violence. In the
first two scenes, Jumba and Adoma discuss the appeal of violent revolt in the wake of a physical
assault against Adoma’s partner, Yaro; in the final scene, Loango plots revenge after the rape of
his partner, Quamva. The threat of violence is explicit in this poem, but that violence never
more recently “To Remake the World: Slavery, Racial Capitalism, and Justice,” Boston Review,
February 20, 2018, http://bostonreview.net/forum/walter-johnson-to-remake-the-world.
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Rushton does, nevertheless, cite Grainger implicitly when Adoma and Jumba discuss seeing
the planters “cut down like lofty Canes” (5) turning Grainger’s identification of person and plant
toward the planter instead of the enslaved laborer. This apparent reversal, however, keeps the
terms of Grainger’s analogy intact.
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occurs onstage. Fred Moten and Saidiya Hartman’s conversation about the representational
violence, particularly in the first autobiography of Frederick Douglass, traces the capacity for
scenes of writing, and of reading, to reiterate scenes of violence by rendering them as
spectacles.40 In Rushton’s eclogues, however, that spectacle is displaced onto the spectacle of
agency. This is not to say that violence is not present in this poem; but corporal violence, as it is
represented on the page, occurs within the imaginations of the enslaved. The violence of these
imaginings is also distinctly eroticized, moving from scenes of revolt to the scene of sexual
jealousy, assault, and revenge. Violence is as gendered as it is racialized; these categories turn on
the jointure of violence and eroticism. The true spectacle, for Rushton, is not the eroticized
violence of these imaginings, but the capacity to imagine at all. The psychic life of the enslaved,
for Rushton, is so unimaginable that it must be performed in order to be believed. As Sianne
Ngai tells us, the demand to perform animatedness is a demand we make of those whose
humanity we find we cannot trust.41 The staging of agency as eroticized violence betrays a
failure to actually believe in that agency. This criterion of believability operates as a sort of
inverse corollary of Trouillot’s thesis on the unimaginability of the Haitian revolution, which
Rushton’s poem might otherwise seem to contravene.42 If, as Trouillot argues, the Haitian
revolution could not be imagined even as it happened, for Rushton, the agency of the enslaved
cannot be imagined—it can only be demonstrated.
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The threat of revolt is, in Rushton, both the demonstration of the agency of enslaved
people and the argument for abolition. At the close of the first eclogue, Jumba gives voice to this
threat, telling Adoma, “Enough: — Our glorious aims shall soon succeed, / And thou in turn
shall see th’oppressors bleed” (5). The sentiment in this line, that the violence of slavery begets
the violence of revolt “in turn” frames the possibility of revolt as a result of wrongs committed
against an individual, and a personalized desire for revenge. The desire that Jumba describes here
is not a desire for justice, but a desire to “see th’oppressors bleed.” Violence and injury, not
justice, is the object of this desire; and that violence must be something the character can “see” in
order to satisfy the desire for vengeance. This demand for visibility is repeated only three lines
later, when Jumba says:

Oh! ‘twill be pleasant when we see them mourn,
See the fell cup to their own lip return,
View their pale faces prostrate on the ground,
Their meagre bodies gape with many a wound;
View with delight each agonizing grin,
When melted wax is dropp’d upon their skin: — (5)

The anaphora of “view” in these lines reinforces the repetition of “see,” but shifts the grammar
of vision from an action, on the part of Jumba and Adoma, to an imagined scene. Rushton has
Jumba articulate the pleasure derived from this imagined spectacle of violence—a pleasure the
eighteenth century knew quite well when the objects of injury were the enslaved. In these lines,
the subject and object, the spectator and the injured, are reversed, and this reversal produces an
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affective confusion linking “delight” to the “agonizing grin.” Rushton’s description of the object
of delight as a “grin” rather than a “cry” might provoke some consternation on its own; that this
grin is “agonizing” rather than “agonized” might drive the reader into a frenzy. If the grin
provokes agony as well as delight, what are we to make of the position of the imagined observer?
This affective disorientation within the scene betrays a slippage in identification outside it; it is
not for Jumba or Adoma that this grin is agonizing, but for Rushton’s imagined white reader.
This slip, from a depiction of agency within the scene to an investment in the affective response
of the reader outside of it, may seem innocent enough, but the turn to the reader calls our
attention to the true spectacle being portrayed in this scene; not the spectacle of violence, which
never enters the stage,43 but the spectacle of agency.
This agency, for Rushton, turns out to be imaginable only as an eroticized violence. The
poem as a whole stages a series of imagined and enacted rebellions on a Jamaican plantation, but
the current of sexual violence, and an accompanying eroticized vengeance, runs through the
poem as a tacit motivator for these rebellions. Jumba and Adoma’s discussion of revolt begins
because of an earlier scene on the plantation, in which Adoma’s partner, Yaro, is assaulted for
stopping her work to nurse (3). Adoma intervenes, and though neither Adoma nor Rushton
narrates what follows, this moment also marks the way in which violence becomes legible,
though not performed, in the poem. Upon Adoma’s insistence that Jumba “behold” his scars,
Jumba responds “Alas! by them too plain thy griefs are told!” It is not simply that Black
suffering is the only suffering that is representable in the scope of the poem; Rushton in fact
insists on this representation, without which the grief would remain untold, illegible, and
therefore unbelievable. This demand for visibility effectively undoes any claim that Rushton’s
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abolitionism acknowledges the agency of enslaved people. For Rushton, abolition is desirable
not because enslaved people are human—a fact proven, on his account, by their agency—but
because their agency takes the form of violence. That threat of violence, Rushton suggests, might
encourage an abolitionist politics, but that politics is based on racialized fear—a fear Rushton
intentionally incites by making violence visible in the play, and in the genre of the eclogue.
This eroticized violence returns at the close of the poem, in the fourth and final eclogue.
There, Loango laments the loss of his wife Quamva,

Torn from my arms by that accursed white;
That pale-fac’d villain—he, who through the day
O’erlooks our toils, and rules with bloody sway. (20)

Loango explicitly identifies her kidnapping and assault as rape (21), but he also makes clear that
this assault begins with the act of looking, recalling the pleasure in viewing that was central to
the act of imagining rebellion at the start of the poem. Here, Loango’s own imagination of this
scene of sexual violence sparks his revolt. Crucially, however, what finally spurs his revolt is not
the moment of imagining the violence of the assault but the moment when the image in his mind
tips from one of violence to one of pleasure. Then, he decides, “Three, three must fall! for Oh!
I’ll not survive; / I dread the white men’s gibbeting alive” (24). Enacted violence against the
white overseer is framed as an individualized form of revenge, over sexual jealousy; the
collective response to systemic racialized violence, which includes but is not reducible to sexual
violence, remains in the mind only. And even this violence occurs offstage, Rushton leaves us
with the aftermath of that scene in his final lines, “Then to the place, with frenzy fir’d, he fled, /
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And the next morn beheld the mangled dead!—” (24). This final line finally places the reader in
the position of spectator, precisely because it is unclear who, in that last line, is doing the
beholding. Grammatically, that verb ought to refer to Loango, but his plan included his own
death. Whether Loango carried out this portion of the plan or not, the momentary grammatical
stutter implicates the reader as spectator—and once there, we are forced to acknowledge that we
have been here all along, though until this point our presence has gone unmentioned. In fact,
Rushton’s poem is haunted throughout by such anxieties about spectatorship; he begins this
poem with the announcement that anyone “who have spent only a small portion of time there,
must have been frequent witness (it is to be hoped, unwilling ones also) of barbarities similar to
those, which are here related” (n.p.). In the poem itself, the position of witness, willing or
otherwise, frequently slides into that of rapt spectator.
Indeed, despite the generic imperative that agency be performed in this poem, Rushton’s
framing elides that agency almost entirely. Each of the four eclogues begins with a description of
the scene, before the dialogue begins, and those descriptions situate the characters of the poem
seamlessly into their environment. We have not moved so far from Grainger or Singleton after
all. In the opening of the final eclogue, for example, Loango’s grief is displaced onto the ocean,
as the “the fierce northern tempest howl’d around / / Loud roars the surf; the rocks return the
roar” (20). In fact, Loango notes this ecological symmetry and links ecological devastation to
political retribution:

Roar on, fierce tempests: —Spirits of the air
Who rule the storms, oh! grant my ardent pray’r.
Assemble all your winds, direct their flight,
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And hurl destruction on each cruel White:—
Sweep canes, and Mills, and houses to the ground,
And scatter ruin, pain, and death around: —
Rouse all you blasting fires, that lurk in high,
And, ‘midst his pleasures, let the plund’rer die! (22)

Before taking his own revenge, Loango sees the ecological, and specifically the climate, engaged
in political alliance with him.
Earlier, however, this displacement has a more placating effect. The second eclogue
begins with a prolonged description of the fall of night on the island, emphasizing the ecological
specificity of the scene’s “more than European light” (7). In the lines “Slow from the vap’ury
mountains comes the breeze, / And on it’s dewy wings sits pale disease” (7) the threat of
contagion is still palpable, coming from the mountains that have so far escaped the
implementation of plantation ecology and colonial sovereignty. But this storm, like Adoma and
Jumba’s conversation in this scene, is a far cry from Loango’s enactment of their imagined
revolt. In sharp distinction to Loango’s alliance with the storm, Jumba and Aduma find the
environment hostile to their ends. We shift from this description of the wind to the “spiry canes,”
and then to “reptiles,” “insects,” and finally to “Negros,” last in the trajectory from plant to
animal, but still folded into the ecological description of the scene to such a great extent that their
sleep is described as “sink to earth, and seek a short repose” (7). This is the scene in which
Jumba and Adoma discuss the possibility of flight from slavery. Imagining freedom as including
an alternative relation to the ecological, dependent on indigenous plant and animal life rather
than monocultural cultivation, Adoma proposes:
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we can quickly fly these cruel whites
By seeking shelter on the mountains’ heights,
Where wild hogs dwell, where lofty Cocoas grow. (10)

He sees this alternate ecological zone as a “friendly wood” where they “might freely roam,” but
Jumba cuts his reverie short with a reminder of the political realities of the island. Jumba’s
admonition “The King of all those mountains is our foe” (11) links the ecological to the political
indisputably, turning Adoma’s fantasy of ecological interconnectedness into one of political
sovereignty. That sovereignty, Jumba suggests, effectively dictates the ecological, so that:

No rocks can cover us, no forests hide.
Against us ev’n the chatt’ring Birds combine,
And aid those hunters in their curs’d design:
For oft, through them, the fugitives are caught. (11)

No ecosystem, Jumba tells us, escapes the political. But indigenous ecosystems were also
systematically mobilized in resistance to colonization. While Jumba’s analysis concludes that
colonial sovereignty has extended to include all forms of life, including even the geology of the
land, sovereignty had to be imposed. In the first encounter, these ecosystems were necessarily
unfamiliar to the colonizers, and thus available as allies in anticolonial resistance for
communities that persisted within and alongside colonial domination. Fugitivity, as contrasted
with large-scale revolt, offered a subtler but more sustained and sustainable mode of resistance.
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This is the underside of the failure of Rushton’s poem to imagine a form of agency not
reducible to violence. Rushton’s account of both political agency and the ecological retains the
terms of Grainger and Singleton’s projects. For all three poets, agency is constitutive of the
human as a category, and must be either subsumed within the ecological or dramatically—and
demonstratively—distinguished from it. Fugitivity offers a third option, turning to a
proclamation of agency that refuses to proclaim itself, a performance of agency that refuses to
perform. In fact, the fugitive depends precisely on those refusals; on staying hidden, in a relation
to the ecological that refuses the plantation form, but whose own form has yet to be seen.
Stepping outside the binary established by these poets, fugitive practices acknowledge the
imbrication of the human within the ecological. Ecology and race have always been matters of
relation; this is a way of saying that they are matters of form.
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Fugitive Circulations: George Moses Horton and the Ecology of Freedom’s Journal

On July 18, 1828 the editors of Freedom’s Journal reprinted a poem by George Moses
Horton. The poem had originally been published through the efforts of Caroline Lee Hentz.
Although Hentz would eventually become an anti-abolitionist activist, and is now best known for
The Planter’s Bride, her 1854 literary rejoinder to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, in 1828 she forwarded
two poems by Horton to her hometown newspaper, the Massachusetts Lancaster Gazette.1 Of
these two poems, “On Liberty and Slavery” and “Slavery,” the latter gained a wider circulation,
and was reprinted at least three times2 across the Northeast before it appeared in Freedom’s
Journal, three months after its original April publication. This circulation pattern was not
uncommon in nineteenth-century American print culture; when they launched their paper in
March of 1827, the editors of Freedom’s Journal, Samuel Cornish and Jonathan Russwurm
entered a broad network of circulation and reprinting.3 Their extensive reprinting of text from
other periodicals was far from extraordinary, as was the extensive and decentralized network of
agents they used to distribute the paper across the nation.
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In their role as editors of the first African-American newspaper, Cornish and Russwurm
made use of the publishing practices of circulation and reprinting to achieve fugitive ends. In
their implementation of distribution agents across state lines—and even stretching into Haiti—
and in their participation in a much broader network of reprinting across issues and across
newspapers, these editors used existing printing norms to construct a community of readers that
resisted the constraints of state and national law and to carry textual bodies across state line even
as those laws restricted the embodied travel of their readers and writers. The ecosystem of the
newspaper offered a means of enacting these crossings in spatial terms. As John Ernest argues,
the narrative constructed in Freedom’s Journal “was not a singular narrative but a series of
narratives juxtaposed against one another and placed within the context of the immediate
experiences and needs of the community.”4 In addition to publishing both articles and letters that
bridged multiple issues, the editors frequently published pieces in dialogue with one another
within a single issue, reaching across the lines indicating column and section breaks to create an
aesthetic that privileged assemblage over autonomy. While these spatial crossings were often
fairly clear, as when the editors staged debates about colonization between letter-writers, these
more obvious connections also encourage the reading of less obviously dialogic forms—such as
the poem—in the context of these broader conversations.
In and through Freedom’s Journal, Cornish and Russwurm constructed a multilayered
ecosystem of texts. At the level of the single issue, the diverse texts of Freedom’s Journal were
arranged to interact with one another to form the physical environment of the issue. But at
another level, extended across time and space, this single ecosystem interacted with the
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ecosystems established in other issues of Freedom’s Journal, encouraged by Cornish and
Russwurm’s practice of publishing conversations over the course of several issues of the journal.
And at yet another level Freedom’s Journal acted as part of a much broader ecosystem in the
conversations and relationships established Russwurm and Cornish established with other
papers, as well as with the larger community of readers, writers, and newspaper workers in
antebellum America, in their reprinting practices. 5 In order to participate in this broader
ecosystem, Cornish and Russwurm engaged in a practice of ecological study. To form the
ecosystem of Freedom’s Journal, that is, Cornish and Russwurm studied and participated in the
broader community of print surrounding them, reprinting and responding as they deemed
appropriate. Similarly, to understand the ecosystem that comprises Freedom’s Journal requires a
method of ecological reading.
In this chapter, this method of ecological reading will take the form of a series of sections
designed to place each poem by George Moses Horton published in Freedom’s Journal in the
ecosystem of the newspaper issue in which it appeared. As these sections demonstrate, Horton’s
poems participate in this ecosystem, serving as both a political call to action and a pedagogical
lesson in aesthetics depending on the issue in which it appears. The poems themselves are often
explicitly ecological, adapting the pastoral mode to the context of slavery. In the poems
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published in Freedom’s Journal, Horton figures slavery and freedom as literal, if not always
equally accessible, locations, and fugitive flight from one to the other is a constant theme. The
poems respond directly to the evolving conditions of Horton’s own life as a result of the
campaign publicized by Freedom’s Journal to raise money to secure his emancipate. First
Horton’s muse and then Horton himself are imagined in flight from slavery in the poems, and the
ecological strategies of the poem shift accordingly, ranging from unadulterated pastoral to a
departure from the world of enforced agricultural labor altogether.

Freedom’s Journal as Ecosystem
Freedom’s Journal, ultimately, did not offer Horton a direct line from textual circulation
to physical liberation. By the time Freedom’s Journal printed its third poem by Horton, on
August 29 1828, the paper’s North Carolina correspondent had begun efforts to, as Russwurm
put it, “effect the emancipation of this interesting young man”6—that is, to raise funds to
purchase his freedom from William Horton. The campaign never succeeded—Horton remained
enslaved until the close of the Civil War—and news of it vanished from Freedom’s Journal as
quickly as it appeared.7 Indeed, Leon Jackson argues persuasively that, of the many campaigns to
raise money to purchase Horton’s freedom, few were conducted with Horton’s full knowledge,
and even fewer raised money that ever reached the poet himself.8 In the case of Freedom’s
Journal, however, Horton was very likely aware of the efforts made toward his emancipation;
Jackson’s argument traces a progressive alienation of Horton from both his poetry and the money
6
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raised through it, but the Freedom’s Journal campaign was one of the earliest conducted on
Horton’s behalf. Furthermore, Horton, at least according to Russwurm, penned a poem titled
“Gratitude” specifically for Freedom’s Journal as well as a note of thanks for the campaign.
Leon Jackson also, however, offers an economic analysis of Horton’s position that
borders on the ecological. Borrowing from Karl Polanyi’s concept of embeddedness, Jackson
argues that with the broadening of his poems’ circulation, “were disembedded from their
traditional frame of economic reference, leading, quite literally, to a series of dis-locations”
which “ultimately deprived him of control over his words and the contexts in which they were
lodged, disrupted the face-to-face and personal situations in which he had previously
disseminated his texts, denied him any income from what he had written, and promoted uses of
the money surrounding his work that were always beyond his control and rarely in his own or his
best interests.”9 Jackson, that is, argues that Horton lost economic control over his poems
because they circulated beyond the ecosystem in which Horton, as an enslaved person, remained
entrapped. Horton’s biography certainly supports this claim about the ultimate loss of economic
and aesthetic control over his work; but, as an early case of this circulation, Freedom’s Journal
appears as an outlier in Jackson’s argument. For early African-American authors, the physical
dislocations of antebellum print culture could offer liberation as well as appropriation. Even as
the reprinting of Horton’s poems disembedded them from their original economic context, it also
embedded them in a new print ecosystem—one further from Horton’s control, but also less
centralized and less available to the mechanisms of control that constrained Horton, and his
poems, within their original context.
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The presence of Horton’s poems in Freedom’s Journal reveals the paper’s use of
circulation networks as fugitive practice. Print circulation enabled a crossing of state and national
boundaries that was, in Horton’s case, not otherwise possible. Circulating print across borders
bodies could not cross, Freedom’s Journal inhabited an uneasy relationship to the work of
nation-building, both constructing an African-American readership specific to the developing
United States and relying on the porosity of state (and nation-state) borders. Lara Langer Cohen
and Jordan Stein show that while “African American print culture participated in nation
formation,” it also “pushes against such national formations, positing alternative geographies,
communities, and modes of belonging.”10 Indeed, as Meredith McGill argues in her discussion of
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s newspaper poetry, the “spatial and temporal dislocation”11 of
newspaper circulation was “necessary to sustain the abolitionist movement” 12 in its efforts to
imagine both abolitionist futures and forms of belonging not reliant on national affiliation. As
Gordon Fraser points out, “Russwurm and Cornish produced in their newspapers a mobile and
inclusive space” in which they “brought black enslavers into contact with literate and nonliterate
black people in the South” and “linked the movements of the cosmos to political movements in
the past and future.”13 The means by which they did this depended on both their transnational
circulation network and the politics of reprinting.
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The spatial and temporal dislocations enabled by circulation and reprinting served as
fugitive ecologies, ways of mapping that both privileged and constructed Black community
within and beyond the nation. Offering a physical environmental to sustain Black writing and
Black life, Freedom’s Journal is one instance of what Katherine McKittrick, following Sylvia
Wynter, calls the plot. The plot, which refers both to the narrative development of the plantation
novel and the small plots of land given to enslaved persons, “illustrates a social order that is
developed within the context of a dehumanizing system as it spatializes what would be
considered impossible under slavery: the actual growth of narratives, food, and cultural practices
that materialize the deep connections between Blackness and the earth and foster values that
challenge systemic violence.”14 Freedom’s Journal offers such a spatialization, in the physical
space it offers for writing by Black authors who were otherwise constrained by white printers
and the limits of white—including white abolitionist—discourse, and in the networks of agents,
readers, and contributors that it developed to constitute its public.15 The circulation networks of
Freedom’s Journal and the wider network of reprinting in which Cornish and Russwurm
participated aimed at “materially and imaginatively”16 constructing communities defined by their
resistance to the nation-building projects that facilitated the persistence of slavery and the
containment of enslaved persons both within the plantation and within state laws.
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In their resistance to the constraints of nationhood, Cornish and Russwurm extended their
network beyond the boundaries of the United States, with a distribution agent in Haiti and
consistent publications on both Haiti and Liberia. While nearly every antebellum AfricanAmerican newspaper featured extended debates about Liberian colonization,17 Liberia was not
the only imaginable—or even actual—form a Black republic could take in the nineteenthcentury. Pro- and anti-colonizationists alike looked to Haiti as evidence of not only the
possibility but the practicability of Black freedom. News from Haiti often appeared alongside
histories of Africa, and of Egypt and Ethiopia in particular, but as Jacqueline Bacon argues, “in
contrast to the glories of Egypt and Ethiopia, which lay in the far distant past, the history of Haiti
provided for readers of Freedom’s Journal a recent example of African ingenuity, courage, and
determination.”18 As editors, Russwurm and Cornish both espoused immediate emancipation as
the route to end slavery in the United States—a route that, in the 1820s, some abolitionists felt
would be impossible to implement. Haiti, for these editors, demonstrated that it could be done.
The editors were at pains to create a Black ecology not just beyond the spatial boundaries of
nationhood but also across time, constructing imaginative ecologies in opposition to those
imposed by law within the United States.
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From the first issue of Freedom’s Journal, Russwurm and Cornish were engaged in a
battle over the narrative of Haiti as it was conveyed to abolitionist circles in the United States.19
In their inaugural issue, they write, “We caution the dissatisfied and envious in this country, who
are continually forging ‘News from Hayti,’ to desist from their unmanly attacks upon a brave and
hospitable people.” In pro-slavery circles, by contrast, the Haitian Revolution was the stuff of
white fear; and that fear was by no means exclusive to slave-owners. Russwurm and Cornish
were therefore at pains to quell anxieties about the violence of the Haitian Revolution. A month
later, they chose to reprint a column from the Christian Spectator—which ran for several
weeks—entitled “Free People of Color.” This column argued for the possibility of immediate
emancipation, and the persistence of a free Black community in the United States, by referring
“to Sierra Leone, to Hayti, to Columbia” as evidence that “slaves have been liberated, in so great
numbers as to form the mass of the population, particularly in Hayti, and that the difficulties and
dangers of the process have always arisen, not from the turbulence and disorder of those
liberated from slavery, but from the vexatious, unreasonable conduct of their masters, struggling
to retain or recover their power to oppress. And so it has been in all revolutions where the
struggle was between liberty and despotic power.” Shifting the threat of violence to the
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slaveowner, and by extension to slavery itself, offered a way to accommodate the real violence
of revolution without condemning the struggle for Black liberation.20
Cornish and Russwurm disagreed, however, on the question of colonization. While
Cornish consistently voiced anti-colonization sentiments, and published contributors who did the
same, Russwurm ultimately turned towards Liberia rather than Haiti as the model for Black
independence.21 From September 1827 until the paper’s close, Russwurm was the sole editor of
Freedom’s Journal, and while there is little evidence that Russwurm’s changing views on
colonization prompted Cornish’s departure, they certainly lost him favor with his readership. The
paper folded in March 1829, shortly after Russwurm announced his support for the ACS, as he
lost readership and made his own plans to emigrate. On cue, Cornish emerged from retirement
that May to begin The Rights of All, a new paper with an explicitly anticolonizationist bent. The
former partners’ divergence on the issue of colonization was notable enough that Cornish was at
pains to convey to his readership that this debate was not the only reason for his new paper’s
existence. In the first issue, Cornish “disposes” of “the sudden change of the late Editor of ‘The
Freedom’s Journal,’” “by classing it with other novelties of the day.”22 Cornish never criticizes
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Russwurm’s personal choice to emigrate, but notes that “as it respects the three millions that are
now in the United States, and the eight millions that in twenty or twenty five years, will be in this
country, we think it in no wise calculated, to meet their wants or ameliorate their condition.”23
Indeed, one of the concerns of anticolonizationists was that the creation of a free Black republic
in Africa might stall abolitionist efforts in the United States. But even as Russwurm, Cornish,
and their readers weigh the question of how best to imagine a wholly free republic in the United
States, in Liberia, and in Haiti, they also engaged in less statist politics in their material practices.
Freedom, in the era of Freedom’s Journal, required fugitive practice.

July 18, 1828: Liberty’s Reversals
In the case of George Moses Horton, this fugitive practice took the form of reprinting
Horton’s poems from other newspapers and placing it in a newly politicized context. The
question of Liberian colonization followed Horton throughout his life, and all of Horton’s poems
appeared during the period of Freedom’s Journal’s run in which Jonathan Russwurm was the
paper’s sole editor, and the question of colonization followed Horton throughout his life. Many
campaigns for his release also suggested he would emigrate, and when—many failed campaigns
later—he was released from enslavement by Union troops, he did indeed sail to Liberia “on the
Edith Rose in 1866 to Grand Bassa, where he died a year later.”24 Horton’s encounter with
Freedom’s Journal marks the beginning of his relationship to colonization efforts; in fact, the
first poem by George Moses Horton published in Freedom’s Journal, on July 18, 1828, appeared
in the same issue as a lengthy description of a meeting of the American Colonization Society,
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reprinted from Benjamin Lundy’s Genius of Universal Emancipation. This account25 focuses on
objections to colonization, and is followed by an original communication from Philadelphia
describing the colonization project as “misanthropic” and declares itself “unfriendly to the
system of Colonization.”26 If Russwurm had developed a clear pro-colonization stance by July of
1828, the paper did not register it.
But understanding Horton in the context of colonization should not prevent us from
grasping the full ecosystem that Freedom’s Journal created, and that Horton’s poem entered.
The editors melded the question of an international Black community with domestic concerns, at
the level of both the nation and the home. After the segment on colonization, the issue pivots to
focus on schools run by the Manumission Society in New York, followed by an installment of
“The Curtain,” an early rendition of a gossip column, and then an account of the celebration of
the anniversary of emancipation in New York on July 5.27 On the fourth page, the issue turns to
“Hints to the Ladies,” advising better manners to Black women, followed by a series of small
vignettes in the “Varieties” section. This section is succeeded by the “Summary” section, which
offers short paragraphs chronicling the news of the day. This week, such news included, to name
a few, a boy who drowned while fishing in Philadelphia, a mutiny at Sing Sing, the attempted
murder and attempted suicide of a woman and her daughter, a man jumping down the waterfall
in Paterson, NJ and surviving the fall, and a report of a verdict from the Cherokee Phoenix. The
world assembled in the pages of Freedom’s Journal was rich and varied, and by the time
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Horton’s poem appeared on page 6, after a poem by a regular contributor and just before the
advertisements that funded the paper—the standard placement for poems in Freedom’s Journal,
and in many other nineteenth-century newspapers—it had been re-embedded in a rich and
multilayered ecosystem of Black print.
The circulation of George Moses Horton’s poetry across spatial boundaries that he was
constrained from traversing physically can be seen as ecological strategies akin to those enacted
by Cornish and Russwurm in their presentation of news of Liberia and Haiti, but these crossings
happen at the micro-level as well, within the context of each issue. Horton’s first poem in
Freedom’s Journal, “Slavery,” entered into a larger conversation about available forms of
antislavery work and Black freedom and offered its own spatial strategies response. In Horton’s
poem, these spatial strategies take the form of crossings between lines and counterintuitive
reversals that produce their own spatial and temporal dislocations. Publishing a poem explicitly
condemning slavery might seem straightforward, but “Slavery” begins not with a critique but
with hope. Mobilizing a trope of the pastoral, Horton describes himself gazing “from a mountain
top / On some delightful plan.” As fast as it begins, however, Horton’s memory of the moment
“when first my bosom glowed with hope,”28 is dashed. The lines that follow lament “how
transient was the scene— / It fled as though it had not been, / And all my hopes were vain.” The
transience of Horton’s hope reveals its vanity; as an enslaved person, Horton’s participation in
the idyll of the pastoral can only be a brief flight.
And yet transience turns out to be the saving grace of the stanzas that follow. Stanzas 3
through 6 portray Horton’s disgust with the conditions of life under slavery, but the critique
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Figure 4 "Slavery," Freedom's Journal, July 18, 1828. Courtesy of Readex.
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appears more existential than political. When Horton asks “Why was the dawning of my birth /
Upon this vile accursed earth, / Which is but pain to me?” the pain refers equally to the
“accursed earth” and his own birth, and while Horton discusses “flight,” there is no talk of
fugitive possibility. Only souls can fly, here—the body is left fully enchained. Instead of
espousing fugitivity, then, this poem seems to appeal to an abolitionist readership. Horton’s
direct entreaty to the personified Pity doubles as an address to the reader to “break this vast
enormous bar / Between a wretch and thee.” The “bar” here seems to be between Horton and his
freedom, since the stanza closes with Horton imagining himself rising “on wings of liberty.” But
in the intervening lines, the possibility of freedom has been greatly curtailed. Horton specifies a
method of breaking the “vast enormous bar” of his enslavement when he suggests that the reader
“purchase a few short days of time.” The reference to purchasing time may refer to Horton’s
practice of purchasing his own time from his legal owner, with money he would have acquired
through poetry like this. His mobilization of this trope here, however, casts some doubt on the
philanthropic endeavor of purchasing liberty. Those who purchase his poems, these lines
suggest, are giving him the means to acquire only a very temporary liberty, which Horton
emphasizes as days that are both “few” and “short.” To add injury to insult, the lines “And bid a
vassal rise sublime / On wings of liberty” make clear that even this temporary liberty comes only
at the bidding of the purchaser. The Pity of abolitionist philanthropy substitutes the market for
enslavement, but Horton is forced to sell his time either way.
Pity and enslavement are not so far apart after all. In the fifth stanza, the addressee of the
poem suddenly switches from the personification of Pity—his ideal reader—to the slave-owner
who “scorn[s] to set me free.” This shift accompanies another reversal, in which Horton
expresses the logic of racism—the owner’s “dull and slack” response to Horton’s call for pity—
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as caused by his Black skin, rather than by white antipathy. According to such logic, Horton
reasons, the grave rests “the only refuge for the slave,” who mourns not for his own death, but
for the loss of liberty that accompanies his life. Though this poem begins as a call for freedom, it
finds that hope sustained only after death, where “the weary...can rest” and “oppression’s voice
[is] heard no more,” and “Drudg’ry, and pain, and toil are o’er.” The emphasis on toil and
weariness as part of Horton’s oppression here returns us, briefly, to the failed evocation of the
pastoral at the start of the poem. Slavery not only constrains Horton from his chosen action but
enforces action he would not chose; labor intervenes in pastoral reverie. At its close, then, this
poem offers little consolation, though it began with hope.
The reversals that plague this poem, however, are their own consolation, offering a series
of temporal—and, given that the poem appears on the page, spatial—dislocations that allow both
Horton and his reader to imagine other arrangements. It is true that Horton lures his reader with
the promise of hope, but ends in despair; but the reversals that amount to an overarching strategy
in this poem prompt a consideration of how that trajectory itself might be reversed. These
dislocating strategies are, in fact, explicitly thematized in the second stanza, where Horton
writes:

How oft this tantalizing blaze
Has led me through deception’s maze:
My friend became my foe—
Then like a plaintive dove I mourn’d,
To bitter all my sweets were turn’d,
And tears began to flow.
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These lines describe the arc of the poem—the reader, drawn moth-like to the “tantalizing blaze”
of Horton’s hope is then led through this deceptive maze of a poem, until the pitying friend is
converted into the slave-owning foe and the poem ends in mourning. Through the winding maze
of this formal enactment of fugitivity, where one potential meaning presents itself only to slip
away, Horton shows the reader what freedom might actually require; not blind hope or trust in a
friend prone to betrayal, but strategic misdirection that prevents those observing the poet’s
movements from tracking him.

August 15, 1828: Horton’s Ecology and Pastoral Harmony
Obfuscation is a crucial formal strategy in Horton’s fugitive poetics. The second of
Horton’s poems, “Lines on the Evening and Morning” on August 15, four weeks after “Slavery.”
“Lines on the Evening and Morning” steps back from the explicitly political content of
“Slavery,” presenting itself as a classic pastoral. Like “Slavery,” “Lines” is a meditation on
temporal progression and offers a teleological narrative, with night and morning substituted for
slavery and freedom. The teleology here seems much clearer; we begin with evening and end
with morning, with no sudden temporal reversal at the witching hour. In “Lines,” Horton offers
us a glimpse of the opening posture of “Slavery” sustained; these lines could easily be narrated
by someone gazing over the plain from a mountaintop. As such this poem is the most explicitly
pastoral of his poems to appear in Freedom’s Journal; Horton presents an ecosystem
characterized by harmonious relations between celestial bodies, birds, and humans.
The poem sets forth a totalizing ecosystem, comprising the entire cosmos. Horton opens
with a description of the setting of the sun and the stars’ gradual appearance, as “evening bids the
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sun rest retire” and “unwearied Ether sets her lamps on fire / … / ‘Till all the candles in the
concave burn.”29 The cosmic scope of Horton’s poem then contracts to the local ecosystem,
where

The night hawk now with his nocturnal tone
Wakes up, and all the owls begin to moan,
Or heave from dreary vales their dismal song.

The local ecosystem, that is, responds to its cosmic counterpart; the “nocturnal tone” of the
nighthawk and the “dismal song” of the owl are cued by the changes in the sky. Completing the
symphony, “in the air the meteors play along.” Presenting birds and celestial bodies harmonizing
together, Horton offers a vision of the all-comprising ecosystem of the universe.
With the appearance of the moon, Horton’s sonic harmony becomes a visual display as
well, rendering the scene available to the human observer. When “At length the silver queen
begins to rise / And spread her glowing mantle in the skies” she “Invites the eye to her
resplendent feast” as well as her ear. As the scene becomes visible, the human subject enters the
poem. The visual, rather than the auditory, sparks the “joy” of the “rustic swain” who, like the
figure who opens “Slavery,” “from the mount surveys the moonlight plain.” This plain, however,
is “moonlight” rather than “delightful,” allowing the swain, under cover of night, a more
sustained respite from the toil of the day than the narrator of “Slavery” could access. The labor of
the swain is still visible, as he “Controls his fleecy train and leads the van,” but he does so “with
the spirit of a dauntless Pan.” Taking on the spirit of this god of nature, and shepherds in
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particular, naturalizes the labor of the swain; rather than toil, controlling the sheep is presented as
a bold adventure requiring “dauntless spirit.” The swain can also, however, take on a more
passive role, reflecting on the scene around him as well as acting as a part of it. Horton describes
him “pensive...on the water’s side and brooding “with watchful care.” His labor, that is, is his to
take up or lay aside as he chooses, at least “Till night is swallowed in the flood of day.”
In these stanzas, our perception of the poem’s temporal progression ceases its cosmic
scope, and becomes aligned with that of the swain. Like him, we become engrossed in the
purling water, and are surprised by the moment when, echoing the water beside which the swain
muses, “night is swallowed in the flood of day.” Horton marks this as a moment of loss; day’s
flood means that “the meteors cease to play, that mov’d so fleet / And spectres from the murky
groves retreat.” Far from being a time of rest, night is presented as a time of harmonious labor, a
respite from the day and a time for solitary reflection. But one loss marks another gain, and as
“The prowling wolf withdraws, which howl’d so bold, / And bleating lambs may venture from
their fold” so too the moment when “the night-hawk’s din deserts the shepherd ear” is followed
by the sound of “the huntsman’s trumpet clear.” Though the swain has tended his sheep at night,
in daylight “The peasant hums delighted at his plow, / And lo, the dairy maid salutes her
bounteous cow.” Though the respite from work offered by the night has dropped away, each of
these newly wakened laborers begins their work cheerfully, in apparent harmony with the rhythm
of the day. Just as the night-hawk and the owl began their song at the call of the stars, these
human laborers begin their work with the rise of the sun, and their work, like that of the swain,
requires careful attention to the other life around them, be it vegetal or bovine. Night and day, in
this poem, designate different but equally harmonious consonances between human laborers and
both the ecosystem and the cosmos in which they find themselves. Unlike “Slavery,” this poem
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continues the pastoral tradition without intervention, evoking an idyllic ease that scarcely
suggests the difficulties facing the newspaper’s Black readers or Horton himself
The issue begins with a reverie similar to that of Horton’s poem, but ultimately weaves
this less explicitly political work together with the newspaper’s more explicit political reports to
form a cohesive ecosystem. The first two pages are devoted entirely to a narrative entitled “The
Sleepwalker,” in which the author recounts in Gothic style the tale, whose veracity is
indeterminate, of witnessing his friend sleepwalking while he himself experienced a fever. But
explicit politics enter the issue on the third page, which opens with “Travelling Scraps,” part of a
series in which a travelling correspondent reports on the state of affairs for people of color at
each of his stops. In this installment, the correspondent notes that “a man of colour, educated at
the north, can never feel himself at home in Baltimore.” 30 This report is followed by an
exhortation, written by “Yankee,” to swell the numbers of Anti-Slavery Societies.31 The fourth
page then returns to the sense of wonder evoked by both “The Sleep-walked” and Horton’s poem
in the segment “Curious Facts,” again part of a series from Arnott’s Natural Philosophy.”
Curiosity follows curiosity, as an assortment of facts ranging from dilation to elasticity to gravity
are succeeded by the Varieties section, which is in turn followed by another vignette about
traveling in Europe, in which a Parisian travelling in Amsterdam consistently mishears “Ik kan
niet verstaan” as “Mr. Kaniferstan.” 32 This story of misapprehension could appear in any
newspaper, but the context in which each piece appears is designed to affect the reader’s
interpretation. Juxtaposed against a report on Baltimore that includes a description of available
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education for Black people in the city, both the scientific information presented in Arnott’s
natural philosophy and the aesthetic education afforded by the narrative of the sleepwalker or the
story of the Parisian traveller become legible as part of a project of education and community
formation.
Even within the page on which Horton’s poem appears, the newspaper juxtaposes the
poem with more explicitly political content. After this relatively playful spread, Horton’s poem
is centered on the sixth page, at the top of the second column, and framed by a report of a
procession in New York by the Daughters of Israel, a brief note that, according to the Arkansas
Gazette, the Cherokee are dissatisfied with a treaty made with the U.S., a brief Summary section,
and reports of missing Black children. Horton’s is the only poem, and Russwurm again positions
it on page 6, just before the advertisements, which fill the final two pages of the issue. The most
obviously political content is the report on the Cherokee treaty, but local politics are juxtaposed
against this broader concern in the report on the procession of the Daughters of Israel. This
report is one of many pieces on procession over the lifespan of Freedom’s Journal that strike a
similar tone. While approving of “all associations, whose immediate objects are to afford
assistance to the sick and distressed,” the editor disapproves of the public display of the
procession, announcing “our duty to the community compels us once again to denounce such an
uncommon sight as a female procession, dressed in the full costume of their order.”33 The
question of what form Black community and Black sociality should take, that is, was presented
alongside the politics of the treaty. The interweaving of brief reports on the evolving situation for
Black people, free and enslaved, with apparently disconnected works was not unusual for
Freedom’s Journal; Russwurm was as likely to devote entire pages to fiction as to reports of
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political meetings. So, too, Horton’s less political work gains political weight when mobilized to
help constitute a community of Black readers. In the context of the newspaper’s broader
political objectives, Horton’s idyllic pastoral scenes—in which the labor of the swain, the
plowing peasant, and the dairy maid is “delighted” and uncoerced—are implicitly juxtaposed
against the scenes of forced labor that are rarely depicted, but everywhere referred to, in the
pages of Freedom’s Journal.

August 29, 1828: The Pastoral of Slavery and the Fugitive Muse
If the August 15 issue weaves a subtle politics into its literary and scientific publications,
the August 29 issue moves from literary to politics and firmly ensconces itself there. The issue
again begins with a literary piece, this time the conclusion of “Moss-side,” a story of a Scottish
farmer’s family that began in the August 22 issue. On the second page, this story is succeeded by
letters, news from Europe, and another installment of “Travelling Scraps.” whose author is this
time in Washington, where he is “peculiarly happy…to inform our readers that the circumstances
of many are quite respectable” despite his fears “that our brethren there were as oppressed as
they are in many other places.” 34 Nevertheless, he notes that “there are many slaves in
Washington…I know not if there is a greater slave mart in the states.”35 The explicit discussion
of slavery, however, is confined to a single paragraph; in an explanation that could apply as well
to Russwurm’s curation as to this author’s choices, he announces that his “object is not to excite
the feelings of our readers : the subject is a painful one : let us leave it and the poor unhappy
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objects of our compassion to the hands of Him who is able to succor them.”36 He then mentions a
visit to the American Colonization Society, noting along the way that “we are not in favour of
colonization,”37 and goes on to describe a meeting with the African Prince Abdul Rahahman.38
Immediately after this account Russwurm inserts the announcement of the campaign for
Horton’s release. Despite the apparent quiescence regarding slavery in “Travelling Scraps,” that
is, Russwurm immediately offers a means by which his readers might actively assist in an act of
emancipation, rather than simply leaving “the poor unhappy objects of our compassion to the
hands of Him who is able to succor them.”39 In this case, Horton’s story lends an added political
weight to the report that precedes it, offering a mode of political action to match the report’s
political sentiments. The details of the emancipation efforts, however, are murky. Russwurm
reports that “measures are about to be taken to effect the emancipation of this interesting young
man,”40 but gets only slightly more specific than this passive voice. He includes an extract of a
letter “from our respected N. C. correspondent,” 41 which discloses that “a philanthropic
gentleman of this country” 42 had read some of George Moses Horton’s poetry while visiting
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Chapel Hill43 and “has undertaken the unpopular task of casting about to see if George’s
liberation can be effected.”44 William Horton, here referred to simply as “his owner,” is reported
to have said “that he is not in circumstances to do without the manual labor of the young man, as
he is no less a farmer than a poet, but that towards the close of the year he might be induced to
take a fair price for him.”45 The correspondent therefore solicits support from Russwurm in
acquiring a sum with which to purchase Horton’s emancipation; Russwurm’s publication of the
extract effects a similar request to the readers.
Three pages intervene between the call for Horton’s release and the presentation of his
poem. Those pages include nearly a page on efforts to abolish slavery in England and the
Summary and Varieties sections—taken together, the Horton material and the reports from
Washington and England give this issue a persistent focus on the eradication of slavery, from the
individual to the national level. With this theme in mind, Horton’s poem, “On the Poetic Muse,”
becomes legible as a critique of slavery and a performance of the fugitive possibilities of
Horton’s poetry. Like “Lines,” “On the Poetic Muse” begins with an aerial view. These opening
stanzas suggest that poetry—figured here as the “ambitious muse”—offers Horton a chance to
“soar” in mind, if not in body. “Soar” here also recalls perhaps the most famous line of Horton’s,
“bid the vassal soar,” from his “On Liberty and Slavery,” which, though not published in
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Figure 6 "On the Poetic Muse," Freedom's Journal, August 29, 1828. Courtesy of Readex.

Freedom’s Journal, was originally circulated by Caroline Lee Hentz alongside “Slavery.”46 Just
as reading this poem in the political context of the issue in which Russwurm includes it offers up
a newly politicized poem, reading Horton’s poems as an assemblage, that is, reaching across
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distinct newspapers as well as issues, makes the political valence of this flight difficult to miss.
Horton’s “tow’ring thoughts,” rising with “the gales of song” take him, he tells us “through the
mental sky.” The physical sky, of course, remains unattainable, but Horton need hardly have
specified this. That he does suggests the other physical flight unavailable to him: flight from
enslavement.
But, Horton, suggests, his access to the “mental sky” offers a means of flight even within
the legal containment of slavery. While Horton remains constrained, his muse aspires to greater
realms. The muse, Horton tells us, aspires “to scenes remote” that “never get expressed” in the
world of his physical experience. While Horton is bound to agricultural labor, the muse eschews
those pursuits: “Wrapt in the dust, she scorns to lie / Call’d by new charms away.” These charms
spur the muse not simply to one charmed haven but to myriad “wonders” that she will never
“refuse to try.” This is a muse in perpetual flight, not one bound to any single locale.
Horton, by contrast, remains bound to earthly labor. While the first four stanzas focus on
the muse’s flight, Horton’s fifth stanza returns to the poet himself:

Such is the quiet bliss of soul
When in some lone retreat.
Where pensive thoughts like streamlets roll
And render silent sweet.

The “quiet bliss” of the poet here echoes the nocturnal musing of Horton’s swain in “Lines”;
both seek the solace of solitude to find time and space for their “pensive thoughts.” Again, too,
Horton turns to the evergreen metaphor of water to evoke the movement of thoughts; the swain
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“muses on the water’s side, / Which purling doth thro’ green meanders glide,” and here the
poet’s thoughts themselves “like streamlets roll.” The moment of respite Horton describes here is
a departure from the agricultural labor Horton was required to engage in for William Horton.
There may be moments, Horton suggests, when a sympathetic relationship is established between
him and the natural world, but those moments are characterized by the absence of labor.
In both his agricultural and his aesthetic labor Horton contended with hostile forces47;
Horton’s final stanzas attest to the need to escape the position he found himself in at Chapel Hill
as well as on William Horton’s property outside the city. This escape, unavailable to Horton, is
achieved by his muse; she embodies fugitive possibility while Horton remains in place. Horton
shows the demands of those around him interrupting the moment of aesthetic contemplation, as
“the vain tumultuous crowd / Shakes comfort from my mind.” But in those instants the muse
“ascends above the cloud, / And leaves the noise behind.” Horton’s muse, that is, rises to flight
not just in spite but because of the noise that surrounds him. Although these final stanzas begin
with the negative influence of the human, and seem in particular to condemn urban life, with its
“vain tumultuous crowd,” the poem as a whole both open and closes with a turn away from
nature in general. Horton closes the poem with the lines:

With vivid flight she mounts on high
Above the dusky maze,
And with a perspicacious eye
Doth far from nature gaze.
47
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Leaving nature behind is a bold choice for an author of pastoral poetry, yet Horton’s muse is
remarkably consistent. From the first pair of lines “Far, far above the world I soar, / And almost
nature lose,” to the final “Doth far from nature gaze,” Horton’s muse seems hardly to have
traveled at all. While the swain finds his solace by the water, and Horton describes the thoughts
of the poet as “streamlets,” his broader aesthetic vision stands as a warning not to conflate him
with the traditional swain of the pastoral; his relationship to the field is far less harmonious.48
Russwurm seems here to be a step ahead of us. Immediately following Horton’s poem,
Russwurm includes several stanzas “extracted from a Poem, spoken July 4th, 1828, before the
Anti-Slavery Society of Williams College, by William Pitt Palmer.”49 It seems implausible that
August 29th is the first opportunity Russwurm had to publish this July 4th excerpt, but placing it
after Horton’s poem creates a sustained critique of the natural between the two poems. Palmer’s
stanzas follow a consistent structure, not only in the sestain rhyme structure (ABABCC), but,
more crucially for our purposes, in the plot as well. The first stanza sets the pattern, in which the
reader is prompted to ask a nonhuman presence in the natural world about the state of their
subjection:

Ask of the rolling spheres that fly
In the deep blue skies away,
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Far as creation’s boundary,
What sceptre ye obey?
And they shall sing in their loudest strain,—
Oh, on—we wear no tyrant’s chain.

Each time, the question is rebuffed. Here, the spheres announce “we wear no tyrant’s chain,” and
it is no different for the winds, the waves, the tempest, the thunder, the birds, the arctic wastes,
and the woods, each of whom is questioned in the stanzas that follow and each of which
responds, in some fashion, “We are free.”50
Nature seems to come out relatively well here, but when Palmer reaches the final stanza,
the pattern fails:

But ask not man, if he be free
From slavery’s cankering blight;
Unnumber’d groans shall answer thee,
E’en in this age of light,—
—Creation’s saddest wreck—
His chain is on his brother’s limb,
His foot is on his neck.

The failing of the sustain structure, and its accompanying rhyme, seen here in the orphaned
“limb” actually began in the previous stanza, which slipped into a septet. But while that stanza
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attempted to retain some rhyme (ABAACCB), this one leaves its penultimate line entirely
unincorporated; the violence of enchainment marks the end of the rhyme. Slavery here is
presented as the outlier, beyond the order of both the natural world and the poem itself.
For Horton, however, nature is precisely what must be escaped; while the pastoral of
“Lines” depends on a harmonious relationship between the laborer and the natural world, when
Horton himself becomes the laboring figure, the traditional pastoral harmony is cut short.
Slavery, for Horton, is folded into the natural world through his agricultural labor, and his muse
seeks to escape the “dust” of the field and the “crowds” of the city alike. Nature is enmeshed
with the human in “On the Poetic Muse.” The human is not an outlier of the natural world, but an
active participant in it, such that human action alters nature. The difference between the natural
world of “On the Poetic Muse” and “Lines” is a human difference; if we recall the rustic swain,
or perhaps the plowing peasant and the dairy maid, of “Lines on the Evening and Morning,” we
see that the “joy”51 of the swain upon seeing the harmony of star shine, moonrise, and meteoric
play is buoyed by his control over his own labor. While Horton’s poetic muse takes flight,
“wonders to survey,”52 his swain “surveys the moonlight plain” from his perch watching over the
“fleecy train” that Horton tells us he “controls” and “leads,” all “with the spirit of a dauntless
Pan.” 53 This is an experience of unconstrained agricultural labor, a vision that cannot be
sustained when Horton turns to examine his own relationship to nature.
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September 5, 1828: Emancipation and the Limits of Circulation
While “On the Poetic Muse” presents the muse in fugitive flight from the material
conditions of Horton’s labor, the final Horton poem to appear in Freedom’s Journal, only a week
later, shifts from fugitive strategies to the campaign for emancipation. This topical poem, entitle
“Gratitude,” is “dedicated to the Gentlemen who takes [sic] so kind an interest in his behalf.”54
The dedication is ambiguously phrased, in part because of the shift from plural to singular, which
might have originated with virtually anyone in the chain of newspaper workers between Horton
and the typesetter. Whether Horton meant to dedicate this poem to the unidentified philanthropist
visiting North Carolina, or to Russwurm, or to a broad network of Black readers, this poem is the
first to include the heading “For the Freedom’s Journal,” reserved for original material. In
contrast to “Slavery,” which Russwurm explicitly noted as a reprinting, and to “Lines” and “On
the Poetic Muse,” neither of which was specified as either reprinted or original, “Gratitude”
made its way from Horton to Russwurm without the mediation of another printing, and signals
Horton’s awareness of and appreciation for the campaign for his emancipation.
This heading might suggest a desire on Russwurm’s part to demonstrate the legitimacy of
the newspaper’s emancipation efforts and to raise additional money, but the rest of the paper
contains no mention of these efforts. Instead, the issue presents a range of domestic and
international reports with only a tenuous relationship to slavery and the work of abolition.
Russwurm begins the issue with a full page and change on the 1812 “Burning of Moscow,”55
followed by a reprinting from the Boston Sentinel recounting the visit of Prince Abdul
Rahahman. Russwurm then inserts the fifth installment of “The Curtain,” which last appeared in
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the July 18 issue. “The Curtain” is original to Freedom’s Journal, as is the letter that follows.
Signed “Job” and entitled “A Husband’s Complaint,” the letter complains of a gossiping wife
and closes with the address “Scandal among us has become so fashionable, Mr. Editor, that I
believe a word or two from you on this subject might be the means of doing some good.”56
Russwurm’s tongue-in-cheek pairing of this letter with the newspaper’s ongoing gossip column
is both humorous and indicative of the paper’s broader role as a space for debate as well as
consensus, whether the debate is over colonization or gossip.
The summary section that follows offers its own share of gossip, beginning with a report
of intemperance reprinted from the Portsmouth Journal, and ultimately including reprinting from
German and English papers, as well as news from across the Northeast. The Varieties section
contains more stories from England than from the United States, and includes a segment on the
“Persecution of the Jews in England” as well as a report of kidnapping in Virginia reprinted from
the Winchester Republican.57 This extended account ends on the sixth page, just before the
poetry begins, but local news seeps into the poetry section as well. Horton’s poem is preceded in
the middle column by two poems by steady contributors, “Recollections of Childhood” by
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Louisa and “Sonnet to the Housatonic” by Arion, and then succeeded by “Take Particular
Notice,” a poem by Jane Hobart, accompanied by a report of domestic violence and a notice
from her husband Benjamin asking for her return. Horton’s poem serves as a hinge between the
standard contributors and this occasional poem, and, though it retains many elements of the
pastoral poems by Horton that preceded it, is itself an occasional poem as well.
The occasion is the campaign for his emancipation, and from the first stanza, Horton
combines a pastoral vocabulary with the topical concern of his own liberation. “Joy kindles by
thy vital gale,” he begins, “And breathes true philanthropy.”58 Figuring the efforts toward his
emancipation as a “gale,” Horton immediately shifts the violent storm to a soft philanthropic
breath. Closing out the stanza “Thus with delight I hail / The dawn of Liberty,” Horton forces a
rhyme between “philanthropy” and “Liberty,” yoking the two terms together at the expense of
the rhyme scheme. His second stanza is strictly laudatory, describing the poem as a “song of
Gratitude I owe / To thee from whom these pleasures rise,” and promising that “strains of praise
to thee shall flow, / Until my memory dies.” The laudatory tone of these first stanzas leaves
unmentioned however, the circumstances that make this campaign for liberty necessary.
In the following stanzas, Horton incorporates into his praise of the philanthropist a
critique of the system that makes such philanthropy necessary. Horton describes enslavement as
a physical location, a “dark inclement place” which he hopes “to flee.” While previous poems
described flight as a purely mental act, enabled by his writing, Horton now envisions the shift
from slavery to liberty as an embodied flight, closing the third stanza with “liberty” to match the
first. Again, Horton uses the word “soar” to describe this escape from slavery. But now “above
oppression’s storm,” it is not Horton’s muse who soars, but Horton himself. So, too, he
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Figure 7 "Gratitude," Freedom's Journal, September 5, 1828. Courtesy of Readex.
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announces his intention to proclaim his joys aloud, in contrast to the “scenes remote” that his
muse aspires to, which “never get expressed.”59 Emancipation, Horton explains, would alter his
poetry.
Midway through, Horton describes philanthropy itself as containing poetic song.
Beginning the fourth stanza, he personifies “Philanthropy, thou feeling dove,” and insists that the
“voice” of the dove “can sound the vassal free.” Sound is a persistent metaphor in this poem, fist
for liberation, in the raging of the gale, and now for poetry itself; in the midst of his praise for the
philanthropist, Horton also notes the power of poetry—including his own—in enabling his
liberation and offering him a “wing of humane love” on which to “fly to liberty.” When he
returns to the opening metaphor of the poem directly, however, Horton figures stormy seas not as
the “gale” of liberation but as the “inclement seas” and “storms of hardship” through which he
has already passed. “Ere long,” he writes, “I humbly hope to rest, / On freedom’s peaceful
shore.” Like slavery, freedom is a physical place, a “peaceful shore” that offers “rest” to the
traveller. Horton’s muse soared without a landing in sight; Horton himself aspires to a life
without that perpetual flight.
Horton is under no illusion, however, that the plans for his liberation are guaranteed to
succeed. In the final stanzas, Horton interrupts his good wishes for those assisting in the efforts
for his emancipation with a hope that those efforts actually succeed. He asks not just that
“Providence reward each man / Who feels such safe regard for me,” but also that those men be
given “a plan / Devis’d for liberty.” Though he calls for providential intercession, Horton knows
that liberty, like its counterpart, depends on the actions of those on earth. This is not a poem that
believes God alone can grant liberty, and by the closing stanza, philanthropy, too, is curiously
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absent. Instead, Horton calls for “showers of blessings… / To amplify thy store,” hoping that
material benefit will make “thy feeling heart rejoice, / And cause me to rejoice with thee.” Not
philanthropy but sympathy, in the literal sense of feeling together, is the goal of this poem at the
close. Horton reverses, however, the standard trajectory of abolitionist sympathy; rather than
describing an abolitionist who, in sympathy with the suffering of enslaved persons, is stirred to
philanthropy, he presents himself responded sympathetically to the amplified stores of the
philanthropist. In so doing, he shifts the affective response infamously cultivated in white
abolitionist circles60 back to the material conditions of enslavement. Horton hopes the economic
gain of the philanthropist will “cause me to rejoice with thee” not because he shares in their joy
but because he hopes that their material gain will become his in direct economic terms. The
“cheerful voice” that Horton ascribes to liberty in the final line is less sentimental than it seems,
and Horton’s vision of liberty considerably less idealized. Slavery, Horton knew, was an
economic project; so too was liberty.
As we have seen, however, this philanthropic effort, and those that followed it, failed to
achieve Horton’s emancipation. While the fugitive circulations of Horton’s poetry could achieve
some freedom in the world of print, Horton’s own liberty required a better plan. When Horton
was emancipated in 1865, he emigrated to Liberia a year later, and died only a year after he
arrived.61 It is not my argument that Liberia was the place of freedom that Horton envisions in
“Gratitude,” though it is not beyond the scope of possibility. What is certain is that Horton
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understood his writing as participating in a broad ecosystem of Black print. Finding a place of
freedom, for Horton, required embedding himself in a community engaged in developing
strategies for liberation. Through his poems, Horton participated in that project of liberation even
as he remained enslaved himself. Antebellum print culture in general, and Freedom’s Journal in
particular, enabled his poetry to begin probing potential places of freedom—circling from place
to place with each distribution agent and every reprinting—well beyond Horton’s own physical
location. The editors of Freedom’s Journal offered one such place at one time, but as Horton’s
muse soared on, with no landing place in view, his manuscripts drifted elsewhere. This was no
failure; in the world of Black print culture, circulation was the goal, enabling fugitive flight
beyond the constricting ecology of the plantation.
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“Covert as a Fugitive”: Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Emily Dickinson, and the Limits of
Fugitive Form

In early 1863, after Thomas Wentworth Higginson took up his post as colonel of the First
South Carolina Volunteers, Emily Dickinson wrote him a line that has become signature in
accounts of her engagement with the Civil War: “I should have liked to see you before you
became improbable. War feels to me an oblique place.”1 Dickinson’s description of the war as
“oblique” might, at first glance, seem to support an older reading of Dickinson as a private, and
by extension apolitical, poet. Yet writers like Dickinson observed and learned from fugitive
practices and lines of flight whose very political efficacy depended on their secrecy. Dickinson,
whose politics are often illegible, took fugitivity as her political mode. Understanding fugitivity
as the foundation of Dickinson’s politics offers up a new reading of her letter to Higginson.
When Dickinson writes, “war feels to me an oblique place,” she describes not only the oblique
relation to the political that is constitutive of fugitive practices, but also the necessary ecological
embeddedness of those practices. Dickinson’s evocation of place is caught in the crosshairs of
the fraught relation to place produced by kidnapping, forced transatlantic crossing, and
enslavement—and the Civil War, at Dickinson’s writing, was shifting this relationship to place
once again, not least for the Black soldiers fighting in the First South Carolina Volunteers.
Alongside this history of place as constraint and forced transit, however, the idea of an “oblique
place” names the possibility of relations to place characterized by indirect approach, practices of
stealth, and fugitivity. And it is at this nexus that race and ecology dovetail in Dickinson’s
poetics. Dickinson’s evolving form shows us a poetics that has learned from contemporaneous
1
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political practices of marronage and fugitivity. In contrast to Higginson’s explicit abolitionism,
Dickinson’s poetics models a fugitive stance toward the political, in which staying hidden is a
political and ecological practice.
Higginson’s politics, by contrast, were openly abolitionist. Christopher Looby writes in
the introduction to his edited volume of Higginson’s Civil War writings that “Higginson usually
receives only a footnote in American literary history, for he is remembered today mostly for his
dubious role as Emily Dickinson's 'preceptor.' He deserves to be better known, however, and for
other reasons, for he was a politically engaged intellectual and artist at the forefront of radical
antislavery, labor, and feminist causes.”2 Looby’s work has taken us far in examining Higginson
in his own right. Higginson’s ecological thought has been tied to his friendship with Dickinson,3
and the connections between Higginson’s ecological thought and his racism have been detailed
by Christopher Looby himself, 4 even as scholarship on Higginson’s abolitionist activity
continues.5 Yet, perhaps because of a persistent anxiety about Dickinson’s much greater poetic
legacy, Higginson’s poetics and politics are rarely examined together. His poems, after all, seem
as Victorian as they come, a far cry from the radicalism of his abolitionism.
The undercurrent linking the poet and the abolitionist is a radical strain of ecological
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thought. Higginson inherited a naturalist’s version of ecology through the natural histories of the
eighteenth century, particularly in his readings of John Gabriel Stedman and Robert Charles
Dallas. This classificatory system has damning political implications, tied as it is to the
regulatory demands of the plantation, but its single grace is its formal clarity. The clear formal
system—hierarchical thought it may be—enunciated by the naturalist’s ecological thought
allowed Higginson to begin to see the ecological possibilities in literary form as well. And
though Higginson never abandoned this naturalism entirely, his poetics begin to show a
developing strain of ecological thought in marked opposition to this naturalist inheritance, a
vision of ecology as a formal structure of relations between distinct forms of life.
This relational ecology, in which combinations and interrelations between living
organisms resist the enclosure of the plantation, was clearest for Higginson in the maroon
communities of the Caribbean. Higginson’s study of practices of marronage in Jamaica and
Surinam, though mediated by colonial records, led him to develop a sense of political resistance
that depended on the plant life, geological formations, and animal life—including, unmistakably,
human life—around it. This intimate knowledge of one’s ecology is, of course, specific to each
locale. These practices, then, failed to translate to the continental United States, where John
Brown, with Higginson’s support, tried and failed to adopt the ecological strategies of marronage
in the Appalachian foothills.
Understanding John Brown’s failure as an ecological error, Higginson used his time with
the First South Carolina Volunteers to search for more localized strategies specific to the
ecologies in which he found himself. Instead of aiming toward the formation of an ongoing
maroon community, Higginson turned to less visible fugitive strategies. It was Higginson’s
exposure to the songs of the First South Carolina Volunteers, however, that led him to articulate
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these ecological politics in poetic terms. In these songs, Higginson encounters a fugitive poetics,
a mode of freedom within unfreedom, in which the intimate knowledge of relational ecology that
enables fugitive practices is rendered in poetic form. Reading the persistence of this fugitive
poetics in Higginson’s own poetry allows us to see the germ of Dickinson’s own fugitive poetics,
one that understands poetic form as participating in the political and ecological relations of the
nineteenth century and taking them up in its own fugitive ecology.

Higginson’s Ecological Poetics
Higginson’s ecological writings present a vision of aesthetics predicated on a physical
experience of the world outside oneself, the sense perception at the etymological root of
aesthetics. The essays compiled in Higginson’s Out-door Papers, all of which were originally
published in the Atlantic between 1858 and 1862, are concerned with physicality throughout,
including a series against the physical degeneracy Higginson argues is fostered by too little time
outdoors.6 At its close, however, the collection turns toward the aesthetic influence of the
outdoors, developing an ecological poetics grounded in aesthetic observation.

And for literary training, especially, the influence of natural beauty is simply priceless.
Under the present educational systems, we need grammars and languages far less than a
more thorough out-door experience. On this flowery bank, on this ripple-marked shore,
are the true literary models. How many living authors have ever attained to writing a
6
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single page which could be for one moment compared, for the simplicity and grace of its
structure, with this green spray of wild woodbine or yonder white wreath of blossoming
clematis? A finely organized sentence should throb and palpitate like the most delicate
vibrations of the summer air. We talk of literature as if it were a matter of rule and
measurement,7 a series of processes long since brought to mechanical perfection: but it
would be less incorrect to say that it all lies in the future; tried by the out-door standard,
there is as yet no literature, but only glimpses and guideboards; no writer has yet
succeeded in sustaining, through more than some single occasional sentence, that fresh
and perfect charm.8

The aesthetic order Higginson divines from the “this green spray of wild woodbine” and “white
wreath of blossoming clematis,” he tells us, explicitly rejects “rule and measurement,” and
“mechanical perfection.” These specific plants, two species of flowering vine, mock efforts at
ecological rule and curtailment, growing over and around fences one might install to contain
them. If the vine is the insult of physical encroachment, the flower adds insult of ornament—
precisely the excess that monocultural regimentation excludes. So, too, the aesthetic system that
Higginson imagines exceeds the bounds of regulation. And though Higginson here refers to
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had no monarch in my life, and cannot rule myself; and when I try to organize, my little force
explodes and leaves me bare and charred. I think you called me “wayward.” Will you help me
improve?” (Thomas Wentworth Higginson, “Emily Dickinson’s Letters,” The Atlantic, October
1891, https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1891/10/emily-dickinsons-letters/306524/.)
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literature, and not only to poetry, one can almost hear the professor tapping out stressed and
unstressed syllables in metronomic time; the literature most liable to charges of “measurement,”
of course, is that which follows a regular poetic meter.
This is not, however, a call to abandon poetic form; the sentence is still “finely
organized,” but its organization is imagined as one of living movement. The failure of the
“mechanical” is not that it insists on an organization, but that its organization misses the
ecological sense—that is, the lived relations—that should properly organize the sentence. The
naturalist, too, can fall into this trap. Higginson laments that “studying the details, it seems as if
Nature were a series of costly fragments with no coherency,—as if she would never encourage us
to do anything systematically.”9 The problem, as Higginson would have it, is not that Nature has
no system but that “there is no conceivable human logic so close and inexorable as her
connections.”10 The “fresh and perfect”11 poem, then, remains fresh because it matches those
connections precisely, not because it escapes them. Higginson praises the “laws of perspective”
as simultaneously “rigid” and “flexible,” and directs the writer to “make his statements as firm
and unswerving as the horizon-line,”12 which, though it never swerves, constantly adjusts to the
perspective of the viewer. The position of the horizon-line, that is, depends on the viewer’s
position, but is always fixed in relation to the viewer. It is this ongoing adjustment or negotiation
depending on the system of relations in which one finds oneself that makes the horizon-line—
shifting and yet ever-fixed—the ideal toward which the poetic line should strive.
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This sense of both aesthetics and poetics as dependent on perspective is crucial to
Higginson’s understanding of ecology; ecology is the formal structure of relations between
distinct forms of life. Any view of ecology is, almost tautologically, perspectival; which is to
say, ecologies shift depending on our position in relation to other living things. Higginson
describes this relational structure in both ecological and poetic terms in his field book in 1861,
asking “How are sentences composed? Do you know how ice is formed?”13 as one and the same
question. Ice may seem a far step from the “flowery bank” or “ripple-marked shore” that
Higginson calls “the true literary models,” or indeed from the “finely organized sentence” he
says “should throb and palpitate like the most delicate vibrations of the summer air,”14 and yet
Higginson goes on to describe precisely the “delicate vibrations” in the water as ice forms. Ice
begins to form “as you watch the chilly puddle” when “suddenly one spicula of crystallization
has shot swiftly across, then another and another; others presently strike hands with them,
interlacing at all angles.”15 The formation of ice, then, depends on a series of delicate interactions
between expanding systems of relations—“and soon there is a polished flow of black ice wh.
looks as if it had been created in an instant.”16 The “polished” form of the whole, which seems
like a single “flow” is formed by the “interlacing” of forms that, though originally distinct, have
become so interdependent in their interlacing that they now appear as one form. Higginson
concludes his entry “such is, as far as I know, the way in which sentences are formed and literary
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structure proceeds.”17 Such, too, is Higginson’s theory of ecology. In the sentence, discrete
words interact to form a sentence whose meaning, though dependent on its words, seems to have
arisen whole in the mind, rather than through the setting of one word after another. In ecological
terms, distinct forms of life arise and, as they interact, become so interwoven as to become a
single ecology. The sentence is inherently ecological.
This is a far cry from the advice Higginson gives in the “Letter to a Young Contributor”
that famously prompted Dickinson to begin their correspondence. Much of the letter seems
directed specifically toward the “mechanical perfection” he would later warn against. Higginson
advises the writer to “Look to the physical aspect of your manuscript, and prepare your page so
neatly that it shall allure instead of repelling. Use good pens, black ink, nice white paper and
plenty of it.” 18 This attention to material details was indeed taken up by Dickinson,19 but she
eschewed the rules of punctuation that he includes; Higginson might be speaking directly to her
when he warns the writer, “Reduce yourself to short allowance of parentheses and dashes; if you
employ them merely from clumsiness, they will lose all their proper power in your sands.”20
Dickinson would, of course, send him a poem littered with a profligate allowance of dashes.21
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In “Letter to a Young Contributor,” Higginson’s understanding of both poetry and
ecology shifts toward that of the naturalist. Deriding the hopeful contributor who seeks to
persuade the editor of their poems’ merit, Higginson writes that the editor “has…educated his
eye till it has become microscopic like a naturalist's, and can classify nine out of ten specimens
by one glance at a scale or a feather. Fancy an ambitious echinoderm claiming a private
interview with Agassiz, to demonstrate by verbal arguments that he is a mollusk!”22 Higginson
compares the aesthetic judgment of the editor to the ecological study of the naturalist, but he also
transmutes both poet and poem to echinoderm in one fell swoop. This vision of ecological
poetics, grounded in natural history, borrows something of the “rule and measurement”
Higginson derides only a year later. If the writer is meant to access the “delicate vibrations23 of
the summer air” and the palpitations of a living organism, the editor approaches the sentence as a
dead specimen. Classification is the editor’s specialty.
As a writer, however, Higginson’s seeks a less classificatory vision of ecology. Only
paragraphs later, Higginson writes that language should aspire to “become so saturated with
warm life and delicious association that every sentence shall palpitate and thrill with the mere
fascination of the syllables,”24 a sentiment virtually parroted in his exhortation, in Out-Door
Papers, that “a finely organized sentence should throb and palpitate like the most delicate
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vibrations of the summer air.”25 Higginson’s investment in palpitation, across these seemingly
divergent accounts of poetics, illustrates his investment in an ecological poetics that is defined
relationally.26 In Higginson’s analogy between the formation of ice and the formation of a
sentence, the interaction between discrete units led to the formation of the whole. Ice, however,
lacks the “warm life” that Higginson values as part of this lived system of relations. When he
suggests that “every sentence shall palpitate and thrill with the mere fascination of the syllables,”
he describes the whole “sentence” as actively responding, by thrills and palpitations, to the
syllables. This is no passive addition of discrete units to form a whole; for Higginson, the
sentence palpitates with “fascination” at the very elements that compose it. The poetics of the
rule and the poetics of “warm life,” and the theories of ecology undergirding each, carry distinct
political implications. While natural history, and a poetics of regulation, serves the political and
ecological arrangements of the plantation, the poetics of warm life that Higginson imagines
offers a vision of ecology as open to an evolving set of lived relations—an ecology of resistance
rather than of domination.
Though Higginson never finally leaves behind his inheritance of natural history, with its
emphasis on the collection and classification of dead specimens removed from their relational
context, his poetics demonstrate developing sense of ecology as defined by relations between
living forms. This relational ecology, in its resistance to the ecology of the plantation, is directly
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tied to the political strategies of fugitivity and marronage. In “Ode to a Butterfly,”27 published in
the 1893 collection Such as They Are, Higginson aligns the butterfly with both secrecy and
liberation. Addressing the butterfly as a “songless wanderer ‘mid the songful birds, / With
Nature’s secrets in thy tints unrolled / Through gorgeous cipher, past the reach of words,”
Higginson describes the butterfly as the formal bearer of ecological secrets, and then
immediately ties that secrecy to liberation as well, continuing “Thou winged blossom, liberated
thing, / What secret tie binds thee to other flowers.” The butterfly, whose affinity to plant life is
so close, for Higginson, that he describes it as a “winged blossom” bound by a “secret tie” to
“other flowers.” The butterfly’s status as a “liberated thing,” then, seems tied to its wings—the
other flowers are “still held within the garden’s fostering.” The ecological management, or
“fostering” of the garden simply is the captivity of these flowers, their cultivation within an
enclosure. To escape, Higginson asks, “Will they too soar with the completed hours, / Take
flight and be like thee / Irrevocably free.” Freedom, therefore, requires flight, and flight from a
specific form of ecological enclosure. And though the tie between the cultivation of captive
plants and their flight from that enclosure is not yet explicit in this poem, the ecological terms of
both flight and secrecy are crucial to Higginson’s understanding of the politics of enslavement
and of marronage.

Marronage and Ecologies of Resistance
The tension between the ecology of the plantation and ecologies of resistance plays out
directly in Higginson’s engagement with marronage. Higginson publishes his most explicit
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accounts of marronage, “The Maroons of Jamaica”28 and “The Maroons of Surinam,”29 in the
Atlantic in February and May, respectively, of 1860—less than a year after John Brown’s raid on
Harper’s Ferry. Struck by the failure of the Harper’s Ferry raid, Higginson’s evolving strategies
of abolition are the direct result of his attempt to reproduce the strategies of marronage in the
ecological and political context of the United States. John Brown’s failure, to Higginson,
demonstrated both the ecological specificity of marronage and the need for ecological strategies
specific to the United States. For, as Higginson was keenly aware, practices of marronage
depended upon not only the plantation’s political position but also its ecological position, which
is to say its surrounding environment. Higginson’s account of maroon communities in Jamaica
follows Cudjoe’s War,30 also known as the Second Maroon War (1795–1796), but Higginson’s
own reception of this history is mediated by R C. Dallas’ History of the Maroons.31 Similarly,
Higginson’s primary source in his account of the maroon community in Surinam at the close of
the eighteenth-century is John Gabriel Stedman’s Narrative of a Five Years’ Expedition Against
the Revolted Negroes of Surinam.32 Both Higginson’s sources were actively invested in the
continuation of the plantation regime; Higginson himself, however, hopes to repurpose maroon
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strategies gleaned from these accounts for the eradication of slavery in the United States.
Higginson’s own position in relation to these documents is unsettled, often marked by an
admiration for Stedman, in particular, that is at odds with his political opposition to Stedman’s
work in Surinam. What follows is his attempt to understand maroon resistance though documents
of colonial suppression.
Higginson’s interpretation of R. C. Dallas’ account focuses on the particular ecological
features that he saw as crucial to the persistence of maroon communities in Jamaica. The first
ecological advantage that Higginson describes is in fact topographical; knowledge of the terrain
itself is a prerequisite for familiarity with the specific organisms within it. Cudjoe and his fellow
fugitives, Higginson argues, “had every topographical advantage, for they held possession of the
‘Cockpits.’ Those highlands are furrowed through and through, as by an earthquake, with a
series of gaps or ravines, resembling the California cañons, or those similar fissures in various
parts of the Atlantic States, known to local fame either poetically as ice-glens, or symbolically as
purgatories.”33 Higginson goes on to explain that these ravines enable fugitive populations to fire
on those who come after them without ever being seen—remaining hidden being, after all, a
primary political aim.34
These questions of ecological strategy are not abstract for Higginson; already in this
sentence he compares the highlands of Jamaica to both California, where colonial settlers and the
United States government were waging siege on indigenous populations,35 and to “parts of the
Atlantic States”—including, perhaps, the Atlantic state in which Higginson helped to fund John
33
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Brown’s rebellion. Indeed, Higginson tells us at the close of his account that the story of maroon
communities “retains its interest…because it is with their kindred that the American nation has to
deal, in solving one of the most momentous problems of its future career.”36 Just prior to these
essays’ publication, Higginson sought an analogous topographical advantage in the Southern
United States. In a letter to John Brown, dated February 8, 1858, the year before the raid,
Higginson opened with the sentence “I am always ready to invest money in treason; but at
present have none to invest,” going on to explain that his resources are presently occupied
looking after fugitives and aiding in funding the Underground Railroad in Kansas, but that he
will raise some money nonetheless.37 That same year, according to testimony given by Richard
Realf in 1860, John Brown articulated his own strategy in topographical terms “at a secret
convention in Chatham, in May, 1858.” 38 In Reaf’s words, John Brown announced that he had
“made a journey to England in 1851…during which he made a tour upon the European continent,
inspecting all fortifications, and especially all earthwork forts, which he could find, with a view
of applying the knowledge thus gained, with modifications and inventions of his own, to a
mountain warfare in the United States.”39 John Brown also, reportedly, described his research
into “the war of Toussaint L’Ouverture; he had become thoroughly acquainted with the wars in
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Hayti and the islands round about,”40 and, like Higginson, had become convinced that the
strategies of resistance from the mountains that had served maroon communities in the
Caribbean could be translated to Appalachia:

He supposed that they would come into the mountains to join him, where he purposed to
work, and that, by flocking to his standard, they would enable him (making the line of
mountains which cuts diagonally through Maryland and Virginia, down through the
Southern States into Tennessee and Alabama, the base of his operations) to act upon the
plantations on the plains lying on each side of that range of mountains; that we should be
able to establish ourselves in the fastnesses; and, if any hostile action (as would be) were
taken against us, either by the militia of the States or by the armies of the United States,
we purposed to defeat first the militia, and next, if possible, the troops of the United
States; and then organize the free blacks under this provisional constitution, which would
carve out for the locality of its jurisdiction all that mountainous region in which the
blacks were to be established. (Sanborn)

What Reaf describes here is the formation of an autonomous community for those fleeing
enslavement within territory occupied by the enemy—in short, the formation of a maroon
community. John Brown’s plan, supported and financed by Higginson, assumed that the
strategies of mountain warfare in Jamaica and Surinam could be reproduced in Virginia. Faced
with the failure of the raid, despite the presence of the Appalachian Mountains as a foothold,
Higginson reviews the history of maroon communities in the Caribbean as useful for
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understanding the failed strategies of his own context.
Higginson is therefore far from equating these contexts; the theory of resistance that
Higginson develops, as a corrective to the failure of John Brown, is deeply dependent on
ecological and political specificity, and acquaintance with that specificity becomes key to
geographically distinct forms of marronage. In the case of Cudjoe’s revolt, Higginson tells us,
the British attacked their ecological resources when the strategic advantage afforded by their
position in the highlands proved too great: “The utmost hope of a British officer, ordered against
the Maroons, was to lay waste a provision-ground, or cut them off from water.”41 Though this
tactic is a staple of siege warfare, finding a provision ground, or locating a community’s watersource, requires familiarity with the terrain—precisely where the maroon communities had the
advantage. These tactics, finally, are ecological, not merely topographical. Familiarity with not
only the terrain but also the plants around them rendered this attack ineffective: “the wild-pine
leaves and the grapevine-withes supplied the rebels with water; and their plantation-grounds
were the wild pineapple and the plantain-groves, and the forests, where the wild boars harbored,
and the ringdoves were as easily shot as if they were militiamen.”42 This transformation of the
forests into “plantation-grounds” is, counterintuitively, followed by a description of the same
region as “the wild mountains of Jamaica” where “the Maroons dwelt in a savage freedom.”43
Higginson attempts first of all to retain his naturalist inheritance, in which a theory of ecology
grounded in division and classification bolster the divisions and enclosures of the plantation. He
figures the plantation-grounds as a zone of naturally occurring abundance, in which the planter
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must only let nature take its course in order to manage his plantation.44 But Higginson’s political
aims demand an escape from the enclosure of the plantation, and a turn toward more radically
relational ecologies.
Higginson relies on the language of wildness, yoking together tropes of marronage and
stereotypes of indigeneity precisely because of his understanding of the ecological specificity of
marronage, and hence of the dependence of this military strategy on the ecological familiarity of
indigenous communities. In his reproduction of the trope of “savage freedom,” Higginson
conflates naturalness and indigeneity and in his description of “another large body of insurgents,
called the Windward Maroons”45 with whom the British signed a second treaty after the treaty
signed with Cudjoe,46 Higginson aligns marronage and indigeneity directly. Higginson writes
that these maroons “had senses like those of American Indians,” enabling them to track “each
other by the smell of the smoke of fires in the air” or by sound, when they “called to each other
by horns, using a special note to designate each of their comrades, and distinguishing it beyond
the range of ordinary hearing.”47 These heightened senses, alongside the greater familiarity with
plants that Higginson attributes to Cudjoe’s maroon community, perpetuate myths of racial
hierarchy charted in early natural histories; Higginson begins to understand the ecological
grounding of marronage, but this understanding is mediated by the racist tropes of his sources.
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Higginson’s interest in marronage in fact leads him to identify with the narrators of those
source-texts. In the case of his second chapter, on Surinam, Higginson’s primary source was the
narrative of John Gabriel Stedman. Describing Stedman as an “eccentric individual”48 who
weaves “a single thread of pure romance”49 through his tale, Higginson attempts to produce a
critique of the plantation system through Stedman’s narrative. Troping the eighteenth-century
Classical allusions of his source text, Higginson writes that “Greek or Roman decline produced
nothing more debilitating or destructive than the ordinary life of a Surinam planter, and his one
virtue of hospitality only led to more unbridled excesses and completed the work of vice.”50 Yet
despite his critique of the planter, Higginson refuses to condemn Stedman, and repeats without
comment Stedman’s description of his relationship with Joanna, an enslaved woman Stedman
purchased but never freed, as one of romance rather than of coercion and rape.51 The source text
taints its translation; Higginson’s primary aim is again to develop an account of the ecological
strategies that enabled maroon resistance in Surinam, but he admires the colonizer as well.
Resistance in Surinam had a long history before Stedman’s arrival; Higginson explains
that “Fugitive negroes had begun to establish themselves in the woods from the time when the
colony was finally ceded by the English to the Dutch, in 1674.”52 This prolonged resistance
meant that, by Higginson’s estimation, “in Stedman’s day the original three thousand Ouca and
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Seramica Maroons had multiplied, almost incredibly, to fifteen thousand,”53 and that maroon
communities had time to develop extensive—and defensible—settlements. Higginson describes
these “peculiar tactics”54 as a series of defenses embedded in the landscape. According to
Higginson, “they built stockade fortresses on marshy islands, accessible by fords which they
alone could traverse. These they defended further by sharp wooden pins, or crows’ feet,
concealed beneath the surface of the miry ground.”55 The method of hiding weapons within the
environment is repeated, Higginson asserts, in movement as well; in addition to hiding traps for
their enemies they “marked their movements for each other by scattered leaves and blazed
trees,”56 punctuating the environment with messages that could only be read by those who
already knew the environment and therefore could gauge the changes that had taken place. This
kind of ecological familiarity, again, served them in establishing communities that

“were protected more or less by their mere situations. Quagmires surrounded them,
covered by a thin crust of verdure, sometimes broken through by one man’s weight, when
the victim sank hopelessly into the black and bottomless depths below. In other directions
there was a solid bottom, but inconveniently covered by three or four feet of water,
through which the troops waded breast-deep, holding their musket high in the air, unable
to reload them when once discharged, and liable to be picked off by rebel scouts, who
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ingeniously posted themselves in the tops of palm-trees.”57

Discovering, and building in, such strategic locations required time, familiarity, and first of all an
ecology possessed of such “quagmires” and waterways.” Strategies of marronage were, as
Higginson learned, necessarily ecologically specific, and dependent on familiarity with the
landscape one occupied. These were not strategies that John Brown could adopt with ease as he
traveled across states, nor could Higginson apply them as a large-scale strategy during the war.

Ecological Strategies of the First South Carolina Volunteers
Higginson did, however, continue to develop his account of ecological strategies of
resistance during his time as colonel of the First South Carolina Volunteers, and began to
articulate smaller, more localized ecological strategies adapted from marronage for the United
States context. Higginson traces ecological parallels between the Caribbean and the southern
United States throughout his record of this time in Army Life in a Black Regiment. In a
November 4, 1862 diary entry, Higginson writes that “the river-banks were soft and graceful,
though low, and as we steamed up to Beaufort on the flood-tide this morning, it seemed almost
as fair as the smooth and lovely canals which Stedman traversed to meet his negro soldiers in
Surinam.”58 This smooth ecological analogy, however, belies the ecological differences between
these two places that directly influenced the kind of resistance that was possible among enslaved
persons. Asking himself why those enslaved in the southern United States “had not kept the land
in a perpetual flame of insurrection” (248), Higginson speculates that “they had no mountain
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passes to defend like the Maroons of Jamaica,—no impenetrable swamps, like the Maroons of
Surinam. Where they had these, even on a small scale, they had used them,—as in certain
swamps round Savannah and in the everglades of Florida, where they united with the Indians”
(248). Marronage, in its resistance to the enclosure of the plantation, in fact requires a certain
enclosure of its own. Mountains and swamps are advantageous sites for maroon communities
because of their impenetrability; which is to say, because they are closed off from those who do
not know the terrain. It is, once again, ecological familiarity that distinguishes ecologies of
resistance from the ecology of the plantation. Brown, of course, had also meant to use the
mountains in Virginia, and Higginson was still thinking about the strategic vantages of divergent
terrains in his journals during the Civil War.
Higginson’s own use of the ecology of the Southern United States is chronicled in the
published Army Life in a Black Regiment, as well as in his unpublished journals. Hand-drawn
maps, for example, populate the margins of his notebooks during the war.59 Immediately after
comparing himself to Stedman, Higginson describes the landscape he encounters in Beaufort:
“The air was cool as at home, yet the foliage seemed green, glimpses of stiff tropical vegetation
appeared along the banks, with great clumps of shrubs, whose pale seed-vessels looked like tardy
blossoms. Then we saw on a picturesque point an old plantation, with stately magnolia avenue,
decaying house, and tiny church amid the woods, reminding me of Virginia; behind it stood a
neat encampment of white tents, ‘and there,’ said my companion, ‘is your future regiment.’”60
The varied “tropical vegetation” that Higginson fantastically imputes to the less-than-tropical
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Carolinas is contrasted with the “picturesque” aesthetic of the “old plantation” with its “neat”
lines of tents. But the plantation is also presented is a relic, “old,” with a “decaying house”
nestled “amid the woods.” A few days later, in a diary entry from November 27, Higginson
describes what is presumably the same decaying structure as a “forlorn plantation-house,” again
contrasted—through “broken windows”—with the plants outside, here ranging from the “great
live-oaks, with their hard, shining leaves, and their branches hung with a universal drapery of
soft, long moss, like fringe-trees struck with grayness” to the “the sandy soil, scantly covered
with coarse grass, bristles with sharp palmettoes and aloes; all the vegetation is stiff, shining,
semi-tropical, with nothing soft or delicate in its texture.”61 The inhospitability of this vegetation
is a far cry from a depiction of nature as inherently restorative; the ecological, though
impressive, constantly borders on the bellicose.
The irony of installing the first regiment of formerly enslaved people in the midst of
former plantations is not lost on Higginson. Describing “the universal Southern panorama” as
one in which “numerous plantation-buildings totter around, all slovenly and unattractive, while
the interspaces are filled with all manner of wreck and refuse, pigs, fowls, dogs, and omnipresent
Ethiopian infancy” 62 Higginson simultaneously highlights the racist collapse of Blackness,
animality, and waste 63 in the landscape, and reproduces that collapse in his inclusion of
“omnipresent Ethiopian infancy” in a list of “wreck and refuse.” Yet all of this, Higginson would
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say, belongs to the plantation past. The present, he explains, “but five minutes’ walk beyond the
hovels and the live-oaks will bring one to something so un-Southern that the whole Southern
coast at this moment trembles at the suggestion of such a thing,—the camp of a regiment of freed
slaves.”64 Higginson presents his regiment as the undoing of the plantation—but to achieve this
contrast, Higginson compares the camp to the dilapidated plantation, rather than to the order and
discipline shared by both the plantation and the regiment.
The underpinning logics of the regiment and the plantation, after all, are eerily similar.
Higginson presents his published book first of all as a “record” of “some of the adventures of the
First South Carolina Volunteers,—the first slave regiment mustered into the service of the United
States during the late civil war,”65 and, indeed, the work of the colonel often follows the logics of
the ledger. Higginson’s notebook of regimental memoranda is filled end-to-end with tables of
names, dates, measurements, and deaths.66 Distancing himself from abolitionist sentimentality,
Higginson writes that he “naturally viewed the new recruits rather as subjects for discipline than
for philanthropy” and that he is certain “they could be so trained” to “a high standard of drill and
discipline.”67 Higginson’s insistence on discipline here recalls the regulation of the plantation,
and even the poetics of rule that Higginson derides. Aiming toward abolition, Higginson
nonetheless repeats the disciplinary impulses of the plantation, finally admonishing the reader
that, in the end, “good discipline must come first…of discipline there was great need,—that is, of
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order and regular instruction.”68 And discipline, in the regimental camp or on the plantation,
comes with a strong dose of paternalism.69 Higginson, for his part, celebrated the pliability of his
recruits, explaining that “to learn the drill, one does not want a set of college professors; one
wants a squad of eager, active, pliant school-boys; and the more childlike these pupils are the
better.”70 Such docility and simplicity is imputed to them throughout Higginson’s account, but its
meaning seems to vacillate. Higginson refers to the soldiers his first week as “my young
barbarians,”71 the next month as “a simple and lovable people, whose graces seem to come by
nature, and whose vices by training,”72 and “the world’s perpetual children, docile, gay, and
lovable, in the midst of this war for freedom on which they have intelligently entered,”73 and the
following month as “natural transcendentalists.”74 Higginson’s paternalism persists, but its form
shifts as his perception of the soldiers evolves, beginning with a clear dismissal of their abilities
and ending with a praise of qualities that he perceives as racially innate.
This shift tracks not only Higginson’s slowly developing familiarity with his fellow
soldiers, but also his own developing theory of nature—shifting from the idea of a static entity,
of the sort that we have seen in Grainger, to a web of shifting ecological relations, a theory we
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see in his account of the maroon communities in the British Caribbean. As the regiment leaves
camp for the picket station, Higginson describes a shift away from the weaponized vegetation of
the former plantation-grounds to the more salubrious “blackberries and oysters, wild roses and
magnolias, flowery lanes instead of sandy barrens and a sort of guerilla existence in place of the
camp routine.”75 The shift in the discipline of the camp, from Higginson’s emphasis on “order
and regular instruction” stems from the environment; while the encampment in the plantationgrounds is informed by the ordering impulses of the plantations, the forms of life at the picket
station have an altogether different influence. Higginson’s list, which includes not only food but
also flowers without the suggestion of practical utility, describes an ecology possessed of not
only sustenance but pleasure. The shift in their own existence is but one in a long line of
ecological shifts, responding to the shift in the species around them. This responsiveness is also
constitutive of the kind of ecological embeddedness we see as Higginson plans his first raid.
Echoing his description of the Stedman’s troops in Surinam wading through water to reach
maroon settlements, Higginson himself carefully crosses the river at night, keeping hidden until
he rejoined his troops.76
Crucially, however, Higginson is not simply taking up the strategies of marronage that he
describes. In fact, the strategies of the First South Carolina Volunteers at times invert of the
strategies of marronage chronicled by Dallas and Stedman. In South Carolina, Higginson
explains, “after the first capture of Port Royal, the outlying plantations along the whole Southern
coast were abandoned, and the slaves withdrawn into the interior,”77 as slave-owners fled the
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approaching Union forces, bringing their slaves with them. To reach both the fleeing slaveowners and those they enslaved, Higginson plans an attack that mirrors the strategies not of the
maroon communities of Surinam, but of Stedman himself. He surmises, “It was necessary to
ascend some river for thirty miles in order to reach the Black population at all. This ascent could
only be made by night, as it was a slow process, and the smoke of a steamboat could be seen for
a great distance. The streams were usually shallow, winding and muddy, and the difficulties of
navigation were such as to require a full moon and a flood tide. It was really no easy matter to
bring everything to bear, especially as every projected raid must be kept a secret so far as
possible.”78 Unlike those in maroon communities in Florida, and in swamps throughout the
southern United States, Higginson lacks the ecological familiarity to sustain large-scale practices
of marronage. These large-scale practices, or grand marronage, might, Neil Roberts suggests,
ultimately lead to revolution. The revolutionary potential of marronage, which Roberts defines as
either sovereign, in which “non-fleeting mass flight from slavery on a scale much larger than
grand marronage” 79 takes on the goal of polity-wide emancipation, or sociogenic, a
“macropolitical flight whereby agents flee slavery through non-fleeting acts of naming, vèvè
architectonics, liberation, reordering of the state of society, and constitutionalism.”80 Roberts
takes Haiti as his example in both cases. Even in cases of grand marronage, or “the mass flight of
individuals from slavery to form an autonomous community of freedom,” 81 national
emancipation was impracticable. The more common form of marronage in the United States is
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petit marronage, or “short-term fugitivity,” “a temporary flight from slavery by an individual or
small group through fugitive acts of truancy.”82 Roberts explains that we might understand this
as “fugitive thought that stopped short of revolution,”83 and it is true enough that short-term
fugitive acts fail to produce abolition under national law. Yet these fugitive imaginings do enact
their own form of abolition, which, local and fleeting as it is, opens the possibility of freedom
within the very system that precludes it.

Fugitive Poetics and Contraband Songs
These fugitive practices ultimately informed Higginson’s poetics, but neither the fugitive
practices themselves nor their translation into poetic form originated with Higginson. As
Higginson wrote to John Brown, he had been involved in the Underground Railroad before the
war; during the war, he began to grasp the poetic implications of these fugitive practices, through
the songs he heard from the First South Carolina Volunteers. Higginson turns to song as a mode
of resistance premised on illegibility—or, better put, selective legibility. When Higginson first
begins to listen to the songs being sung in the camp, he disguises his confusion with paternalism,
baffled by the “melodies and strange antics form this mysterious race of grown-up children with
whom my lot is cast.”84 Upon following the source of the music, Higginson’s bewilderment only
grows; he describes the songs as “quaint, monotonous, endless, negro-Methodist chants, with
obscure syllables recurring constantly, and slight variations interwoven, all accompanied with a
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regular drumming of the feet and clapping of the hands, like castanets.”85 But, in the midst of his
dismissive description of the songs as “quaint, monotonous, endless,” Higginson also begins to
describe the sort of poetics to which he argues the poet should aspire. The “obscure syllables
recurring constantly” and the “slight variations interwoven” recall the interlacing of ice that, as
Higginson told us, is “the way in which sentences are formed and literary structure proceeds.”86
In the formation of ice, “one spicula of crystallization” leads to” another and another” and
“others presently strike hands with them, interlacing at all angles.”87 The visually interlaced ice,
in its combination of repetition and variation, has its sonic corollary in the layered rhythms of the
music, with its recurring syllables and “regular drumming” alongside “slight variations.” This
music, as Higginson describes it, depends upon the relation between these distinct patterns as
they come into contact with one another and become “interwoven.”
The scene that Higginson records is that of the ring shout, and much of the tradition is
lost on him. And yet, as Sterling Stuckey argues, “Unlike most students of the spirituals, who
treat them as a musical form unrelated to dance, Higginson understood that the rhythms of dance
regulated all movement and affected the singing of the lyrics.”88 For Stuckey, the spirituals are
an expression of Black sociality under slavery: “The repetition of stanzas as the dancers circled
around and around with ever greater acceleration reinforced and deepened the spirit of familial
attachment, drawing within the ancestral orbit enslaved persons who may not have known either
a father or a mother, their involvement being an extension of that of others, the circle
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symbolizing the unbroken unity of the community.”89 The formulation of kinship resists the
forced separation of enslavement, and the aesthetic whole formed of song, music, and dance
turns us away from a poetics of enclosure and toward a relational poetics still premised, as we
will see, on relational ecology.
White observations of Black aesthetic practices, however, are an unhappy trope.
Agreeing that “slaves used the performing arts to gain agency and autonomy, create family and
community bonds, and preserve homeland cultures while their own unique traditions emerged,”90
Katrina Dyonne Thompson nevertheless insists on the coercive history of these arts under
slavery. This coercion began on the ship and continued across the Atlantic, where performances
were removed from their cultural contexts and used by white slavers as evidence “that their
captives were innately happy and willing subjects.” 91 As we have seen, Higginson is not
removed from this tradition, and the paternalistic bent of his particular brand of racism reveals
itself in his aestheticized observations as well. And yet, despite what Johari Jabir calls
“Higginson’s ‘possessive investment in whiteness,’”92 I find within his writings, as does Jabir,
instances of fugitive practice that subvert that very investment. Jabir, like Stuckey and
Thompson, sees the ring shout as an expression of “both individual difference and group
allegiance,” in which the members of the regiment “turned physical segregation into
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congregation, dancing together to create identities resonant with their linked fate."93 As a cultural
practice, the ring shout turns isolation and enclosure into an improvisatory collective, constructed
through a shifting web of relations among the individuals that composed the group—that is, its
sociality is constructed ecologically.
The relational ecology enacted in these songs’ music becomes apparent, for Higginson, in
its refusal to respect material boundaries. Although enclosure persists in the scene Higginson
describes, the music drifts across the boundaries of that enclosure, as do the participants. The
music seeps outside the hut so that “inside and outside the enclosure men begin to quiver and
dance, others join, a circle forms, winding monotonously round some one in the centre; some
‘heel and toe’ tumultuously, others merely tremble and stagger on, others stoop and rise, others
whirl, others caper sideways, all keep steadily circling like dervishes; spectators applaud special
strokes of skill; my approach only enlivens the scene; the circle enlarges, louder grows the
singing, rousing shouts of encouragement come in, half bacchanalian, half devout.” 94
Higginson’s description of the disorder of the scene—and its inability to be classified even as
simply “bacchanalian”—all hinge on this aesthetic tradition’s resistance to any final enclosure.95
The music takes place “inside and outside the enclosure,” refusing to respect the boundaries of
that enclosure. Aesthetically, too, the music shifts from working within the enclosure, in the
formation of the circle, to movement outside that circle, in which all participants, crossing across
the circle’s boundary again and again, to respond to the music individually while also composing
an aesthetic whole.
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If we read this event ecologically, determined as it is by ever-shifting relations between
the movements of different people within it, the widening of the circle, upon Higginson’s
approach, demonstrates its responsiveness to the arrival of a new person. The circle widens to
allow newcomers, and the ecology of the circle shifts accordingly, becoming “louder” and
provoking “rousing shouts of encouragement.” The ecology of this scene renders the enclosure
porous, evolving alongside a shifting set of positions and relations, alongside and within the
enclosure. 96 Indeed, Higginson’s description of this scene echoes Frederick Douglass’
description of the songs sung by the people enslaved on Colonel Lloyd’s plantation, when “they
would make the dense old woods, for miles around, reverberate with their wild songs, revealing
at once the highest joy and the deepest sadness.”97 Douglass describes these songs, too, in
ecological terms, introducing them through their relation to the “dense old woods,” which they
made “reverberate” in response to their music, forming a call and response between the songs
and the forms of life around them. This ecological view of the music is heightened in Douglass’
lamentation that he “did not, when a slave, understand the deep meaning of those rude and
apparently incoherent songs. I was myself within the circle; so that I neither saw nor heard as
those without might see and hear.”98 Within the circle, or set of relations composing this ecology,
Douglass cannot see the entire set of relations; he is confined to his own vantage point, and the
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relational position he himself holds within it. The aesthetic system is again set up within and
alongside a system of enclosure, and the entire set of relations is only visible outside that
enclosure.
When Higginson begins to transcribe these songs, however, he immediately attempts to
re-enclose them within an aesthetic tradition more legible to him. Despite Douglass’ insistence
that “Every tone was a testament against slavery, and a prayer to God for deliverance from
chains,”99 Higginson ties both the songs and his transcriptions to a British literary tradition,
announcing that he “had been a faithful student of the Scottish ballads, and had always envied
Sir Walter the delight of tracing them out amid their own heather, and of writing them down
piecemeal from the lips of aged crones.”100 Though Higginson does not find himself amid the
“heather,” he nonetheless ties these songs to their ecological surrounds, shifting the Scottish
border ballads to the North-South border of the United States. Fashioning himself initially as an
ethnographer “suddenly brought into the midst of a kindred world of unwritten songs, as simple
and indigenous as the Border Minstrelsy, more uniformly plaintive, almost always more quaint,
and often as essentially poetic,” 101 Higginson swiftly slips into the register of the natural
historian. The colonial romanticization of indigeneity applies equally to human and plant in the
eighteenth-century, and Higginson acquires this legacy alongside Stedman’s accounts.
Continuing the attribution of indigeneity to these songs—despite the legacy of uprooting behind
them—Higginson treats them as organisms cropping up without human effort, excited to “gather
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on their own soil these strange plants, which I had before seen as in museums alone.”102 After
writing a song down, Higginson describes carrying it to his tent “like some captured bird or
insect” followed by a period of “examination” or enlisting help so that he can claim to “have
completed the new specimen by supplying the absent parts.” 103 The naturalist perspective,
however, serves Higginson poorly here. The relational ecology of that dance cannot be
established through the examination of a single captured specimen; it becomes possible only
when multiple forms of life find, together, an escape from capture.
That escape may, as Roberts points out, be temporary, and the fugitive politics of this
form is therefore designed to persist within systems of ecological, political, and aesthetic
enclosure. In his transcriptions, Higginson allows most of his transcriptions—37 songs in all—to
pass with minimal comment, remarking primarily that “almost all their songs were primarily
religious in tone.”104 It is not until the 34th of his transcriptions that Higginson acknowledges that
“some of the songs had played an historic part during the war.”105 Even here, the political
resistance encoded in these songs is admitted only euphemistically; Higginson does not elaborate
on what “historic part” the songs played, or discuss their articulation of enslaved persons’
attempts to escape slavery explicitly. The particular song that follows, “We’ll Soon Be Free,”
Higginson recounts, “was too dangerous an assertion; and though the chant was an old one, it
was no doubt sung with redoubled emphasis during the new events.” 106 The first stanza,
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according to Higginson’s transcription, begins:

We’ll soon be free,
We’ll soon be free
We’ll soon be free
When de Lord will call us home (217)

This last line, repeated throughout the song, Higginson reports “was evidently thought to be a
symbolical verse; for, as a little drummer-boy explained to me, showing all his white teeth as he
sat in the moonlight by the door of my tent, ‘Dey tink de Lord mean for say de Yankees.’” 107
Higginson does not extrapolate from this clear politicization of religion to the politics of other
songs, but we can read a similar coding in all the songs Higginson describes as “a stimulus to
courage and a tie to heaven.”108 If, in the drummer’s analysis of this song, “Lord” stands in for
“Yankees,” we might read Higginson’s reference to “heaven” as a euphemism for freedom.
Higginson’s refusal to complete the allegory explicitly, however, is instructive not only for our
understanding what Higginson felt was politically useful to articulate in public, but also for our
sense of the songs themselves.
The political efficacy of these songs, after all, depended on their political content
remaining hidden. In his analysis of contraband songs during the war, Michael Cohen suggests
that these songs were “constrained under ‘fear of the lash’ on the plantation,” such that “the
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song’s interventionist meanings remained hidden in plain sight.”109 The conundrum of being
hidden in plain sight, simultaneously invisible and hypervisible,110 is the condition of fugitivity
as it persists within enclosure, of freedom in unfreedom.111 The fugitive poetics of these songs,
therefore, require the singer to be only selectively visible, hiding the “interventionist meanings”
that might seem to lie on the surface of the song. In one of the songs Higginson selected for
publication in the Atlantic in 1867, Jesus explicitly advises the listener to take refuge in the
wilderness:

XXIV. GO IN THE WILDERNESS.

Jesus call you. Go in de wilderness,
Go in de wilderness, go in de wilderness,
Jesus call you. Go in de wilderness
To wait upon de Lord.
Go wait upon de Lord,
Go wait upon de Lord,
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Go wait upon de Lord, my God,
He take away de sins of de world.

“Jesus a-waitin’. Go in de wilderness,
Go, &c.
All dem chil’en go in de wilderness
To wait upon de Lord.112

The song may not explicitly advise those who are enslaved to leave the plantation and hide, a
fugitive, in the woods, but when sung on a plantation, its meaning is clear. The song derives its
political import from the context in which it is sung, engaging with the world around it to
develop its fugitive poetics. The listener is advised to “wait” for God, who either does or will
“take away de sins of de world,” including, based on its context, the sin of slavery. The politics
of this song are clear enough; as Cohen puts it, they are “hidden in plain sight,” but because that
meaning is constructed ecologically, by means of the set of relations in which the song is sung,
no proof of any fugitive plot can be constructed from the words alone. And yet, the song calls on
its listener to engage in the fugitive practices the song enacts; to hide in the wilderness, within
and alongside the enclosure of the plantation system where the song is sung. Higginson’s
transcription of the songs removes them from their original ecology, in which their meaning was
produced through the set of relations between word, musical notation, and performance, and so
threatens to evacuate the songs of that political content—which may, of course, be why
Higginson struggled to articulate their political import as he reproduced them. In his
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transcriptions, he shifts the songs into the domain of poetry, where meaning is dependent on
words, and the rhythm of syllables, rather than formed in relation to the music and setting of the
performance.
Higginson’s own poetry takes up the fugitive poetics of these songs, but the set of
relations that gave these songs their fugitive politics has shifted. To recover the fugitive politics
of these songs within Higginson’s poems therefore requires reading for the ecology behind the
poem. In the case of “The Baltimore Oriole,”113 published in the 1893 collection, Such As They
Are, Higginson attempts to reproduce the fugitive poetics of these songs in a markedly different
context.

A winged sunbeam flashes through the trees
And whistles thrice, as if the air took voice
And all the embodied springtime cried, “Rejoice!”
The jocund notes enchant the morning breeze.
Now here, now there, still shifting as they please,—
“O fear not! all is well since I am here.”
The blind, the imprisoned, know that cry of cheer,
And grief must yield to joy’s blithe litanies.

A myriad blossoms cluster round his feet,
And all the air is full of heaven-sent things.
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Hark! once again the jubilant treble rings,
Swift as that hurrying flight, though wild and sweet.
What room is left for meanness or deceit
Or fear, in planets where the oriole sings?114

Higginson claims the “imprisoned” know the oriole’s “cry of cheer,” but the question of
imprisonment seems almost beside the point as the poem flits, swift as the bird it follows, on to
the next line. Yet the poem’s charts precisely this tension between imprisonment and a moment
of flight; its politics are hidden beneath the poem’s ecological terms. Presenting his singer in a
serious of symbiotic ecological relations, Higginson depicts a bird hidden within the forms of life
around it. The poems begins with the flash of the bird in the trees, so ecologically embedded that
it appears as a “winged sunbeam,” and whistles “as if the air took voice.” The bird is so
ensconced in its environment that it becomes indistinguishable. The bird, hiding in plain sight,
announces “I am here,” only a line after Higginson describes the notes with which it sings this
line “Now here, now there, still shifting as they please.” The listener knows the bird is here, and
yet cannot locate it. This, perhaps, is why “the blind” and “the imprisoned” know its cry so well.
In the second stanza, the oriole ceases to simply perform fugitivity; it now goads its
listeners to these same practices. Embedded in an idyllic ecological relationship, “a myriad
blossoms cluster round his feet,” and in the line that follows, it is hard to imagine that the
“heaven-sent things” that fill the air are not meant to include the oriole itself, however far from
heaven those who listen find themselves. But when the oriole’s “jubilant treble rings” once more,
“swift as that hurrying flight,” the line dividing the bird and those who hear it becomes less clear.
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The treble, of course, moves at the speed of sound, swifter than the oriole’s flight; Higginson’s
“as” collapses the birdsong and “that flight” into a single movement. The “wild and sweet” song
of the oriole offers its listener a similarly wild flight from ecological enclosure toward the
ecologies of fugitivity and marronage—in the bird’s song if not, yet, on one’s own two feet.
Higginson learned the ecological tropes displayed in “The Baltimore Oriole” from a
tradition in which the ecological strategies employed to remain hidden were a matter of practical
as well as poetic fugitivity. Though Higginson’s oriole points a way toward flight, the bird is no
archangel trumpeting the end of enslavement. This is not “Blow Your Trumpet, Gabriel,” one of
the many songs transcribed by Higginson during his time with the First South Carolina
Volunteers. In that song, Gabriel’s trumpet has not sounded. The verses engage in prolonged
exhortation, from a speaker who was “lost in de wilderness” and calls out “I want dat trumpet to
blow me home / To my new Jerusalem.”115 The Baltimore of Frederick Douglass is no Jerusalem
and, even after the war, Higginson’s oriole continues its antebellum fugitive strategies. The
oriole offers not the end of hardship, but a way to remain hidden within and alongside the
structures—political, ecological, and poetic—that seek to enclose the listener. Its song passes on
the air. Higginson learned from the songs he transcribed to encode the political into a form, a
poetic placement, that will allow the politics of that imagining to pass unnoticed—except by
those familiar with the terrain.
Higginson’s poem need not, of course, have been about an oriole to enact this fugitive
poetics. The ecological poetics of this poem come not from its content but from the set of
shifting relations established between its parts, and become fugitive as those relations sink below
the horizon of visibility. Similarly, examining the shifting relations between poetics, ecology,
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and politics in Higginson’s own life yields a new understanding of the fugitive ecologies at play
in his poetics, but these ecologies were not of Higginson’s invention. Higginson drew both his
knowledge of fugitive ecological practices and his sense of the poetic possibilities of those
fugitive practices from the forms of political resistance that he saw in his study of maroon
communities and in his time as colonel of the first regiment of formerly enslaved people in the
Civil War. Higginson was not alone in these influences. Dickinson would take up these modes of
fugitive practice in a much more radical poetics, but as Higginson’s own poetry shows, the
ramifications of fugitive ecological practices can be found even in the most seemingly Victorian
poetics, suggesting that there is much yet to trace in the history of their poetic reception. If
freedom, following Moten, flies not only from but also in unfreedom, its fugitive ecologies, too,
are best sought within the confines of poetic form.

Material Limits and Formal Disclosure: The Fugitive Politics of Dickinson’s Manuscripts
Dickinson arrives at fugitivity by other means. In the one-sided correspondence between
Dickinson and Higginson that we have inherited, there is no mention of John Brown, marronage,
or ecological strategies of resistance. The correspondence is devoted to Dickinson’s poetics, and
it is to that body of work that we must look for any politics that might be assigned to Dickinson.
We see the unfolding of this politics—just at the threshold of legibility—in the specific material
practices that Dickinson developed over the course of her life. Much attention has been paid to
Dickinson’s practice of binding poems in what Mabel Loomis Todd named fascicles, and
valuable work by both Marta Werner and Alexandra Socarides has drawn increasing attention to
Dickinson’s late manuscripts.116 This recuperation of material poetics has been central to my
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own engagement with Dickinson, which finds in the stitching of fascicles, folding of letters, and
unfolding of envelopes a poetics grounded in fugitive ecological practices that Higginson
chronicles. The ecological aspect of Dickinson’s manuscripts can be read in her treatment of the
paper on which she writes as an ecosystem unto itself, which both constructs and pushes against
systems of ecological enclosure.
Precisely what Dickinson knew about fugitivity, as practiced by those in flight from
slavery, is all but impossible to track. Higginson, we know, was helping to fund the Underground
Railroad while he was in contact with Dickinson,117 but we have no record of what he might or
might not have said to her. Nonetheless, the extent to which her side of the correspondence
focuses on the poems may lead us, with some justice, to conclude that Higginson’s side of the
correspondence was similarly silent on the topics of both slavery and resistance. Yet, whatever
divisions Higginson erected between the different parts of his life, our allegiances betray one
another. As Higginson’s transcriptions of the music sung in his regiment display, politics and
poetics could not be kept entirely separate. The limitations in Higginson’s own account of the
politics of those songs underscore both his effort to maintain a division between politics and
poetics, and the fracturing of that divide.
Dickinson’s poetics explodes this division, developing a formal practice that begins with
University Press, 2012); Marta Werner, Emily Dickinson’s Open Folios: Scenes of Reading,
Surfaces of Writing (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1995); Marta Werner, “‘A Woe
Of Ecstasy’: On the Electronic Editing of Emily Dickinson’s Late Fragments,” The
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enclosure and then—through practices of evasion—resists the very enclosure it constructs.
During the war, this modeling of fugitivity occurs in Dickinson’s correspondence and in the
fascicle construction that reached its peak during those years. Inescapably, Dickinson understood
herself to be writing into a political context shaped by the Civil War. In 1864, after learning of an
injury sustained by Higginson, Dickinson sent him the first stanza of a poem she would later
bind into a fascicle: “The only news I know / Is bulletins all day / From Immortality.”118 While
“bulletins” might refer to the news pasted on bulletin boards during the war, in the context of
Higginson’s injury, it is hard not to hear the “bullet” embedded in “bulletins”—and the
proximity to death suggested by both “bullet” and “Immortality.” Dickinson proposes a politics
premised not merely on the “news” and “bulletins” from the front but more broadly on “news”
and “bulletins” “From Immortality.” This proposal effectively joins the competing claims of
poetics and politics in Higginson’s transcriptions, finding a deeper news in bulletins—and in the
mortal threat of the bullet—that engage in poetic examination of theological questions. In
Higginson’s transcriptions, theological questions are simultaneously questions of liberation and
resistance. This political content goes unremarked in Higginson’s published work, but
Dickinson’s poems disclose what Higginson’s transcriptions elide.
Disclosure follows on enclosure, and Dickinson’s fascicles—like the envelopes enclosing
poems sent to friends—set up structures of containment that must be undone for the poem to be
accessed. In the multitudinous poem-letters Dickinson sent, poems are folded up, sometimes
encased in prose, and sometimes slipped into sealed envelopes. The poems are treated as secrets,
intended for a single recipient who, opening the letter and accessing the secret, becomes
responsible for it. Letter circulation in the nineteenth century meant that, after they were
118
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received, letters might be forwarded to another acquaintance, or even read aloud to others—
suggesting that these secrets were kept not by a single individual but rather by a network of
friends. The network is necessary both for the efficacy of the alternate form of publication
Dickinson’s letters represent, and, as Higginson knew well, for effective political resistance.
In the fascicles, this fugitive practice operates through syntactic experimentation before
it is rendered materially. Dickinson’s formal innovations disrupt the traditional modes of
meaning-making that we attribute to both poetry and political action. Her refusal of
reducibility—her refusal to allow any poem to be distilled to a single meaning—learns from
fugitive practices that cannot afford to make their politics fully legible. In fact, these politics, and
this poetics, depend on their illegibility for their political potency. Instead, then, of acquiring
meaning from the one-to-one correspondence of semantic logic, Dickinson’s poems construct
meaning through relation—by proximity to other poems, in relation to variant poems or variant
words, in being bound in a fascicle, in being bound, or not, by the edges of an envelope. This
relationship, in which meaning is established through relation and constraint, is constitutive of
Dickinson’s poetics, but it stems from the politics of fugitivity.
The fascicle begun by “The only news I know,” traditionally numbered the fortieth, can
be read as a collection of Civil War poems precisely because of this relational accumulation of
meaning. “Color – Caste – Denomination,” arriving near the end of this fascicle, announces the
“oblique” relations and fugitive politics of Dickinson’s poetics. Though the poem on its face
seems concerned with questions of race and equality, it is not initially clear where the politics of
the poem lie. If the first stanza, “Color – Caste – Denomination – / These – are Time’s Affair – /
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Death’s diviner Classifying / Does not know they are – ”119 suggests a logic according to which
race, class, and religious affiliation cease to signify, this is not the only logic operative in the
poem. “Death’s diviner Classifying” may mark all alike, but “Time’s Affair” marks differently.
In the midst of a war laden with democratic rhetoric, Dickinson aligns democracy not with the
state, but with Death, writing in the next stanza that “Death’s large – Democratic / fingers / Rub
away the Brand –.” As always, Dickinson’s referents are difficult to locate, but the point may be
precisely that it is difficult to determine whether “Brand” refers to the mark of “Color” referred
to within the language of the poem or to literal branding in the physical assault inseparable from
slavery. “Color” is historically produced, rather than an ontological fact that survives death,
Dickinson seems to suggest.
Where, then, do we locate the politics of a poem that skirts the border between “Time’s
Affairs” and “Death”? With characteristic circumspection, Dickinson offers us a hypothetical
that shifts us away from the human, but not from the political: “If Circassian – he is careless – /
If he put away / Chrysalis of Blonde – or Umber – / Equal Butterfly – ” This hypothetical
carelessness translates the “color” of human racialization into the shades of a butterfly’s
chrysalis. We seem, here, to be nearing a moral, but the final stanza throws us back again,
beginning with the line “They emerge from His Obscuring –” that seems hopefully to suggest
that the shading of the chrysalis is an “Obscuring” from which “They emerge.” The next lines,
however, destabilize this reading. The next line, “What Death – knows so well – ” offers a
potential continuation of the clause, suggesting that “Obscuring” rather than liberation—as from
a chrysalis—may be what Death does best. Or perhaps Death simply knows what “Our minuter
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intuitions– / Deem unplausible” or, as the variant has it, “incredible.” The difficulty in locating
meaning, and the particular kind of grammatical confusion Dickinson sows, may have more to
teach us than any decisive assertion. Grammar loses its way particularly in the difficulty of
locating which clause belongs to which—language, like politics, works through definitions of
property, and it is those that are destabilized in Dickinson’s poem, as they are in her broader
political context. Rather than defining those rules of property, Dickinson revokes them.
The politics of this poem lie not in a transparent message, but in the strategies by which
its meaning—and its politics—circumvent detection. Such circumvention is, of course,
constitutive of fugitivity. As resistance to enslavement, fugitivity is defined by the limits it seeks
to evade; this makes it an eminently specific and local practice, dependent upon the ecologies
and relations in which it finds itself. These are matters of strategy, but so too is poetic form. In
fact, we might say, fugitivity is dependent on formal confusion; and it is from this political
lesson that Dickinson forms her poetics. Dickinson’s formal innovations showcase a vision of
politics—upheld by but not exclusive to Dickinson—dependent on obfuscation rather than
disclosure. While Higginson and John Brown’s open abolitionism offer one mode of challenge to
state power, Dickinson follows not her preceptor but the songs he recorded, constructing a
poetics whose abolitionism is more radical for all its obscurity. Dickinson eschews not state
policies but the meaning-making mechanisms that enable those policies; this has always been as
much the province of poetry as of politics.
If the fascicles construct a material enclosure that is then resisted through variants and
syntactical disorientation, the later work renders that resistance materially. Dickinson also works
with sets, distinct from the fascicles in that these poems were gathered together but not sewn.
Although these modes of composition overlapped in time, and can be read in conversation with
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one another, Alexandra Socarides argues that “the decision not to sew keeps poems in some sort
of extended intermediate state,” 120 more open to revision than the poems bound in fascicles—
though Dickinson’s sewing practice also meant that sheets could be removed from fascicles with
comparative ease.121 The fascicles, as Socarides explains them, indicate a poetic sequence that is
intentionally absconded from the sets of loose sheets, and “one of the ways in which sequence is
contained and deployed in the fascicles is through the emphasis that the materials themselves
(both the sheets and the string) place on order in space.”122 By contrast, “the loose sheets, by
doing away with the string that would join the poems in space and by thematizing and
embodying all the ways that order, matching, and resemblance can be broken down, reject
sequence as an organizing principle.”123 But Dickinson’s revisions across single sheets–including
those enclosed in letters—suggest another kind of sequence.
The poem from which this chapter takes its title, referred to alternately as “The Robin is
the One,” “The Robin is a Troubadour” and “The Robin is a Gabriel,” appeared—as best we can
glean from the Dickinson archives—first in a set of poems at the tail end of the Civil War (Fig.
8) and in a version sent to Higginson about the same time, and then underwent a drastic revision
and appeared sixteen years later in 1880, both on a folio fragment (Fig. 9) and in a letter to Sarah
Tuckerman (Fig. 10). The versions are all so distinct that to call them the same is borderline
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misleading. Their similarities, however, are also undeniable, and examining them as revisions of
a strain of thought shows us the evolution of Dickinson’s political thought, and establishes
beyond any doubt that Dickinson’s later work continued to think through, and develop material
practices in response to, questions of slavery, resistance, and fugitivity raised by the Civil War.
The first iteration of this poem preserved in the manuscripts was included in a set of
poems. The version sent to Higginson is now lost, but was listed by Higginson among his papers
in 1891, and published by him in the Atlantic Monthly that same year.124 Higginson includes in
the Atlantic the letter that accompanied the poem—the same 1863 letter in which she describes
war as an “oblique place.”125 In print, Higginson’s revision of the poem includes the title “The
Robin,” and reads:

The robin is the one
That interrupts the morn
With hurried, few, express reports
When March is scarcely on.

The robin is the one
That overflows the noon
With her cherubic quantity,
An April but begun.
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The robin is the one
That, speechless from her nest,
Submits that home and certainty
And sanctity are best.

While we cannot gauge Higginson’s revision of the poem for print fully without the original sent
to him, comparison to her draft the following year shows a poem identical in nearly all126 but line
breaks, capitalization, and punctuation. Higginson has removed Dickinson’s characteristic dashes
and capitalizations, and lineated the poem into standard quatrains—which may or may not have
been present upon the page when he received these lines. If poems in fascicles and sets signify
differently based on their surrounding poems—as has been argued from Sharon Cameron
through Marta Werner and Alexandra Socarides—then this poem must also acquire new
significance from its context in this letter. Why include a poem about a Robin in a letter about
the obliquity of war?
While the draft sent to Higginson seems to maintain a straightforward “cherubic” tone
throughout, the later version has become much more oblique.127 The folio fragment, significantly
shorter than the version sent to Sarah Tuckerman the same year, reads simply “The Robin is / a
Troubadour / In humble / Circumstances - / the Guests of / perspicacity - // A fugitive / Renown ” (Fig. 9) If we understand this series of poems as working through a thought prompted by the
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Figure 10 “The Robin is a Gabriel,” from 1880 letter to Sarah Tuckerman, Courtesy American Antiquarian Society.
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war, the “oblique place” of the war” and the “fugitive / Renown” illuminate each other. The
Robin singing openly in Dickinson’s letter to Higginson becomes a singing, itinerant poet
connected by the merest thread of a dash to the “fugitive” renowned by the Guests of
perspicacity. Assembling this syntax for the second segment of the poem, of course, requires
precisely significant syntactic rearrangement. Left in its proper order, “renown” is, spatially
speaking, a property of the fugitive, even if grammar dictates that it is performed by the Guests.
What the Guests do, of course, is “Renown” the fugitive—an oxymoron if there ever was one.
The Guests seem, then, to undo the efficacy of the fugitive’s project in their very celebration.
The fugitive shuns all renown, as long as they remain fugitive—an endeavor which itself
requires perspicacity, a keenness of sight and discernment required to avoid being seen oneself.
But the Guests too, Dickinson suggests, are, at least as long as hospitability lasts, in the domain
of perspicacity, able to identify—or at lest Renown— the fugitive.
While the fugitive appears to have a clear corollary in Dickinson’s contemporary political
environment, however, the Guests are harder to locate—and more evasive still is the connection
between the Robin of the first part of the poem and the fugitive of its second half. I turn with this
question to the version of the poem sent that same year in a letter to Sarah Tuckerman.
Quadruple the length of the private version, the poem sent to Tuckerman unfolds a lengthy
narrative. The Robin, in the initial lines, has evolved from a troubadour to “Gabriel,” who
announces news from on high. And while this may seem a distinctive shift, the role of
announcing divine revelation is not so far from Dickinson’s description of her own position,
receiving “bulletins all day / From Immortality” (F820). Gabriel, however, does not merely
receive these bulletins; he also spreads them. To see the Robin as “a Gabriel / In humble /
circumstances -” is to see the Robin’s chirping as a form of divine revelation, being spread in
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common woods rather than among the biblical few. This poem, then, would seem to contradict
Betsy Erkkila’s claim that Dickinson was driven to “distinguish herself from the potentially
polluting incursions of the democratic multitude."128 It continues to unfold a disidentification
from Dickinson’s own class, announcing that “His Dress denotes / him socially, / Of Transport's
/ Working Classes -.” Transport, a characteristic word for Dickinson, is also the term under
pressure in these lines. To belong to “Transport’s / Working Classes” might seem to suggest the
development of the railroad, but the identification of the Robin as a Gabriel suggests that
transport also carries here its connotation as rapture or ecstasy. If Gabriel carried divine news to
earth, and was promised to announce the coming of the Rapture, calling all Christian believers to
heaven, the Robin serves here as a more earthly guide—operating an analogous form of transport
“in humble / circumstances.” Gabriel was also called upon in one of the songs Higginson
transcribed—and published in the June 1867 edition of The Atlantic, after Dickinson’s first
version of the poem, but well before this revision.129 “Blow Your Trumpet, Gabriel” asks
Gabriel’s trumpet to “blow me home / To my new Jerusalem” and specifically evokes being “lost
in de wilderness” and in need of guidance. The work of guiding the fugitive from slavery to a
“new Jerusalem” in the North is assigned in this song to Gabriel; Dickinson brings the task to
earth in the form of a robin.
The task of fugitive flight—and the guidance of such a flight—is then rendered by
Dickinson in ecological terms. Comparing the Robin to “New England / Farmer-“ in “A Vista
vastly warmer,” Dickinson sets this New England commoner in the South, but then specifies his
locale further as “A small but / sturdy Residence, / A Self denying / Household” in which “The
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Guests of / Perspicacity / Are all that / cross his Threshold - .” This member of “Transport’s /
Working Classes,” then, allows only the “Guests of Perspicacity” to cross the Threshold—and
whether the Threshold is a border between North and South, or the doorway of a house shielding
fugitives along the way, the Robin is an accomplice of the fugitive, simultaneously guiding and
guarding their flight. At the close of this poem, Dickinson identifies the Robin itself as “ As
covert as / a Fugitive, / Cajoling Conster- / nation / By Ditties to the / Enemy / And Silvan /
Punctuation – ” The Robin, then, not only guides fugitives but actively deceives the enemy with
its “Ditties,” “Cajoling” their “Conster- / nation” in a mode of persuasion not unlike the use of
the songs transcribed by Higginson, which send a message of Christian docility to white
listeners, while encoding another message entirely for those dreaming of escape. Dickinson
enacts this split in audience as a national division, splitting “Conster- / nation” across lines to
emphasize the nation within the word, and hence the national valence of the affect the Robin
engenders.
Silvan Punctuation is the other side of the strategic deception enacted “By Ditties to the /
Enemy.” On the ground, Silvan Punctuation is rendered in worn paths, in the growth of moss on
the north side of trunks, and in trail marker trees whose growth has been shaped to out a path.130
Fugitive practices do not occur on unmarked ground, Dickinson notes. It is, rather, a practice
embedded in local ecologies, whose success depends on an ability to read the ground. In the
space of Dickinson’s poem, the ground becomes the page. Just as the existence of “Silvan
Punctuation” belies any assumption of the ecology as a blank slate, Dickinson’s own
punctuation—including her material manuscript practices—shows the page to be an active,
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shaping force in the production of the poem. Socarides sees “the move to write on small, often
torn pieces of paper…as her embracing a material that poses, as it obscures, the very problem of
formal closure,” enabling her to “grapple with issues of variation, unknowability, and
indeterminacy in a material context that embodied those very issues.”131 I follow Socarides in
this, but find an added political valence to this material shift.
Dickinson’s late envelope poems mark a turn away from the practices of enclosure that
characterized her earlier work, but the unfolding of envelopes affords manuscript shapes whose
relationship to the poem varies. In a poem such as “the way / Hope builds his / House” (Fig. 11)
the correspondence between the material shape of the poem and its content seems almost
embarrassingly iconic. As the proto-modernist would read it, Dickinson produced a calligram
five decades before Apollinaire’s signature collection, inventing modernist aesthetics avant-lalettre. The truth, as others have said before me, is more historically specific. In fact, this poem is
something of an anomaly in its apparently transparent correspondence. Much more characteristic
is a poem like “Our little / secrets / slink / away -” (Fig. 12). This poem, penciled on the torn
interior of a brown envelope of singularly unaccommodating shape, emphasizes not the ease with
which a poem can be made to fit its container, but rather the difficult terrain the poem must
traverse in making its way to the page. The opening lines give way to a troping of secrecy in the
form of a pun, continuing “Beside / God's / shall not / tell - / He kept / his word / a Trillion /
years / And might we / not as well - ” God’s covenant is represented by Dickinson as not, or not
primarily, a promise kept to, but rather a secret kept from, the human. Suggesting that we would
do well to follow suit, Dickinson appears to congratulate herself for keeping her own words
close—inside an envelope, as it were. At the close of the poem, however, Dickinson’s politics
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Figure 11 "The way Hope builds his house" (Amherst Manuscript # 450), in Emily Dickinson Collection, Archives
and Special Collections, Amherst College Library. Digitized at the Amherst College Digital Collection, Archives
and Special Collections, https://acdc.amherst.edu/view/asc:16116
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betray themselves. We might keep our word, Dickinson tells us, “But for the / niggardly /
delight / To make / each other / stare / Is there no / sweet beneath / the sun / With this / that may /
compare – ” The desire for spectacle, Dickinson announces, is a “niggardly delight.” And while
“niggardly” refers to stingy or miserly behavior, and stems from the early Scandinavian “nig”
rather then the Latin “niger,” “niggard” was often indistinguishable from the racial epithet at the
close of the nineteenth century. As Paula Bennett laments, Dickinson was of her time, race, and
class, and no formal experimentation in fugitive practice could substitute for political work on
the ground, nor remove her own racism.132 Dickinson’s conceptual development of fugitivity was
not, by Dickinson herself, enacted in the world. This is a charge literary critics know well, in the
leveling and in the receiving.
Dickinson herself, especially in the late work, all but upholds such quietism as a virtue—
as, indeed, its own mode of politics. On the back of an envelope flap, Dickinson writes, “In this
short Life / That

merely

only lasts an hour / How much – how / little – is / Within our power” (Fig.

13). Read as a statement, these lines are a tacit defense of inaction; “the life so short, the craft so
long to learn,”133 how can we take any step at all? But Dickinson’s “how little” is balanced by
“how much.” Anything that is not nothing, she tells us, is something—and these late poems
embody this lesson, taking a shard of paper and rendering a poem that purports to describe all
“our power.” It is a danger of disclosure, as of any action, that we disclose too much, and are
found to be less than we purported to be, or less than others hoped. Dickinson’s political
aspirations are ungrounded; her manuscript practices, material though they are, do not reach
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other living beings, with the result that their strategies remain theoretical. But this failing on the
part of the author need not be a failing of the poem. Our work—painfully, and luckily—outstrips
us, revealing beyond our intentions both our prejudices and our more salutary endeavors.
Dickinson’s late envelope poem (Fig. 14) offers an admonishment for herself and for us: “As
there are / Apartments in our / own minds that – (which) / we never enter / without apology / we
should respect / the seals of / others – ” Dickinson, rendering fugitivity as a formal practice on
the page, removes it from the ecologies that gave it its particular political salience. Some words,
as Dickinson warned us, are meant to be kept.
But Dickinson tells us this on the inside of an envelope whose seals have been
disrespected by being torn open and then torn again. This poem lies in the aftermath, the
admonishment come too late. The practice of opening envelopes and using their interiors as
writing surfaces, cultivated by Dickinson in her last decades, takes what was formerly
inaccessible and closed off from the outside and undoes its enclosure. Dickinson’s unfoldings are
an active undoing of the very material practices of closure that she produced—even if only to
push against them—when she enclosed poems in letters and in fascicles. And though closure is a
paradigmatic lyric concern, its ecological counterpart, enclosure, was crucial to Dickinson’s
political and ecological thought at the close of the nineteenth century. This undoing of enclosure
at the level of manuscript form comes after the Civil War, late to the long struggle against the
racialized ecological enclosure of the plantation. Dickinson’s belatedness is embedded in her
politics, and in the manuscript practices she develops. Just as there is no fugitive practice without
the constraint of a closed form, there is no opening of an envelope without a previous seal.
Dickinson’s negative politics of undoing are elegiac; we cut open to repair, but the seal is visible.
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Special Collections, Amherst College Library. Digitized at the Amherst College Digital Collection, Archives and
Special Collections, https://acdc.amherst.edu/view/asc:4115
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Fugitive Intimacies: Porous Ecologies in Albery Allson Whitman’s The Rape of Florida

Albery Allson Whitman’s 1884 poem returns to the swamps of Florida just as they appear
on the brink of ecosystemic rupture. In that decade, following a long campaign to encourage
immigration to the region in the wake of the Civil War,1 private investors began to drain the
swamps, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would ultimately divert most of Florida’s water
away from the wetlands.2 In response to this attempted undoing of the swamp’s ecosystem,
Whitman’s The Rape of Florida might well be described as a paean to the swamp. Whitman
himself was in Kentucky in 1851 and enslaved from birth. After the Civil War, he lived primarily
in Louisville and Cincinnati, briefly attending Wilberforce University in Ohio, where he was
exposed to the A.M.E Church. Over the course of his life, he was a pastor in Ohio, Kansas,
Texas, and Georgia,3 and although he never lived in Florida, he visited Jacksonville after
publishing The Rape of Florida, if not before,4 and would have witnessed national campaigns for
migration to Florida and seen evidence of the economic exploitation of the peninsula from his
home in Atlanta.

1

Florida: The advantages and inducements which it offers to immigrants. Collected and
arranged by the secretary of the New England Emigrant Aid Company, 1868, 9.
2

Gail Hollander, Raising Cane in the ‘Glades (University of Chicago Press, 2008), 6–7.

3

For a more precise account of Whitman’s trajectory, see Ivy G. Wilson, At the Dusk of Dawn:
Selected Poetry and Prose of Albery Allson Whitman (Boston: Northeasten University Press,
2009), 2–3.
4

Whitman’s article in The Christian Recorder shows that he visited Jacksonville in 1898—14
years after the publication of The Rape of Florida—as part of an A.M.E. Church conference.
Given his extensive itinerancy, however, it is very possible that Whitman made unrecorded trips
to Florida before composing his poem. (Albery Allson Whitman, “The East Florida Conference,”
The Christian Recorder [Philadelphia, PA], March 31, 1898).
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The economic benefits the federal government had learned to reap from Florida by the
time of Whitman’s visit directly depended on ecological destruction, and The Rape of Florida’s
critique of colonization and ecological domination shows Whitman to have been well aware of
the connection. The poem, which tells the story of the Seminole Wars (1816–1818 and 1835–
1842) through the romance of the fictional couple Ewald and Atlassa as they fight to preserve
their community, shows the swamps Whitman saw destroyed actively enabling indigenous and
maroon resistance. The poem never mentions a date or a clearly fixed historical event, revealing
a more gradual escalation and a less final loss than the precise dates of the Seminole Wars
suggest. Whitman depicts the act of indigenous displacement and colonial genocide as a broad
pattern and marking the persistence of Seminole Wars as ecological disruptions that continue to
threaten both swamp’s ecosystem and the history of anticolonial resistance that he saw encoded
within it.
The anticolonial resistance enabled by the swamps between Tampa and St. Augustine is
the result of the swamps’ position within the broader history of colonization in the Western
Hemisphere. Florida’s fraught relationship to colonization, as it shifted from British to Spanish
control and back again before it was finally ceded to the United States in 1821, allowed it to
serve as a political refuge for fugitives fleeing United States slavery for freedom in Spain’s
sovereign territory. This history had ecological consequences; while Saint Augustine was
founded as a colonial fort in 1565, Florida’s shifting sovereignty meant that the peninsula’s
interior remained relatively free of settler colonial presence into the nineteenth century. The
ecosystem encouraged this; riddled with swamps, Florida was unfit for large-scale monocultural
cultivation until the decade Whitman’s poem was published.
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Swamps had long undermined colonial attempts to map, and in so doing to control, new
world ecologies. Placing Whitman’s poem in conversation with the history of colonial maps of
the peninsula, we can see that the swamps undo the binary between land and water on which
these maps rely. The porous ecosystem of the swamp, shifting from land to water and back again
with the ebb and flow of the tides, offers Whitman a model for both his poetics and his politics;
the refusal to adhere to static boundaries persists in the relationship between the Seminoles and
the maroons, and between Ewald and Atlassa, whose romance Whitman offers as analogue for
the collective intimacies of these communities in the swamps of Florida. The swamp participates
in their romance as well, imprinting itself upon the couple and coloring both personal and
collective history. The swamp and its inhabitants compose a mutual cycle of influence and
adaptation that produces ecological intimacy independent of colonial spatial controls.
In resistance to colonial maps, Whitman’s poem presents us with a fugitive, anticolonial
map premised on ecological intimacy, in which collective knowledge of a specific ecosystem is
reciprocated by the land as it registers, responds to, and retains the history of the human
communities within it. This anticolonial map results from active study of the ecosystem—that is,
of the relations between organisms in a particular place. Whitman’s study of the Florida swamps,
in particular, reveals porous ecosystems, in which new organisms were welcomed in and
encouraged by both human and nonhuman participants in those ecosystems. 5 Whitman’s

5

For an account of these porous boundaries in connection to the ethnogenesis of Seminole
maroon communities, see Terrance M. Weik, The Archaeology of Antislavery Resistance
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2012), 119–152 and Kevin Mulroy, “Ethnogenesis and
Ethnohistory of the Seminole Maroons,” Journal of World History 4, no. 2 (1993): 287–305. For
broader discussion of Seminole ethnogenesis, see Richard A. Sattler, “Remnants, Renegades and
Runaways: Seminole Ethnogenesis Reconsidered,” in History, Power, and Identity:
Ethnogenesis in the Americas, 1492-1992, edited by Jonathan D. Hill (Iowa City: University of
Iowa Press, 1996), 36–69; Brent R. Weisman, “Nativism, Resistance, and Ethnogenesis of the
Florida Seminole Indian Identity,” Historical Archaeology 41, no. 4 (2007): 198–212;
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depiction of the swamp as defined by dynamic, shifting relations between organisms serves as
one example of the “nonrepresentational geographies” that Judith Madera argues “challenge
normative” geography by engaging in “deliberations about the ways places get produced rather
than the outcomes of that production.”6 These nonrepresentational geographies, for Madera, are
“about the relations that come together to make place,”7 rather than solely about the place; which
is to say, they are as much about ecology as about geography. Emphasizing the lived relations
that create an ecosystem allows Whitman to reconfigure what Katherine McKittrick calls
“geographies of domination,” that “hold in them both the marking and the contestation of old and
new social hierarchies.”8 While hierarchy, too, is a form of relation, Whitman inverts the script
of colonial hierarchies by telling the story of Florida’s swamps as one of Black and indigenous
resistance to colonization, rather than one of colonial domination. Whitman’s poetic mapping of
the swamp produces “a black sense of place…understood as the process of materially and
imaginatively situating historical

and

contemporary

struggles

against

practices

of

domination and the difficult entanglements of racial encounter.”9 In the case of The Rape of
Florida, Whitman imaginatively situates the historical struggle of the Seminole against colonial
domination and, in so doing, reframes “the difficult entanglements of racial encounter” from

Christopher M. Stojanowski, Bioarchaeology of Ethnogenesis in the Colonial Southeast
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2010).
6

Judith Madera, Black Atlas (Duke University Press, 2015), 13.

7

Madera, 13.

8

Katherine McKittrick, Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of
Struggle. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006), xviii.
9

Katherine McKittrick, “On Plantations, Prisons, and a Black Sense of Place,” 949.
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racial conflict into the desirable entanglements that constitute the Black and indigenous
anticolonial coalition at the heart of his poem.
For Whitman, Florida’s position as a ground for Black and indigenous intimacy and
solidarity is crucial to the development of intimacies between species as well; Tiffany Lethabo
King has argued that a Black sense of place is constituted not just through the “difficult
entanglements of racial encounter” but also “through unusual forms of intimacy forged between
human and non-human life forms.”10 In The Rape of Florida, human intimacy is simply one
instance of a broader ecological intimacy. In his study of maroon and indigenous resistance in
Florida, Whitman adapts this ecosystemic feature into a broader theory of ecology that informs
both his poetry and his politics, yielding a porous poetics modeled on the porous ecosystem of
the swamp.

Anticolonial Romanticism: Whitman’s Ecopoetics
Whitman lays out this poetic theory in the preface to The Rape of Florida. Despite the
poem’s anticolonial bent, however, Whitman begins by describing it as an instance of “stately
verse” and drawing a direct line from The Rape of Florida to Spenser and Byron.11 Confirming
this genealogy, the poem itself follows an intensely regular poetic form, consisting of 257
10

Tiffany Lethabo King, “The Labor of (Re)Reading Plantation Landscapes Fungible(ly),”
Antipode, vol. 48 no. 4 (2016), 1024. See also Manu Vimalassery, “Fugitive Decolonization,”
Theory & Event (2016).
11

Whitman announces that the style verse he writes in The Rape of Florida has been “mastered
only by Spenser, Byron, and a very few other great poets” (Albery Allson Whitman, The Rape of
Florida [St. Louis: Nixon-Jones Print. Co., 1884], 6). For an extended consideration of this
lineage, see Ivy G. Wilson, At the Dusk of Dawn; “The Color Line: James Monroe Whitfield and
Albery Allson Whitman” in The Cambridge Companion to Nineteenth-Century American
Poetry, edited by Kerry Larson (Cambridge University Press, 2011), 208–224; Matt Sandler,
“Black Byronism,” The Byron Journal, vol. 45, no. 1 (2017), 39–53.
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Spenserian stanzas.12 The role of the “state” in Whitman’s “stately verse,” however, is under
contestation in a poem whose sympathies lie decisively on the side of Seminole and maroon
resistance, and against the attempted imposition of colonial sovereignty. Under these conditions,
Whitman’s response to those who might criticize him for having “rushed in where angels fear to
tread,” that “some negro is sure to do everything that any one else has ever done, and as none of
that race have ever executed a poem in the ‘stately verse,’ I simply venture in,”13 reads less as an
apology for poor poetic skill than as an acknowledgement that “stately verse” composed by one
“of that race” bears an implicit critique of the stateliness to which it aspires.
In the case of The Rape of Florida, this critique takes the form of an anticolonial
adjustment to Romanticism’s colonialist preoccupation with indigeneity. As Tim Fulford has
argued, “Romanticism would not have taken the form it did without the complex and ambiguous
image of Indians that so intrigued both the writers and their readers…. yet Indians' formative role
in the aesthetics and politics of Romanticism has rarely been considered.”14 Casting himself as
one of the first investigators of this formative role, Whitman suggests that Romanticism, from
the perspective of those resisting colonization, enslavement, and displacement, tells a different
history and necessitates a different poetics.
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The Spenserian stanza, used extensively by Byron, ties Whitman to the Romantics as well as
to Spenser. For specific accounts of its use by Romantic poets in both England and the United
States, see Anne Paolucci and T. V. F. Brogan, “Spenserian Stanza,” in The New Princeton
Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics (Princeton, United States, Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1993).
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Whitman, The Rape of Florida, 6.
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Tim Fulford, Romantic Indians: Native Americans, British Literature, and Translatlantic
Culture, 1756–1830 (Oxford University Press, 2006), 12.
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This poetics, for Whitman, is grounded in the ecosystems in which these histories take
place. Whitman’s preface thus offers up a capacious theory of poetry, explaining, with an
optimism unfulfilled by the plot of his poem, that “Poesy is fair, and to her all things are fair: the
rain prophesies, and seasons and soil give testimony that God is a friend of all His creatures and
man is His delight. In great forests she sees temples reared and hears the sounds of praise. The
dumb rocks are silent, but express all real prayer. Poesy is free, and knows not of hire.”15 Poetry
is grounded in the rain, the soil, the great forests, and the dumb rocks. In this, Whitman inherits
the Romantic trope of the book of nature fairly directly. Yet, if the poem records the expressions
of the ecosystems with which it interacts, the historical particulars of those ecosystems must
inform those expressions. A poem grounded in the swamps of Florida in 1884, that is,
necessarily tell a different story about the natural world and the humans within it than a poem
written on the banks of the Wye or even in the East Midlands. Over half a century after John
Clare lamented the enclosure of common lands in England, Whitman adapted Romantic methods
to an anticolonial context. Adapting a Romantic poetics to the swamps of nineteenth-century
Florida, Whitman writes a poem premised on porous boundaries rather than self-enclosure, in
which the aesthetic limit is simultaneously an ecological limit, such that a new form of life might
enter at any point. For Whitman, the poem is composed ecologically, by things in the world and
the relations between them. Before the poet arrives, the “seasons and soil give testimony” and
“the dumb rocks…express all real prayer;” 16 each ecosystem is composed of multiple,
interwoven voices, and the particulars of any single ecosysystem—and, for Whitman, any single
poem—result from the commingling of those voices.
15

Whitman, 5.

16

Whitman, 6.
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Whitman’s ecological poetics bear the imprint of his own historically specific
relationship to literacy. Because Whitman was enslaved throughout his early life, alphabetic
literacy came late. Although in his earlier work, Whitman tells the reader he “was a slave until
Emancipation,”17 by the writing of The Rape of Florida he rejects the term “slave” in general and
the presumption that enslavement necessitates illiteracy in particular. Just after the start of the
second book of the poem, Whitman interrupts his plot exposition to continue unfolding his
poetics, exclaiming:

I never was a slave—a robber took
my substance—what of that? The law my rights—
And that? I still was free and had my book—
All nature. (31)

Despite the eminently European legacy of the book of nature, that is, Whitman distinguishes
sharply between the reading of nature and literacy in the Latin alphabet. That form of illiteracy is
no hindrance to the reading of nature, he insists. Instead of receiving instruction in English,
Whitman tells us, “Dark hights, majestic woods and rolling seas / Have been my teachers, and
my teachers still be these!”18 The poetics that Whitman imagines comes from listening to “The
voice of birds, the toil and hum of bees, / And air all filled with sounds, sweet or uncouth.”19
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Albery Allson Whitman, Not a Man, and yet a Man (Springfield, OH: Republic Printing Co,
1877), 5.
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Whitman, 14.
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Whitman, 14.
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Though Whitman refers to nature as a book, it is most often read aloud, and unlike sight, the
sense most easily closed off to external stimuli, hearing is insistently vulnerable to external
influences. The ear struggles to remove itself from its surroundings; sounds seep in, desired or
not.
This openness to external influences is crucial to Whitman’s poetics. In the preface,
Whitman describes his first attempts at writing as attempts to record the poetry he heard in the
ecosystem he was a part of. As he explains, “I began to try sayings of poetry before I knew what
writing was. Before I could write a letter, I was trying to scribble down what the birds and bees
and cows were saying and what even the dumb rocks were thinking. Nature has ever had a
speech for me, and in listening to her voice, lies my satisfaction.”20 Once again, Whitman
emphasizes the aural elements of poeisis, describing himself as “listening” and trying “sayings”
in “trying to scribble down” the sounds of the world around him. The collaborators in these early
compositions are “birds and bees and cows,” each of whom Whitman describes as not just
sounding but “saying.” The sounds made by other forms of life, that is, carry semantic weight.
Pushing his investment in the meaning-bearing capacity of nonhuman forms, Whitman describes
“even the dumb rocks,” too silent to speak, as collaborating in his early poetics by “thinking.”
Recording the interplay of the different acts of poeisis around him, Whitman’s poem sets out to
transcribe an ecosystem onto the page.
In a poetics determined by the influences of things in the world outside the poem, content
and form are nearly inextricable. Both ecology and history become an explicit part of the poem’s
form. In the preface, Whitman imagines a “poetical revolution” to keep pace with “the subtle

20

Whitman, 5–6. Emphasis in the original.
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evolutions of thought,” that accompany “human advancement.” 21 As he begins the poem itself
and begins to tell the history of the Florida Seminole community, Whitman invokes not the muse
of poetry but “the muse of history” to “rend the veil, / And bring her hidden instances to light”22
and announces the telling of this “unknown”23 history as his poetic aim. This history, however, is
mediated by nature; the poet listening to nature hears history through it. Listening to the
“anthems of the might sea” and the “dark pines that their voices gave,” the speaker of Whitman’s
first canto finds echoes of history, leading him to think “of those who once were free” until “the
sea’s deep voice grew sad and claimed of me a tear.”24 The sea and the pines bear history;
Whitman’s ecology is not ahistorical, and it becomes racialized through that history. Whitman’s
Romantic affinities are altered by both his own historical context and the earlier history he seeks
to record, offering an anticolonial Romanticism in spite of his “stately verse.”

Ecological Resistance: Mapping Florida’s Swamps
In his retelling of that history, Whitman presents the swamp as an ecological ally in
resistance to colonization and enslavement. Whitman introduces us to the swamps through the
figure of an enslaved person on the verge of flight, who hears a “whisper..from Heaven”: “Fly
and be free!”25 And though this escape begins with a call from Heaven, that call is carried, and
the escape facilitated, by the ecosystem in which the fugitive finds himself.
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V.
‘Fly and be free!’ A whisper comes from heaven,
‘Thy cries are heard’ the bondman’s up and gone!
To grasp the dearest boon to mortal’s given,
He frantic flies, unaided and alone.
To him the red man’s dwellings are unknown;
But he can crave the freedom of his race,
Can find his harvests in the desert sown,
And in the cypress forest’s dark embrace,
A pathway to his habitations safely trace.

VI.
The sable slave, from Georgia’s utmost bounds,
Escapes for life into the Great Wahoo
Here has he left afar the savage hounds
And human hunters that did late pursue;
There in the hommock darkly hid from view,
His wretched limbs are stretched awhile to rest,
Till some kind Seminole shall guide him thro’
To where by hound nor hunter more distrest,
He, in a flow’ry home, shall be the red man’s guest. (11)
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The desire for freedom leads the fugitive to an “unknown” place, which Whitman immediately
identifies as the “dwellings” of the Seminole, defining the place by the relationships that persist
within it. Continuing this thread, his fugitive finds the Seminole “habitations” only “in the
cypress forest’s dark embrace.” Intimacy, that is, first enters the poem as an act of interspecies
solidarity against enslavement, and as a fugitive act—hid from view, the cypress forest’s
embrace is “dark.” So, too, the hommock, a forested strip of higher land in the midst of the
swamp, “darkly hid” the fugitive, granting him a rest that may ultimately lead to a “flow’ry
home.” The political protection the Wahoo Swamp offers this fugitive depends on the ecosystem;
once over the border, as these stanzas attest, the fugitive still needed to evade capture. Difficult
to navigate or to contain, the swamp allows the fugitive both to pass through and to stay hidden.
The swamp resists regimes of colonial control, from the monoculture of the plantations
all the way down to the mapping practices through which colonial powers began their attempts at
spatial control of the Floridian geography. Michelle Navakas, in an extensive analysis of
Floridian ecology at the onset of colonization, argues that “Florida's liquid landscape challenges
crucial notions of land, space, and boundaries that underlie familiar British and Anglo-American
forms and practices of founding.”26 The colonial encounter with Florida demanded, in Navakas’
account, a rejection of the idea of “stable ground that a Lockean tradition of landed property
required”27 and a turn to “a form of ownership involving detachment and mobility, rather than
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demarcation and enclosure.”28 And while demarcation and enclosure imagine a static geology as
its formation, detachment and mobility move towards a relational sense of place premised on
ecology as well as geology. While regions with firmer ground could support, for a time at least,
the notion of a separate and static natural world which human relations took place within but did
not alter, Florida’s much swifter geological changes forced settlers to understand the land itself
as part of the set of relations being negotiated in the course of settlement. All ground shifts, of
course, in geologic time, but in Florida geologic change happens as swiftly as human history.
Throughout Florida, the swamp blurs the boundary between land and water, a boundary
foundational to cartographic practices from the early maps chronicling the first European
encounters with Florida to the nautical charts of the nineteenth century. Before coast maps
became centralized, roughly corresponding to the founding of the United States Survey of the
Coast in 1807, many early maps depicted Florida as an archipelago rather than a peninsula.29 Yet
this mode of cartographic representation did not end with the inception of more precise mapping
practices.30 The Everglades, in particular, continued to be represented archipelagically even as
the northern half of Florida became increasingly cartographically yoked to the continent. Even as
Whitman was developing his understanding of Florida’s geography, well after United States
sovereignty had been declared and Seminole communities had been all but eradicated from the
peninsula, the swamps of Florida remained unruly.
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The swamps resisted colonization agriculturally as well as cartographically. The swamp’s
refusal to adhere to clear divisions between land and water also rendered Florida unfit for the
monocultural production that Americans practiced on the mainland. Navakas suggests that "the
Everglades may have prompted them to consider that some places enabled Africans, Indians, and
their allies on and beyond the continent to engage in a range of activities and roles that had little
to do with the plantation, although they could challenge the economic basis of both slavery and
empire.”31 The swamps of Florida, at least until drained, resisted the monocultural cultivation so
emblematic of Atlantic-world slavery. Navakas argues that these maps “attested to the region's
irreclaimability,” and “the names of features that harbored Seminoles, Africans, and their
allies—everglades, swamp, savannah, hammock—remained code for the message that some U.S.
spaces belong to others."32 The inclusion of the Seminole name “Pay-Hay-O-Kee” in the 1846
state-sponsored map33 signals one such code, marking the moment when the state’s spatial
control gives way. To the west of Pay-Hay-O-Kee, one can read, in smaller print, “NB. 20 miles
around this District is reserved from Survey till the Seminoles are removed.” That is, both the
irreclaimability of the swamp and the presence of Seminole communities in and around it
prevented the full exercise of colonial spatial controls and monocultural production. But for
Whitman, writing four decades after the publication of this map, Florida’s irreclaimability lay in
tension with the fact of its settlement and the too-successful expulsion of the Seminole and
African communities from the peninsula.
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For Albery Allson Whitman, this challenge to the normative colonial settlement of the
United States offers an opportunity, after the Civil War, to imagine a national future inclusive of
indigenous and Black life. Detachment and mobility, under slavery, had been an undesired part
of Black life, which could be uprooted at any moment. Imagining roots after decades of
itinerancy within his own life, Whitman rejects the traditional terms of colonial settlement and
turns instead to the Floridian exception. Whitman sets out to construct the possibility of an
ecologically specific history of belonging precisely where, after decades of colonial genocide
and at the brink of ecological decimation, it seems unavailable in the present. Whitman’s
rewriting of the Seminole Wars synthesizes that history with the present to imagine an
anticolonial future precisely when that future seems most threatened.
In the decades leading up to Whitman’s writing, Florida was being marketed to the rest of
the United States both cartographically and economically throughout the nineteenth century. As
Gail Hollander shows, both private investors and the deferral government began systematically
diverting water away from the swamps, effectively draining them, in the 1880s, rendering what
had been an uncultivatable morass the “the premier sugar-producing region of the U.S.
mainland.”34 Efforts to drain the swamps were part of a concerted national effort that included
the production of pamphlets encouraging immigration to Florida. One such pamphlet, published
in 1868, praises the richness of the soil, describing the “Swamp lands in Florida” as “perhaps the
most durably rich lands in the whole State,” with “deposits of vegetable debris, &c., washed in
from adjacent higher lands” such that “their fertility seems inexhaustible.”35 Even this pamphlet,
however, acknowledges that, “the labor of clearing them and ditching them is very great,” and
34
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attaches the frequent perception that “residence near them is unhealthy” concluding that “they
will not be much sought after by northern men,” even though “when brought under cultivation
such land will produce enormous crops of cotton and sugar.”36 Whitman’s chronicle of the dark
and resistant swamp thus comes at an ecological turning point, as the swamp turns toward the
plantation, and its anticolonial legacy seems on the verge of vanishing.
To represent the ecosystem of the swamp and the maroon and indigenous resistance, The
Rape of Florida offers another sort of map, rejecting the attempt to maintain static boundaries at
the water’s edge, and, in so doing, refusing to lay claim to the mastery that settlement requires.
Whitman’s unsettled map instead emblematizes what Katherine McKittrick calls Black
geographies, “alternative mapping practices during and after translatlantic slavery, many of
which were/are produced outside the official tenets of cartography; fugitive and maroon maps,
literacy maps, food/nourishment maps, family maps, music maps were assembled alongside 'real'
maps.’”37 Whitman’s map traces not borders but relations, human and otherwise, in the swamps
of Florida. Refusing the plantation logics that sought to quell those relations, Whitman maps a
mode of ecological encounter that acts as a counterhistory to the history of the plantation, in
which ecological embeddedness, rather than domination, grounds our cartographies, our
histories, and our poetics.
The swamp’s density and unnavigability enabled fugitive practices by effectively hiding
its inhabitants from colonial surveillance. Whitman, however, seeks to represent the entire
ecosystem as more actively engaged in the anticolonial project of his poem. Much as Whitman
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sees the ecosystem in which he participates as actively collaborating in the writing of his poem,
he depicts the Florida swamps as collaborating with the Seminoles in their resistance to
colonization. His characters, and above all Ewald, Atlassa, and Ewald’s father Palmecho, are
supported by and intimately familiar with the ecosystem in which they participate. Whitman
introduces us to these characters in the midst of anticolonial warfare, and while this warfare takes
place within the swamp, our heroes retain the upper hand. The first blow against the resistance
occurs after the colonial forces hang “the flag of truce from San Augustine’s gate,” luring both
Palmecho and Ewald to Saint Augustine “to prove by word, what they in arms had claimed.”38
The betrayal that follows leads Whitman to announce that “this land should blush whene’er a
flag of truce is named,”39 conscripting the land into the anticolonial resistance he describes and
bringing the claims of the past to bear on the present.
While Palmecho is captured, Ewald escapes because of her proximity to nonhuman forms
of life. The “hardened pirates,”40 Whitman’s preferred epithet for the colonizers, rise to seize
Ewald,

But mounting for the wilds, her valiant steed
Swept where the whist’ling cypress darkly spread
And bore from sight in his pursuers’ lead,
Foaming the scornful boast, that Ewald should be freed. (42)
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The animal, in this stanza, is the primary actor; Ewald is simply borne along on his back;of his
own volition, the horse takes Ewald’s side. And while a domesticated animal acting to protect its
owner is hardly anticolonial on the face of it, the horse’s action is accompanied by speech, much
like the “sayings of poetry” Whitman attributes to the birds and bees and cows in the preface.41
This horse expresses the scorn and pride of anticolonial resistance, asserting “that Ewald should
be freed.” Similarly, the “whist’ling cypress darkly spread” to hide both Ewald and her horse,
calling up the imagery of the cypress forest’s embrace. Cypress, a tree particularly suited to the
swamp, hides the path of first one fugitive and then another.
In the stanza that follows, the climate itself rises up to chastise the colonizer; expressing
outrage at Ewald’s father Palmecho’s capture and heralding events to come. To hear Whitman
tell it, “pallid nature reels / And shudders in the face of what forebodes.”42 As the rains fall and
the floods begin, “The drench roads / Are streams of sheety flame!”43 Ewald, however, does not
take the roads—familiar with the forest, “mid Tampa’s pines she darts along,” even as “The pine
tops quake / And howl in direful hubbub, as the winds awake!”44 The storm, that is, slows her
pursuers’ progress, aiding her precisely because of the intimate ecological familiarity she
possesses. Whitman refers to her, finally, as “a spirit of the storm,”45 a part of the wind and rain
in the place she is so familiar with that she has become embedded within it.
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When Ewald informs Atlassa of Palmecho’s capture he, too, calls upon this ecological
embeddedness. Atlassa calls on the land to witness his vow:

Witness ye pines on Mickasukie’s shore!
Witness ye brakes and glens of Florida!
Did ever I disgrace the soil that bore
My race, by coward’s act? From Tampa Bay,
Have I not met the armed foe in the way,
E’en to these bounds? Ye Seminoles once brave—
Brave ever! witness that I now do say;
Let not my country owe me e’en a grave,
If Sire Palmecho pine one fortnight more a slave! (45)

The “pines,” “brakes and glens” of the first two lines give way to the Seminoles of the sixth;
each element of the ecosystem Atlassa imagines steps forth to witness both his past behavior and
his present vow. The ecosystem, including his own human community, bears a record of his
actions against the “armed foe,” who he suggests is a foe of the human and non-human
inhabitants of Florida alike. Failure to resist, Atlassa contends, would “disgrace the soil” itself,
and Atlassa further emphasizes his community’s familarity with the soil at the most literal level,
describing the soil as an ancestor that “bore / My race.” Atlassa marks the soil as both his point
of origin and, as his reference to the grave suggests, his eventual destination. His origin, his
history, and his future are rendered ecologically, offering us a map of the swamp based on the
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relations it sustains. Atlassa holds an intimate ecological knowledge of this ecosystem, and it
reciprocates by sustaining and recording, at the material level, his presence within it.
Atlassa and Ewald travel through the cypress forest and navigate the swamp with a
familiarity that precludes the need for any written map. Ewald’s horse carries her without human
direction, and Atlassa speaks to the brakes and glens as confidently as he would to Ewald. Each
character is supported by the ecosystem they participate in, engaged in a relationship of mutual
intimacy rather than control. And though they do not need a map, in his representation of their
intimacy with the world around them, Whitman offers one version of a written map that would
adequately capture this ecological intimacy. Rather than recording precise locations, Whitman
transcribes routes, relations, and coalitions that come together to form a single ecosystem, both
in the swamp and on the page.

“Bloom-Hued Lover”: The Ecological Underpinnings of Sexual Intimacy
The relationship between Ewald and Atlassa, the central thread of Whitman’s anticolonial
history, is one instance of this ecological intimacy. Whitman weaves ecological motifs into
scenes of human intimacy throughout the poem, such that it becomes difficult to discern where
sexual intimacy end and ecological intimacy begins. For Whitman, sexuality is part of a larger
web of ecological embeddedness, rather than a singular relation; ecological intimacy does not
end, but simply takes the form of sexual intimacy in these scenes. Alongside the story of the
central lovers of the poem, Whitman presents a scene of sexual intimacy stripped of
individuation:
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The native warrior leads his ebon maid,
The dark young brave his bloom-hued lover wins;
And where soft spruce and willows mingle shade,
Young life mid sunniest hours its course begins:
All Nature pours its never-ending dins
In groves of rare-hued leaf without an end,—
‘Tis as if Time, forgetting Eden’s sins,
Relents, and spirit visitors descend
In love’s remembered tokens, earth once more to blend. (19)

In this passage, the “mingle[d] shade” of the two species of tree stands in for the mingling of the
lovers’ bodies; their sexual intimacy is reflected in their ecosystem. Similarly, Whitman’s
description of the race of each lover slips into a description of the hue of the leaf in the forest
with them—a leaf he praises as “rare-hued” in a stanza that has already identified the female
partner as “bloom-hued,” which, if it suggests a rosy cheek, certainly also suggests the hue of a
plant. The human body and the plant seep into one another in this passage, as the unnamed
characters’ sexual intimacy weaves them into their ecosystem.
Leaving these characters unnamed allows Whitman to use them as allegories of their
broader communities. His description of this unnamed couple anticipates his celebration of the
“common race” he felt would emerge from the union of Seminoles and maroons. His
disindividuated lovers are described simply as “dark” and “bloom-hued,” emphasizing color
rather than race. But Atlassa is identified as a Seminole—and most likely modeled on the
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Seminole leader Coacoochee46—Ewald is the daughter of a chief of Spanish descent, and a
maroon mother gone before the poem begins. In the stanza immediately preceding this scene,
Whitman describes the integration of Black Seminoles as creating a community of racial
solidarity in which “The poorest black that came upon their shore, / To them was brother—their
own flesh and blood—” and celebrating the conclusion that “A common race / Soon from this
union flows—soon rarest flowers / Bloom out and smile in beauty’s blending grace.” 47 Whitman
describes this “common race,” like the lovers’ sexual encounter in the forest, in ecological terms.
In the parallel structure he builds over these three lines, the “common race” is analogous to the
“rarest flowers” that “Bloom out and smile in beauty’s blending grace.” Whitman’s valorization
of this “blending,” like the mingling of spruce and willow in the description of the lover’s tryst,
would ultimately lead him to propose the colonization of Guatemala or Yucatán to form a nation
solely of those with mixed-race heritage. This little-known plan was published in a Wichita
paper in 1896, twelve years after The Rape of Florida, and criticized by his contemporaries.48
While the appeal of a home removed from European colonization is not difficult to imagine,
Whitman’s plan offered participant the opportunity to escape colonialism by becoming
colonizers themselves.
At this stage in Whitman’s career, however, his imaginings of such a home take place not
in the future, but in the past, fulfilled in the story of his unnamed lovers in the context of
anticolonial resistance, rather than renewed colonization. The superlative in Whitman’s
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description of the common race as the “rarest flowers” implies a hierarchical structure, albeit one
that contravenes the hierarchy imposed by colonization, but the plural suggests that the
superlative is less singular and more inclusive than a straightforward hierarchy might allow. The
“blending” he advocates challenges colonial conceptions of race more radically than mere
inversion, removing the lines that colonization requires to render race as such. But Whitman does
not advocate a form of racial mixing that erases the distinction between white colonizers and
indigenous and Black communities. He does not envision a world that erases conflict, but one
that uses the history of colonization to create anticolonial solidarity across the lines of racial
difference imposed by that colonization.
The interracial communities and relationships fostered by the swamp are, for Whitman,
an extension of the porous boundaries he espouses throughout the poem. The swamp facilitated
the political solidarity that Whitman presents as inseparable from human intimacy. In the lines
“The poorest black that came upon their shore, / To them was brother—their own flesh and
blood,”49 Whitman presents kinship as the inevitable outcome of political solidarity in a shared
ecosystem. Whitman’s understanding of kinship, even biological kinship, exists outside of
colonial definitions of family as dependent on marriage or reproduction. Kinship, for Whitman,
is defined by solidarity rather than genealogy. In the trust that Whitman imagines, the linear
temporality on which genealogy depends slips away and “Tis as if Time, forgetting Eden’s sins, /
Relents, and spirit visitors descend / In love’s remembered tokens, earth once more to blend.”50
These lovers slip outsides of Time, which “relents,” and, “forgetting Eden’s sins,” allows
Whitman to imagine an unbroken Eden within the swamp, “spirit visitors descend” to “blend”
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the earth “in love’s remembered tokens.” Love, both in terms of kinship and in the sexual
intimacy Whitman depicts, blends the races together and in so doing blends the earth.
True to form, Whitman bolsters the temporal respite accorded these lovers with
ecological protection. Two stanzas further, Whitman describes a lover pining in the protection of
the forest.

Here lapped in Sylvia’s all-composing shade,
Reposed a lake beneath the thick-wood hill
Whose shady base, by night and day was made
The scene of trystings: Pining there until
The shadows crept upon the midnight sill,
The love-sick youth spoke vows unto the moon. (20)

Whitman begins this stanza by personifying the sylvan ecosystem as “Sylvia,” feminizing the
forest to enhance the eroticism of the intimacy it shares with the “love-sick youth” it protects.
The “shade” the trees afford is “all-composing”; every participant in this ecosystem is composed
by the forest in which its life and sustaining relations take place. The lake, for example, is
“lapped” in this shade; Whitman takes a verb intuitively associated with water and the lapping of
waves and inverts the relationship between land and water. If the two share a border, it is proven
porous by both the waves of water and the shadows from land that cross it, and both the land and
water share in the undoing of that binary structure.
The hill of trees that composes the lake also protects the lover, creating a secure location
for intimacy and vulnerability. The “thick-wood” of the hill obscures passage for those
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unfamiliar with the terrain creating a place of “repose” for the lake and the “love-sick youth.”
The base of the hill, which is once again described as “shady,” serves as “the scene of trystings.”
While Whitman uses a variety of terms to describe sexual intimacy over the course of the poem,
“trystings,” which signifies mutual agreement as well as an appointment at a designated place,
emphasizes mutual consent to and participation in sexual intimacy; the ecological harmony
includes the lovers. One might say it composes them. The youth’s “pining” similarly underscores
the concordance between the youth and the trees around him in this harmonious ecosystem by
incorporating arboreal language into the description of his action. The same thick woods that
hide the fugitive also hide the lovers, protecting their union by enfolding human sexuality within
the broader ecosystem.

Ecological Severance and Restoration: The Seminoles in Santa Rosa
Whitman’s counterhistory imagines a community of Seminoles and maroons in seamless
relationships of mutual intimacy with one another and the broader ecosystem. The historical
record, however, offers a slightly more complex picture. Slaveholding was common in
southeastern indigenous communities, although the structures governing slaveholding
relationships did not always match the system of slavery as it developed under United States’
law. While Seminole slavery was racialized, in that the Seminole enslaved Black fugitives, the
Seminole also saw those they enslaved as Seminole, and enslaved people lived among the
Seminole with relative autonomy.51 Whitman’s portrayal of Black Seminoles papers over much
of this history, but it is nonetheless true that the history of Black and Seminole relations was
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never reducible to a relationship of domination. Whitman’s history of relations premised on
mutual intimacy and, by extension, the consent of all parties involved, rose-tinted as it is, is
nevertheless not outside of the range of Seminole and maroon relationships both before and after
removal.52
Whitman stops short of offering a counterfactual history, or imagining a world where
Seminole and maroon resistance prevent removal.53 As the poem begins its denouement, Ewald
and Palmecho are captured and taken to a fort54 in Tampa. Once again, the woods side with
Ewald. As her capturers decide to use her and Palmecho to lure Atlassa to the fort,

The spirits of the wood by Tampa seem
To sink their hidings into darker shade.
There lingers not the least reluctant beam
Amid the gloom that doth the scene pervade.
The scaffold, specter-like on high arrayed,
Looks down in grim rebuke. (66)
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In these lines, Whitman doubles down on the importance of shade and darkness for ecological
protection. If the “spirits” of the ecosystem surrounding Tampa “sink their hidings into darker
shade,” they must have already have been hiding something, which they now take action to
obscure further. The slippery term “hidings” refuses to identify what it hides, and conflates verb
and noun so that the “hiding” the forest does is indistinguishable from the “hidings” it hides.
Even in Whitman’s poem, the forest will not give up its inhabitants. “Gloom” pervades the
darker shade in which these hidings are protected; like darkness and shade, “gloom” is desirable,
because it acts to obscure what hides within the forest. The enemy, here, is the “least reluctant
beam” of light that might threaten the forest’s protective darkness. Mirroring these treacherous
beams of light are the beams that, deprived of life and uprooted from their ecosystem, now
compose the scaffold that threatens the former trees’ comrades. But in the face of the imminent
capture of the Seminole leader, even the scaffold rebukes its makers.
Even before Atlassa’s capture, the woods anticipate his loss. Outside her prison window,
Ewald sees Abraham, a maroon who lived and fought with the Seminoles in the Seminole
Wars,55 and sends a message through him to Atlassa, informing him that Palmecho will be killed
if he does not appear. Immediately following this message, Whitman interrupts the imminent
displacement of the Seminole community with several stanzas in which Atlassa extols the beauty
of Florida’s ecosystems and their capacity to engender anticolonial resistance.
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XXXII.
Hail Florida! ye palmy forests hail!
Hail densest pines and fields of endless bloom!
‘Twas sweet, I ween, in Apalachi’s vale,
To wander forth in the deep foliage gloom,
Where the wide air was scarce of breathing room,
To see the soft bananas drooping thro’,
And the great dusky yellow orange loom
Mid languid leaves: Thus as the aspect grew
From change to change, the eye did fresh delights pursue.

XXXIII.
’Twas sweet to see the blossoms, many-hued,
Flush in the Summertide’s luxuriant smile,
Soft shimm’ring in the sunlight, half subdued
By great dense boughs of green. ‘Twas sweet to while
The hours by fenceless paths for many a mile;
To pause ‘mid the great shades where the birds swung
And follow fancy’s pleased eye thro’ each aisle,
To nymph abodes, the leafy haunts among;
Where hues had speech and fragrance wooed us with her tongue.
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XXXIV.
Such scenes as these, the exile’s pensive eye
Enjoyed with satisfaction deep and true.
The Seminole looked proud and dreamily,
Or musing walked, with scarcely more to do.
Surely there never was a happier view!
From town to town, mid groves and by the sea,
To Mickasukie and the great Wahoo;
The joyous scenes of Summer wild and free,
Lured Care to rest on Pleasure’s lap continually. (69–70)

Sweetness is the quality Whitman assigns to this combination of beauty and wild freedom,
already counted lost in the past tense of his stanzas. In the initial lines, Atlassa’s hailing of the
proper noun, “Florida,” is quickly replaced by its ecological descriptors: the “palmy forests,”
“densest pines,” and “fields of endless bloom” form a list of Florida’s disparate but
interconnected ecosystems. Atlassa’s “endless bloom” feels more like a hope than a description.
The monologue continues into a catalogue of all that “’twas sweet,” from “soft bananas
drooping” to the “great dusky yellow orange” to the “blossoms, many-hued.” The sweetness of
these fruits and flowers was not self-contained, however. Atlassa repeats that it was sweet “to
see” each of these organisms, emphasizing his relationship to them as part of the same
ecosystem. By the same token, Whitman calls the reader’s attention to the changing ecosystem,
rather than the static form. The form, which Whitman calls the “aspect,” grows, and this growth
is part of the sweetness Atlassa describes as he continues “from change to change, the eye did
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fresh delights pursue.” Atlassa’s consistent past tense, however, casts doubt on whether the
“endless bloom” will fulfill the promise of its adjective; the draining of the swamps at the time of
Whitman’s writing all but confirms that it will not.
That ecosystemic disruption extends beyond vegetal life; Whitman ties this ecosystem to
an experience of human freedom. In the forests, Atlassa could “wander forth in the deep foliage
gloom / Where the wide air was scarce of breathing room.” “Gloom” once again is not a negative
descriptor but, just like the “cypress’ dark embrace”56 that protects the fugitive at the start of the
poem, a positive feature enabling the freedom Atlassa describes. Rather than valuing the “wide
air” more commonly associated with the United States’ expanding western frontier, Whitman
values the closeness of the forest that leaves air and colonial expansion alike “scarce of breathing
room.” Just as he did in describing the unidentified lovers, Whitman connects the ecosystem to
the racialized resistance to such expansion in the language of hue, praising the sweetness of
seeing “the blossoms, many-hued” in the Florida summer. The value of the blossoms “soft
shimm’ring in the sunlight” is their variegated hues, one instance of the mingling of different
forms of life in a common ecology. Atlassa underscores the porosity of this ecosystem, as
different species mingle together, in human terms, proclaiming that “’Twas sweet to while / The
hours by fenceless paths for many a mile.” The “fenceless paths,” untouched by the boundaries
of monocultural plantation systems and their attendant private property divisions, allow plants to
grow intermingled with one another and animals to move unencumbered among them, in sharp
distinction to the plantation poetics we saw in Grainger, in which he advises the planter to turn
the hedges themselves into a fence to keep unwanted species at bay. The freedom Atlassa
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describes, however, is both spatial and temporal; he praises both ease of movement and having
the time “to while the hours” away, as well as

To pause ‘mid the great shades where the birds swung
And follow fancy’s pleased eye thro’ each aisle,
To nymph abodes, the leafy haunts among;
Where hues had speech and fragrance wooed us with her tongue. (70)

Unmarked time gives Atlassa the freedom to follow fancy, to follow all he has catalogued as
“sweet to see.” Continuing Whitman’s emphasis on ecological intimacy as erotic intimacy, the
hues and fragrances of the forest “wooed” the human inhabitants, creating an ecosystem
determined by conversation and the early stirrings of intimacy rather than by domination.
As we have seen, the inhabitants the flora seek to seduce are historically specific, drawn
into an ecological affinity with flora and fauna alike on the ground of their shared resistance to
colonization and ecological destruction. Atlassa specifies that the eye finding it so “sweet to see”
these fruits and flowers is “the exile’s pensive eye.” Alongside the exile who “enjoyed with
satisfaction deep and true” the scenes around him, “the Seminole looked proud and dreamily, /
Or musing walked, with scarcely more to do.” The coalition of exiles and Seminoles both look
on the scene and walk through, participating in an ecosystem that offers both aesthetic pleasure
and enough sustenance to allow its participants “scarcely more to do” than appreciate the world
around them. Once again, Whitman’s Florida rivals Eden: “The joyous scenes of Summer wild
and free, / Lured Care to rest on Pleasure’s lap continually.” The wildness of this ecology is
inseparable from its freedom, and both combine to create the “joyous scenes” observed by the
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exile, the Seminole, and Whitman’s reader. Aesthetic pleasure, in this poem, depends on the
success of anticolonial resistance.
The joy of aesthetic pleasure and ecological affinity is turned to grief upon Atlassa’s
capture and the forced removal of the Seminole community, but Atlassa insists on the
permanence of his ecological bond. The eye is still the organ of choice, but as this community is
forcibly scattered Whitman describes the prisoners “gazing away upon the toiling seas” and
“looking back, with sad reluctant eyes”57 as they sail away from Florida. The delights of the eye
have given way to sadness, and the seas, like the rest of the ecosystem, match the affect of their
comrades. As with any attachment, the grief of separation is a direct consequence of ecological
affinity, but Atlassa does not relinquish his connection to Florida upon separation. As he departs,
he entreats the land to
remember me;
And while the billows shall between us roar,
Or thy smooth sands shall hear a lisping sea,
Let these my latest vows revive and dwell in thee! (79)

Matching Whitman derivation of poetry from the speech of birds and the thinking of “dumb
rocks,” Atlassa believes the ecosystem he was a part of can, in some sense, “remember” him. In
the context of the disintegration and dispersal of his community, “remembering” suggests not
just bearing him in mind but integration, a process of rejoining the members of the ecosystem
into a whole despite their separation.
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On one level, this demand clearly fails; Atlassa and one portion of his community are
sent to Mexico, and do not return to Florida in his lifetime. But the remembering that Atlassa
requests does occur in ecological terms. Atlassa ties his request to the much broader ecosystem
that now holds them; while he no longer lives in the swamps, the sea connects Mexico to Florida.
When Atlassa demands, “while the billows shall between us roar, / Or thy smooth sands shall
hear a lisping sea, / Let these my latest vows revive and dwell in thee,” he ties himself to Florida
through the sound of the “billows” and the “lisping sea,” hinting that sound, if not sight, might
still connect him to the peninsula. Atlassa’s vows will “dwell” in Florida, perpetually revived by
the tides of the sea, much like the “endless bloom” he hopes for. This figural connection,
however, is also material; Atlassa’s actions, including his efforts to preserve the swamp from
colonial devastation, have materially altered the ecosystem of which he was a member, and it
retains traces of him beyond reckoning.
This is the origin of the poetics Whitman announced at the beginning. If the highest form
of poetry is registered in the “dumb rocks,”58 this departure marks one moment of its registration.
The rocks and soil bear the layers of the ecosystem’s previous inhabitants, and in so doing tell
history, if they can be heard. Atlassa sees a similar registration in the scars of his comrades; these
physical marks have a “dumb eloquence which tells the wrong that mars.”59 Both the swamps
and his comrades bear marks of harm done, as well as the sediment of a rich ecosystem.
Although Whitman’s articulation of his poetics of the preface began with the “sayings” of the
world around him, toward the close of his poem he reminds the reader that “There is a time when
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speech is all too frail, / There is a place where silence speaks the most.”60 At this moment, the
“dumb rocks” and the “dumb eloquence” of scars pick up the thread of Whitman’s poem.
Yoking together the “time” and “place” when silence is more eloquent than speech, Whitman
uncovers history in the ecosystem that bears its traces.
After removal, Whitman repeats the refrain of sweetness from Atlassa’s description of
Florida, but the verb tense of his descriptions has shifted. As Atlassa and his comrades find a
home in a new ecosystem, Whitman refers again and again to the sweetness of a spiritual return
to the lost home, announcing that

If conscious life about the earth might stroll,
A child of Reason still, then it were sweet
To think on a Republic of the soul—
Community of Spirits,—where lives meet
To walk the earth they’ve known, with joyous feet. (88)

Shifting the past tense of Atlassa’s “‘twas sweet” to the imperfect subjunctive of “’twere,”
rendered all the more uncertain by the conditional “if” that begins the stanza. The image of
conscious life strolling about the earth, a precondition for the sweetness of this reunion, echoes
Atlassa’s description of walking along fenceless paths,61 but the capaciousness of his “conscious
life” broadens this plea for free movement beyond the human. The “Republic of the soul” and
“Community of Spirits” that Whitman imagines under this condition is a universal ecosystem,
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comprising all conscious life and offering “lives,” in this broad sense, the ability to return to “the
earth they’ve known.”
This universal ecosystem, however, is imaginable only after death. But Whitman
continues his sweet refrain and its attendant conjugation in the following stanza, imagining what,
in the face of such curtailed possibility, might render life sweet.

’Twere sweet to live, if cherishing the trust
That life itself doth from the flesh-life spring,—
That what survives affection’s tender dust,
Is this existence only brightening
With azure grace and an immortal wing!
Then might we hope to feel, as we have felt,
And know the subtle shadow wavering
Between the where we may dwell and have dwelt;
Then might we realize that not in vain we’ve knelt. (88)

In these lines, the condition of the sweet life is a trust that life “itself” springs from “flesh-life”
and that a form of “this existence” persists after worldly “affection” has turned to “tender dust.”
The “brightening” Whitman imagines in this afterlife comes from “azure grace and an immortal
wing,” which herald sky and angels but also the seas and birds that, scattered throughout the
poem, are as much a part of its ecosystem as they are the ecosystem of the swamp. In this
afterlife only a “subtle shadow” separates where the Seminole “may dwell,” in both the softer
sense of where is it is possible to dwell and the harsher sense of where they are permitted to
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dwell, from where they “have dwelt” in the past. Past history and present possibility are on the
verge of collapse, and so too is what “we have felt” and where we “have dwelt.” This
consonance between feeling and dwelling is the mark of ecological intimacy; as in Whitman’s
original description of his poetics, the place of ecological belonging bears witness to the
emotional resonances of its histories, but the pitch of those emotional resonances are tuned
ecologically.
In The Rape of Florida, Whitman attempts to capture the tenor of that ecological
intimacy, lifting his ear to the birds, the sea, and the dumb rocks. Just as the swamps had offered
themselves as sites of political resistance to colonization by means of their ecological resistance
to the plantation, they offer Whitman the tools of poetic resistance in the midst of a highly
regimented formal poetics. Whitman’s poetics, like the swamp, maintain their resistance by
means of an ongoing encounter with the histories registered in the ecologies he takes as the
matter of his poems. The history Whitman offers thus tips our understanding of the social into
the ecological. Imagining a poetics in which the poem is continually open to encounter with the
world outside it, he proposes a sociality in which ecological embeddedness is the ground of
collective life. This is not a panacea; no form of sociality can prevent loss, or devastation, or
trauma. But it is a world worth inhabiting.
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